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ABSTRACT
Environmental policies embodied in the Wilderness Act, Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act, and Endangered Species Act impose certain restrictions on the de-
velopment of Colorado's water resources. Planning costs are unavoidably in-
creased because time and personnel must be invested in complying with proce-
dural requirements of the laws. Capital or operating costs may be increased
because of construction delays, required engineering desi~n changes, or spa-
tial relocation of project facilities. In some cases, development opportuni-
ties will be completely foregone.
Approximately 2.6 million acres of land have already been designated un-
der the Wilderness Act, and another 1.3 million acres have either been admin-
istratively endorsed or are being studied for their wilderness suitability.
Several proposed projects could be affected by the land withdrawals because
new construction works are not permitted within wilderness areas without a
Presidential exemption. The Denver Water Department's proposed transmountain
import projects could be built outside the Eagles Nest Wilderness, albeit at
higher economic costs, or need for the projects might possibly be eliminated
by pursuing other supply options. Prohibition against modifying the plant
and snow cover within wilderness areas for the purpose of increasing natural
water yield may create significant opportunity costs in the future. Major
limitations on cloud seeding over wilderness areas would foreclose much of
the state's cloud-seeding potential.
Recommendations to add portions of 11 rivers in Colorado to the national
wild and scenic rivers system have either been submitted to Congress or are
under final administrative review. Protection against development has ex-
pired for the Dolores, Encampment, and Gunnison Rivers because le~islative ac-
tion was not taken within the time period allotted for Congressional review,
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and protection for the other rivers is uncertain because none of the study re-
ports were completed by the mandated deadline of October 2, 1979. Designation
of the Conejos, Elk, Encampment, Los Pinos, and Piedra Rivers would foreclose
few, if any, development opportunities. Whether desi~nation of the Colorado,
Dolores, Green, and Yampa would actually constrain development is largely con-
ditional upon final determinations yet to be made by the Fish and Wildlife Ser-
vice regarding critical habitat and instream flow needs of the endangered Colo-
rado River fishes. Designation of the Cache 1a Poudre would apparently ex-
clude only the potential Gray Mountain-Id1ywi1de Project, since all of the oth-
er known project alternatives are either economically infeasible or would be
located within existing wilderness areas. Designation of the Gunnison might
exclude one of two proposed hydroelectric projects.
Fifteen endangered or threatened species are currently listed for Colo-
rado. The only pervasive conflicts identified in this study involve the whoop-
ing crane and Colorado River fishes. New streamflow depletions in the Platte
River system will adversely affect the whooping crane habitat in central Ne-
braska if such depletions occur between February I-May 10 or September 16-No~
vember 15. Accordingly, new developments will be given nonjeopardy biological
opinions only if they can meet the required flow regime, either by providing
storage releases or replacement waters, or if they can offset the effects of
small depletions by funding habitat improvement programs. Approval of proj-
ects affecting the Colorado River fishes have already been made continqent up-
on project operators adopting or funding various conservation measures, includ-
ing the bypassing of minimum flows during critical months of the year. Pres-
ervation of both the whooping crane and endangered fishes could place Colorado
in a competitive race with adjoining states to develop its unused compact en-
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The last two decades have witnessed increasing competition between devel-
opment and preservation of Colorado's water resources. This report examines
one component of this conflict, namely, the development limitations created by
national policy embodied in the Wilderness Act of 1964, the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act of 1968, and the Endangered Species Act of 1973. Each of these leg-
islative mandates potentially restricts the ability of Colorado to develop its
water resources for hydroelectric power and offchannel consumptive uses. Such
restrictions become especially important when viewed in the context that Colo-
rado, because of long-standing legal commitments, must deliver more than half
of its natural runoff to downstream states (Colo. Energy Research Inst., 1981,
p. 9). Most of the runoff allocated for instate consumption in the Rio Grande,
Kansas, and Arkansas River Basins is already being utilized. Curtailment of
development opportunities in the three surplus basins, the North Platte, South
Platte, and Colorado, will reduce the options available for meeting the incre-
mental water demands of future population and economic growth.
Wilderness features of direct concern to this study include 2.6 million
acres of congressionally designated wilderness land, another 1.3 million acres
of potential wilderness land, 12 wild and scenic study rivers, 15 threatened or
endangered species currently listed by the Fish and Wildlife Service, and an
unknown number of threatened or endangered species that may be listed in the
future (Table 1). This report analyzes only the constraints imposed by wilder-
ness preservation on water-project development; it does not consider the bene-
ficial aspects of wilderness preservation on water quality, instream recreation,
or other resource values that would accrue without development.
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Table 1. Wilderness Components in Colorado
DESIGNATED AND POTENTIAL WILDERNESS AREAS
Agency
Forest Service

























WILD AND SCENIC STUDY RIVERS
Stream Miles
River (Drainage Basin) Wild Scenic Recreational Total
Cache la Poudre (South Platte) 25.0 44.0 69.0
Colorado (Colorado)a 20.7 20.7
Conejos (Rio Grande) 25.6 11.2 36.8
Dolores (Colorado)b 33.0 41.0 31.0 105.0
Lower Dolores (Co1orado)8 8.5 8.5
Elk {Colorado} 16.7 12.4 29.1
Encampment (North Platte) 19.5 19.5
Green (Co1orado}a 22.0 18.0 40.0
Gunnison (Colorado) 26.0 26.0
Los Pinos (Colorado) 54.0 54.0
Piedra (Colorado) 21.5 7.9 29.4
Yampa (Colorado) 47.0 47.0
290.3 90.5 104.2 485.0
aExcludes adjoining segments in Utah.
bExc1udes the 35-ml1e segment of the West Dolores River recommended for recreational status by the
State of Colorado but found ineligible by the Federal Study Team.
FEDERALLY LISTED THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

















Mesa Verde cactus a
Northpark phace1ia
Spineless hedgehog cactus


















Last confirmed sightings near Denver and near
Mancos in 1953.
Colorado River Basin and headwaters of East Slope
drainages.
Occasional migrant in Great Plains and foothills
zone.
Associated with riparian habitats.
Last reported sighting near Denver in 1882.
Designated habitats: Alamosa and Monte Vista
National Wildlife Refuges in the San Luis Valley
and the Platte River bottom1ands between
Lexington and Shelton. Nebraska.
Green River (Utah).
Green. Yampa. White. Gunnison and Colorado Main-
stem Rivers.
Headwaters of South Platte and Huerfano Rivers.
Green. Yampa. and Colorado Mainstem Rivers.
Near Navajo Reservoir in the San Juan River Basin.
Portions of 'Dolores and San Juan River Basins.
Adjacent to North Platte and Michiqan Rivers.
Portions of Dolores, Gunnison. and Colorado Main-
stem Basins. .
Lower portions of Gunnison and Colorado Mainstem
Basins.
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In passing the Wilderness Act, Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, and Endanger-
ed Species Act, Congress explicitly recognized that development of natural
resources for immediate private gain should be complemented by a national
policy which preserves some ecological resources for long-term public use
and enjoyment. Acceptance of a preservation policy is strongly resisted by
some interest groups who, in the extreme, appear to believe that every drop
of water allocated to Colorado should be impounded, diverted through a hydro-
electric turbine, and then consumptively withdrawn for agricultural, indus-
trial, commercial, or residential use. This Midas philosophy, that every
drop of streamflow should be touched and turned into gold, is no less absurd
than the opposite belief that every stream should be left untouched. The
emphasis of this report on wilderness constraints is not intended to promote
development to the exclusion of preservation; rather, the study should be
viewed as contributing to the larger information base needed by Coloradans
if they are to make rational tradeoffs between these two beneficial, but
oftentimes conflicting, water uses.
The remainder of this chapter profiles the wilderness features that could
affect water-project development in Colorado. Chapter 2 reviews the legisla-
tive provisions and administrative regulations governing the three wilderness
acts. Chapter 3 examines the effects of wilderness preservation on project
development within a topical framework, and Chapter 4 extends the discussion
to a ri·ver basin accounting system. Chapter 5 presents a summary and conclu-
sions.
Wilderness Areas
The Wilderness Act of 1964 established a national preservation system of
roadless areas that have been little modified by man. Nearly all types of
water-development activity within such areas requires either a Presidential
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or Congressional exemption. More than 2.6 million acres of land in Colorado
have already been placed in the national system, an additional 899,000 acres
have been endorsed for inclusion, and another 447,000 acres are currently
being studied for their wilderness suitability (Table 1). Administrative re.,.
sponsibi1ity for the affected acreage rests with the Forest Service, Bureau
of Land Management, and National Park Service.
Most of the Forest Service wilderness is located above 9,000 to 10~000
feet elevation in the alpine-subalpine watersheds (Fig. 1). The 24 designated
units comprise more than 2.5 million acres (Table 2), or approximately one-
fifth of all national forest lands in Colorado and 4 percent of the state's
entire land area. Reports have now been published for the 18 wilderness study
and further-planning areas. An endorsement for the Spruce Creek area was sub-
mitted to Congress on September 13, 1982, but recommendations for the other
areas are still subject to review by the Chief of the Forest Service, the
Secretary of Agriculture, and the President's Office of Management and Budget.
Final recommendations must be submitted to Congress by December 2, 1983. At
a maximum, tt appears that an additional 351 ,000 acres might be added to the
existing wilderness system. This excludes the possibility that other areas
could be considered for their wilderness suitability at some future time,
either through a Congressional request or as part of the Forest Service's
periodic updating of forest management plans.
The Bureau of Land Management has completed the first phase of its wil-
derness review process, as required by the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976. The first phase resulted in the selection of 60 road1ess areas
totaling about 787,000 acres, or nearly 10 percent of all BLM lands in the
state (Table 3). Phase II, currently in progress, will be completed between
1983-1986 as part of the Bureau's regional comprehensive land-use plans.
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Table 2. Forest Service Designated, Study, and Further Planning Wilderness Areas
DESIGNATED WILDERNESS AREAS
Gross law and Date
Kame of Area National Forest Acres Established
Big Blue Uncompahgre 97,700 P.l. 96-560, 12/22/80
Cache La Poudre Roosevelt 9,400 P.l. 96-560, 12/22/80
Collegiate Peaks Gunnison 48,000 P.l. 96-560, 12/22/80
San Isabel 81 ,450
White River 30,450
Total 159 ,900
Comanche Peak Roosevelt 67,500 r.t. 96-560, 12/22/80
Eagles Nest Arapaho 82,810 P.L. 94-352, 7/12/76
White River 51 ,105
Total 133,915
Flat Tops Routt 38,870 P.l. 94-146, 12/15/75
Whi te River 196,360
Total 235,230
Holy Cross San Isabel 9,020 P.L. 96-560, 12/22/80
Whi te River 107,850
Total 116,870
Hunter-Fryingpan White River 74,450 P.L. 95-237, 2/24178
Indian Peaks Arapaho 40,180 P.L. 95-450, 10/11/78;
Roosevelt 30,714 P.L. 96-560, 12/22/80
Total 70,894
La Gar.ita Gunnison 77,122 P.l. 88-577, 9/3/64;
Rio Grande 24 ,164 P.L. 96-560, 12/22/80
Total 101,286
lizard Head San Juan 20,939 P.L. 96-560, 12/22/80
Uncompahgre
iO'1§~Total 1,
Lost Creek Pike 106,000 P.L. 96-560, 12/22/80
Maroon Bells- Gunnison 19,850 P.L. 88-577, 9/3/64 ;
Snowmass White Ri ver 154,579 P.L. 96-560, 12/22/80
Total 174,429
Mount Evans Arapaho 37,850 P.l. 96-560, 12/22/80
Pike 35,150
Total 73,000
Mount Massive San Isabel 26,000 P.L. 96-560, 12/22/80
Mount Sneffe1s Uncompahgre 16,200 P.l. 96-560, 12/22/80
Mount Zirkel Routt 139,898 P.l. 88-577, 9/3/64;
P.L. 96-560, 12/22/80
Heota Roosevelt 10,000 P.l. 96-560, 12/22/80
Routt 220
Total "iD:"ffi)
Never Sunmer Arapaho 7,441 P.l. 96-560, 12/22/80
Routt
,*:~a6Total
Raggeds Gunnison 42,200 P.L. 96-560, 12/22/80
White River l~,~OgTotal 5 , 0
Rawah Roosevel t 72,437 P.L. 88-577 , 9/3/64 ;
Routt 1,462 P.L. 96-560, 12/22/80
Total 73,899


























WILDERNESS STUDY AND FURTHER-PLANNING AREAS
The following areas were designated for wilderness study by the Colorado Wilderness Act of 1980 (P.L.
96-560). by earlier Congressional mandate (P.L. 95-237 for Spruce Creek). or by the Forest Service's
RARE II process. The status of each area is given as of January 1. 1983. Except for Spr~ce Creek, the
recommendations are preliminary and subject to further review. Final recommendations will be submitted
to Congress by December 22. 1983.
Preferred Alternative--Acres
Name of Area National Forest Wilderness Nonwi 1derness
Buffalo Peaks San Isabel, Pike 56,950
Cannibal Plateau Gunnison 14.150 17.840
Davis Peak Routt 8,100
Foss11 Ri dge Gunnison 54,700
Greenhorn Mountain San Isabel 22,330
Oh-Be-Joyful Gunnison 5,500
Lost Creek Pike 23,000
Piedra San Juan 41,500
Sangre de Crts to Rio Grande 125,600 5,100
San Isabel 62,800 24,4~0
188.400 29,5 0
Service Creek Routt 39,860
South San Juan Exp.ans1on San Juan 32,800
Spanish Peaks San Isabel 19.570
Spruce Creek White River 8.000
St. Louis Peak Routt 12,800
Vasquez Peak Arapaho 12.800
West Needle San Juan 15.800
Wheeler Geologic Rio Grande 11 ,390
Will iams Fork Arapaho 53,888
Total 350,940 317,938
Source: U.S. Forest Service (personal comrn .• 1983).
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Table 3. Bureau of Land Management Wilderness Study Areasa
.Acres
Preferred Alternative Study Not Completion
District and Area Wilderness Nonwilderness Completed Date
CANON CITY
Beaver Creek 17,000 9,150
Black Canyonb 2,300
Browns Canyon 6,614
~ Lower Grape Creek 11,220
McIntyre ~i 11 s 16,800
Papa Keal 1,020
Sand Cast1eb 1,644
San Luis Hills 10,240
South Piney Creekb 870
Upper Grape Creek 10,200
Zapata Creekb 720
Subtotal 23,614 64~164 0
CRAIG
Black Mountain 9,932
Bull CanyonC 11,035 742
Cold Springs WestC 14,352 1985
Cross Mountain 14,081 1983








Oil Spring Mountain 17,740
Skull Creek 13,740
Troublesome 8,250 1983
Wi 11 ow Creek 13,368
Windy Gulch 12,274
Subtotal 11 ,035 78,336 80,263
GRAND JUNCTION
Black Ridge Canyons 18,150 1986
Black Ridge Canyons
WestC 49,200 1986
Bull Gulch 10,415 4,585
Castle Peak 11 ,940
Dema ree Canyon 21 ,050 1986









District and Area Wilderness Nbnw;ldE:rness Completed Date
Sewemup Mesad 17,480 1986
The Palisade 26,050 1986
Subtotal 10,415 20,215 190,445
MONTROSE
Adobe Badlands 10,560 1986
Ameri can F1 atsb 4,710
Bill Hare Gu1chb 370
Cahone Canyon 8,385 1984
Camel Back 10,900 1986
Cross CanyonC 8,440 1984
Dolores River Canyonl
Coyote Wash 25,550 1984
Dominguez Canyond 43,810 1986
Gunnison Gorge 19,560 1986
Handies Peak 7,120 11 ,740
Larson Creekb 900
McKenna Peak 21 ,900 1984
Menefee Mountain 7,360 1984
Needle Creek 4,540
Powderhorn Instant 44,951
Red Cloud Peak 11 ,140 29,435




Squaw-Papoose CanyonC 4,680 1984
Tabeguache Creek 7,270 1986
Weber Mountain 6,320 1984
Weminuche Contiguous b 1,980
West Needles
Contiguous 5,780
Whitehead Gulch 1,770 4,430
Subtotal 70,761 61 ,585 176,395
STATE TOTAL 115,825 224,300 447,103
aAreas listed in the November 18,1981, Federal Register (U.S. Bur. Land Mgnt.,
b1981). Maps of individual areas are contatned in U.S. Bur. Land Mgnt. (1980).
Areas withdrawn from wilderness consideration in January 1983 because they
cdo not meet the minimum 5,000 acre criterion.
dExcludes adjoining areas in Utah.
Located in both Grand Junction and Montrose Districts.
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Final recommendations for all study units must be submitted to the President
no later than October 21,1991, and thence to Congress by October 21,1993.
At the time of this writing, BLM has completed studies for 36 of the study
areas and has provisionally endorsed 224,300 acres for inclusion in the na-
tional preservation system.
The wilderness acreage located within national park boundaries (Table 4)
is of minor concern to this study because the affected lands would be managed
as de facto wilderness even without Congressional designation. Administrative
endorsements to enlarge the existing wilderness acreage have been pending be-
fore Congress since 1972 or 1974. Senator William Armstrong sponsored legis-
lation for the proposed acreage in 1982, but no action was taken on the bill.
Boundaries of the proposed area in Rocky Mountain National Park lie close to,
but exclude, several existing water-control facilities.
Table 4. National Park Wilderness Areas
Acres
Potential
Designated Proposeda Additionsb Total





2,917e 235,668 89 238,674
55,687 415,498 6,758 477 ,943
submitted to Congress in 1972 or 1974.
Unit




Great Sand Dunes National
Monument
Mesa Verde National Park








Wild and Scenic Study Rivers
On January 3, 1975, Congress directed that twelve rivers in Colorado be
studied for potential inclusion in the national wild and scenic rivers system
(P.l. 93-621; U.S. Senate·House Conf. Comm., 1974). Draft or final reports,
including separate assessments of the Dolores River above and below the town
of Gateway, have been published for each study corridor. The report for the
Big Thompson River in Rocky Mountain National Park declared the entire study
segment to be ineligible because of its short length and lack of outstanding
features to compensate for the length criterion (U.S. Heritage Conserve and
Recreational Service, 1978). Recommendations for the other study corridors
are summarized in Table 1. Nine of the eligible rivers and about three-
fourths of the stream mileage are located on the West Slope in the Colorado
River Basin (Fig. 2).
Study rivers are explicitly protected against water-resource development
during the period which Congress allocates for their study and for an ~ddi­
tiona1 three-year period after the study reports are completed and submitted
to Congress. Such protection has expired for the Dolores, Encampment, and
Gunnison Rivers because Congress failed to designate the rivers within the
grace period allowed for consideration of the completed reports. Protective
status of the other nine rivers in uncertain because the enabling legislation
established a deadline of October 2, 1979, for submittal of the study reports.
As shown in Table 5, those for the Conejos, Elk, los Pinos, and Piedra were
not transmitted to Congress until September 13; 1982, and reports for the
Cache la Poudre, Colorado, lower Dolores, Green, and Yampa are still under
administrative review. Responsibility for recommending the Colorado, Lower
Dolores, Green, and Yampa rests with the Secretary of the Interior. Whether






Figure 2. Wild and Scenic Study Rivers
Table 5. Status of Colorado Study Rivers, January 1983
River Administrative Agency Status
Big Thompson National Park Service secretary's report, declaring the river to be ineligible,
transmitted to the President on 10/2/79.
Cache la Poudre Forest Service Final report under review by the Secretary.
Secretary's report transmitted to the President on 2/5/80;
returned to the Secretary in 1981 for review.
President·s report transmitted to Congress on 9/13/82.
President·s report transmitted to Congress on 9/13/82.
President·s report transmitted to Congress on 10/2/79.
President's report transmitted to Congress on 5/23/77.
~
~
Secretary·s report transmitted to the President in 1980;
returned to the Secretary in 1981 for review.





Bureau of Land Management
Bureau of Land Management
Forest Service
Forest Service, Bureau of
Land Management
National Park Service,
Fish and Wildlife Service
National Park Service,













President's report transmitted to Congress on 9/13/82.
Secretary·s report transmitted to the President on 2/5/80;
returned to the Secretary in 1981 for review.
President's report transmitted to Congress on 9/13/82.
Secretary's report transmitted to the President in 1980;
returned to the Secretary in 1981 for review.
Source: u.s. National Park Service (telephone comm., 1983).
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bureaucratic procrastination cannot be determined (Haubert, telephone comm.,
1983). Responsibility for recommending the Cache 1a Poudre River rests with
the Secretary of Agriculture. The Reagan Administration has submitted a pro-
posal to Congress that would defer transmittal of the delinquent reports
until January 1, 1986 (Interagency Task Force, 1982).
At least two legislative attempts have been made to designate some study
rivers. Senator Henry Jackson of Washington sponsored bills in the 96th
Congress for the Dolores (S. 2342), Encampment (S. 2344), and Gunnison Rivers
(S. 2343); and Representative Hank Brown of Colorado's Fourth District spon-
sored legislation for the Elk and Encampment Rivers (H.R. 6980) in the 97th
Congress. In both instances the bills died in committee. Because of redis-
tricting preceding the November 1982 election, all study rivers except the
Cache 1a Poudre are now located in the Third Congressional District served
by Representative Ray Kogovsek. Representative Kogovsek has made only minimal
effort in the past to ·sponsor designation of rivers in his district. The
general lack of support given by Colorado·s congressional delegation undoubt-
edly reflects..the political sensi t ivt ty of water issues in the state. If
designated, the rivers would be permanently protected against new developments '
that would unreasonably diminish their ecological values.
The National Park Service recently completed an inventory of rivers in
the conterminous United States that identifies those which may possess suffi-
cient natural or cultural attributes to qualify for the national wild and
scenic rivers system. Table 6 lists the river segments located in Colorado
that are additional to the twelve which Congress designated for study in 1975.
Conceivably, some of the listed river segments might be recommended for in-
clusion in the national system at some future time.
Table 6. River Segments in Colorado Listed in the Nationwide Inventory
River Basin County Length











































San Juan, La Plata
Gunnison, Pitkin
State line to Alder Creek
State line to Lobatos Bridge
State Bridge to Blue River
Animas City to Mineral Creek
National Forest boundary to sources
of North and South Forks
Gunnison River to source
White River to source
White River to source
Fourmile Creek to sources of East
and West Forks
Illinois Creek to source
Little Snake River to Williams Fork
Canon City to Salida
Salida to Pine Creek
Arkansas River to source
Purgatoire River to Highway 160
Huerfano Cucharas Ditch diversion
to Cucharas River
Arkansas River to Smi"th Canyon
Smith Canyon to Trinchera Creek
East Ri ver
North Fork White River





















North Fork Cache la Poudre
South Platte River
Dale Creek to source
Cheesman Reservoir to Elevenmile
Canyon Reservoir
Source: u.S. National Park SerVice (1982).
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Endangered and Threatened Species
The Endangered Species Act directs all federal departments and agencies
to conserve those species of fish, wildlife, or plant which are in danger of
extinction throughout all or a significant portion of their range (endangered
species) and those species which are likely to become endangered within the
foreseeable future (threatened species). Fifteen such species are currently
listed for Colorado (Table 1). Three of the listed species--Colorado squaw-
fish, humpback chub, and whooping crane~-are known to jeopardize regional
development opportunities in the state. Constraints imposed by other species
are either unlikely because of the extremely rare occurrence of the species
or would be limited to local areas.
CHAPTER 2
LEGISLATIVE RESTRICTIONS
The purpose of this chapter is to review those provisions of the Wilder-
ness Act, Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, and Endangered Species Act which may pre-
clude or otherwise affect development of Colorado's water resources. The term
IIdevelopment" is used in a broad sense to include the building of new diversion,
storage, conveyance, or hydroelectric facilities; maintenance or enlargement of
existing control structures; operational changes that would alter the quantity
or timing of river flows; installation of stream gaging or hydrometeorological
equipment; implementation of cloud seeding or other programs designed to aug-
ment natural water yield; pumpage of groundwater; or any other action associated
with the lawful exercise of state water rights.
Wilderness Act
The Wilderness Act of 1964 (P.l. 88-577; 16 U.S. Code 1131-1136) created
a national preservation system comprised of "undeve1oped federal land retaining
its primeval character and influence, without permanent improvements or human
habitation, which is protected and managed so as to preserve its natural con-
ditions and which (1) generally appears to have been affected primarily by the
forces of nature, with the imprint of man's work substantially unnoticeable;
(2) has outstanding opportunities for solitude or a primitive and unconfined
type of recreation; (3) has at least five thousand acres of land or is of suf-
ficient size as to make practicable its preservation and use in an unimpaired
condition; and (4) may also contain ecological, geological, or other features
of scientific, educational, scenic, or historical value."
Project Exemptions
In general, the Act prohibits the presence of commercial enterprise, con-
struction of permanent or temporary roads, use of mechanical transport,
17
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construction of buildings or other installations, and any other activity that
would adversely affect preservation of an area's wilderness character. Most
types of water-resources development are therefore prohibited except as Con-
gress may grant statutory exemptions in designating particular areas or as the
President may grant exemptions under Section 4{d)(4){1) of the Act. Two Con-
gressional exemptions have been given for Colorado water projects: one in
1978 for completion of the Fryingpan-Arkansas Project in the Hunter~·Fryingpan
Wilderness (P.l. 95-237) and another in 1980 for completion of the Homestake
Project in the Holy Cross Wilderness (P.l. 96-560). Provisions for a Presi-
dential exemption are specified in Section 4{d)(4)(1) of the Act, which reads
as follows:
IIWithin wilderness areas in the national forests designated by this
Act, the President may, within a specific area and in accordance
with such regulations as he may deem desirable, authorize prospect-
ing for water resources, the establishment and maintenance of re-
servoirs, water-conservation works, power projects, transmission
lines, and other facilities needed in tne public interest, includ-
ing the road construction and matntenance essential to development
and use thereof, upon his determination that such use or uses in
the specific area will better serve the interests of the United
States and the people thereof than will its denial. 1I
Administrative Policies
Administrative policies affecting water-resource development are prescribed
in Title 2300 of the Forest Service Manual. These are paraphrased below (U.S.
Forest Service, 1973).
Water (2323.4). The objectives of water management in wilderness
areas are identical with those on all National Forest watersheds.
The important exception is that measures which modify plant cover
and treat so;l mantles, or other activities designated to supple-
ment natural water yield, are inappropriate. Those considered
vital must be consistent with wilderness objectives and be speci-
fically approved by the Chief of the Forest Service on a project-
by-project basis.
Water-Yield Improvement (2323.42-1). Overriding wilderness values
and management objectives will generally preclude those practices
which increase natural water yield or change the timing of runoff.
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Water-yield improvement prescriptions, if contemplated, must be
clearly compatible with maintenance of the wilderness resource.
New Water-Development Structures (2323.42-1). Establishment of
new water-regulating structures, power installations, and related
improvements (excluding those affecting range and wildlife waters)
is subject to approval by the President under Section 4(d)(4) of
the Wilderness Act. Forest Service recommendations for new de-
velopments will be based upon environmental analyses as prescribed
by the National Environmental Policy Act. Any recommendation in
favor of the proposal must be based upon a clear showing that the
public values to be gained exceed the values that would be lost,
and that the need cannot be met outside the wilderness. When a
proposed structure is thus found to be in the public interest,
consideration should also be given to recommending exclusion of
the applicable area from wilderness.
Existing Structures (2323.42-3). Reservoirs, ditches, and related
water-control facilities existing under valid permit or other author-
ity at the time the land was designated as wilderness may be
maintained if they are needed in the public interest or are a part
of a valid existing right. Primitive means of transport and hand
tools will be used in maintenance activities wherever and whenever
feasible. Reconstruction of any structure or restoration of a
natural water body to its original or historical level will be
approved by the Chief, but any proposal to increase the storage
capacity of a reservoir will be considered as a new structure and
will be subject to approval by the President.
Gathering Water Resources Information (2323.43). Regional Forest-
ers may approve any activity for gathering information about water
resources, except actual drilling or digging to locate underground
water supplies, provided such activities are carried on in a manner
compatible with preservation of the wilderness environment. Such
approval should be conditioned to show that it carries no precom-
mitment for concurrence with a development project which may result
from such activities.
Snow Measurement (2323.43a-1). No new data sites can be established
unless they are parts of projects approved by the President under
section 4(d)(4) of the Wilderness Act. Use of existing data sites
may continue until adequate correlation can be established with
sites outside the wilderness. Installation of automated equipment
(sensing devices, data collection platforms, etc.) may be permitted
on a temporary basis at existing sites to accelerate development of
correlations with data sites outside the wilderness. The period of
temporary occupancy will be determined by joint agreement between
the Forest Service and the proponent prior to installation and will
generally be less than 10 years, with provisions for extension in
the event that adequate correlation is not established. Access will
be by primitive means. However, where the use of a helicopter was
an established practice, the practice may be continued.
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Weather Modification (2323.44). Use of wilderness lands as target
areas for weather modification activities will not be approved un-
less the following conditions are met:
1. The proponent can provide reasonable, scientifically support-
able assurance that his activities will not produce permanent, sub-
stantial changes in natural conditions .
2. The proposal does not include any feature that might reason-
ably be expected to produce conditions incompatible in appearance
with the wilderness environment or reduce its value for recreation,
scenic, scientific, educational, conservation, or historical use.
This policy recognizes that the effects of weather modifica-
tion activities may be permanent or temporary depending upon the
type, duration, and degree of change in weather brought about by
that activity. Generally, short-term weather-modification activi-
ties, which will produce only occasional, incidental, temporary,
or transitory changes in the weather with carryover effects on the
ground lasting only a few days beyond the seeding period, can be
permitted over wildernesses because little or no permanent, identi-
fiable ecological or physical impact is likely. Conversely, long-
term weather modification programs, which will produce repeated or
prolonged change in the weather during any part of successive years,
are likely to have a direct and often substantial impact in terms
of ecological and physical effects. Even though man's contribution
to these impacts on the ecology and physical conditions on the
ground may be obscured by the fact that he carries on these activi-
ties outside or above the wilderness, they nevertheless can be
recognized to be the result of man's activities and therefore can-
not be permitted where they will directly affect wilderness areas.
Regional Foresters will gather information relative to items
1 and 2 and make recommendations to the Chief on any activity or
application. The Chief will approve activities or installations
relative to weather modification affecting wilderness.
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-542; 16 U.S. Code 1271-1287)
established the national policy that selected rivers possessing "outstandingly
remarkable scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultur-
a1, or other similar va1ues" should be preserved and protected in free-flowing
condition for the benefit of present and future generations. Components of the
national system ma~ be designated by Congress (Sec. 3[a]) or, subject to approv-
al of the Secretary of the Interior, by the act of a state legislature (Sec.
2[a][ii]). Federally-managed units are limited to narrow strips of land suf-
ficient to insure protection of the river environment. Fee acquisition of lands
is confined to an average of no more than 100 acres per river mile, and the
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power of eminent domain is sus.pended if 50 percent or more of the acreage with-
in a unit is already in public ownership. Scenic easements may be acquired to
make the total area average not more than 320 acres per mile, equivalent to a
river corridor averaging one-half mile in width.
Section 2(b) of the Act recognizes three classes of river corridors: wild,
scenic, and recreational. Wild river corridors are generally inaccessible ex-
cept by trail with watersheds or shorelines essentially primitive and waters
unpolluted. Scenic river corridors are largely undeveloped but may be access-
ible in places by roads. Recreational river corridors are readily accessible
by road, and shorelines may be extensively developed. Except in rare instances,
both wild and scenic rivers must be free of impoundments. Any one of the three
classifications may be applied to different segments of the same river.
Protection of Study Rivers
Restrictions on water-project development vary depending on whether the
river has been designated a component of the national preservation system under
Section 2(a)(ii) or 3(a) of the Act, or whether the river has been mandated for
study under Section 5(a) to determine its feasibility for inclusion. All of
,t he Colorado rivers are Section 5(a), or "study," rivers.
Study rivers are afforded protection against development by Sections 7(b)
and l2(a) of the Act. Section l2(a) is a general directive which reads as fol-
lows:
liThe Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of Agriculture, and
the head of any other Federal department or agency having jurisdic- .
tion over any lands which include, border upon, or are adjacent to,
any river included within the National Wild and Scenic Rivers Sys-
tem or under consideration for such inclusion, ;n accordance with
section 2(a)(ii), 3(a), or 5(a), shall take such action respecting
management policies, regulations, contracts, plans, affecting such
lands, following the date of· enactment of this sentence (Novem-
ber 10, 1978)~ as may be necessary to protect such rivers in accord-
ance with the purposes of this Act. 1I
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Explicit protection against water-project developments is given in Section
7(b). Relevant stipulations are paraphrased below~ with underscoring used to
emphasize key restrictions.
The Federal Power Commission (now the Federal Energy Regulatory Com-
mission) shall not license the construction of any dam or other pro-
ject works on or directly affecting any river.
No Federal department or agency shall assist by loan, grant, license,
or otherwise in the construction of any water resources project that
would have a direct and adverse effect on the values for which the
river might be designated, as determined by the responsible Secretary.
No Federal department or agency shall license or assist development
in upstream, downstream, or tributary areas of study rivers that
would invade the area or diminish the scenic, recreational, and fish
and wildlife values present on the date of approval of the Act (Octo-
ber 2, 1968).
No Federal department or agency shall recommend authorization or re-
quest appropriations to begin construction of any water resources
project, whether heretofore or hereafter authorized, on any study
river without advising the responsible Secretary and notifying the
Congress of how construction would affect the values to be protected
under the Act.
The protection given by Section 7(b) is clearly one of nondegradation of
scenic, recreational, and fish and wildlife values, with the nondegradation
rule applying equally to proposed construction works within the boundaries of
the river corridor and to projects that would be located in upstream~ down-
stream, or tributary areas (Regional Solicitor, 1976).
The applicability of both Sections 7(b) and 12(a) to the twelve Colorado
study rivers is uncertain. As noted in Chapter 1, Public Law 93-621, which
designated the rive~for potential addition to the national preservation sys-
tem, set a deadline for completion and transmittal of study reports to the
Congress of January 3, 1976, for the Dolores River and October 2, 1979, for the
remaining rivers. Only the Gunnison and Encampment reports were submitted be-
fore the specified deadlines (Table 5). Hence it could be argued that failure
to submit the other study reports within the time limits specified by Public
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law 93-621 has automatically tenminated the legal status of these rivers as
study rivers. Additionally, Section 7(b) itself carries a time limit of ten
years following enactment of the 1968 legislation or three complete fiscal
years following any Act designating a river for study purposes, whichever is
later (subsection i), or for an additional three-year period following submit-
tal of the study report to the President and the Congress (subsection ii). The
ten-year deadline imposed in subsection (i) expired for all Colorado study
rivers on October 2, 1979. The subsection (ii) three-year grace period allowed
for Congressional consideration of study reports would seem to have expired on
May 23, 1980, for the Dolores River and on October 2, 1982, for the Gunnison
and Encampment Rivers.
Both the Forest Service and the Department of the Interior contend that
study status and protection against development remain effective until Congress
has had an opportunity to review the study reports (Snow, telephone comm., 1981).
This position has been fonmalized in a proposed legislative amendment that
would clarify Section 7(b) by applying protection from the date that Congress
designates a river for study until three years after completion and transmittal
of the study report to Congress, even if submittal of the report extends past
the deadline that Congress mandated for completion (Interagency Task Force,
1982). Should Congress fail to act on the recommendations within the three-year
review period, however, then study status would automatically terminate at the
end of the period. The legislative proposal also extends the deadline for com-
pletion of study reports for the Cache la Poudre, Colorado, Green, and Yampa
Rivers until January 1, 1986. If adopted by Congress, these amendments would
terminate study status for the Dolores, Gunnison, and Encampment Rivers, but
would clarify and uphold Section 7(b) protection for the other study rivers.
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Protection of Designated Rivers
Once the river is designated a component of the national system, restric-
tions on water-resources development are then governed by Section 7(a). The
directive of this section is identical to that of Section 7(b) for construction
projects located within the boundaries of the river corridor; namely, the Fed-
eral Energy Regulatory Commission is prohibited from licensing any construction
works on or directly affecting the river, and no Federal department or agency
is permitted to assist construction projects that would have a direct and ad-
verse effect on the values for which the river was established, as determined
by the Secretary charged with its administration.
The restriction on construction projects located in upstream, downstream,
or tributary areas is more liberal, however. Whereas Section 7(b) uses the
language invade the area or diminish the scenic, recreational, and fish and
wildlife values, Section 7(a) says invade the area or unreasonably diminish.
Addition of the word "unreasonably" indicates that, once a river has been added
to the system, the nondegradation standard is modified to permit greater dis-
cretionary judgment in deciding which projects are precluded (Regional Solici-
tor, 1976).
The flexibility of discretionary judgment would be limited if the river
corridor is located within a wilderness area or national park system unit.
Section lO(b) of the Act specifies that any portion of a component located
within the national wilderness preservation system shall be subject to provi-
sions of both the Wilderness Act and the Wild and ' Scenic Rivers Act, and in
case of conflict the more restrictive provisions will apply. A similar stipu-
lation is cited in Section 10(c) for any river component administered by the
Secretary of the Interior through the National Park Service. Conflicts with
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the Acts governing the national park system are to be decided in favor of the
more restrictive provision.
Large project works or smaller obtrusive ones would undoubtedly be pro-
hibited within all designated corridors, but construction of some minor facil-
ities might be allowed in river corridors located outside wilderness areas.
Table 7, abstracted from the final administrative Guidelines issued jointly by
the Department of the Interior and the Department of Agriculture in September
1982, summarizes the discretionary character of the criteria used to determine
eligibility for wild, scenic, and recreational designation. The management
section of the Guidelines mentions water-control structures only in the context
that "such features as trail bridges, fences, water bars and drainage ditches,
flow measurement devices and other minor structures or management practices are
permitted when compatible with the classification of the river area and provided
that the area remains natural in appearance and the practices or structures har-
monize with the surrounding environment" (U.S. Dept. Interior and U.S. Dept.
Agr., 1982, p. 39459).
Water Rights
The issue of water rights is addressed by several provisions of Section 13
of the Act. These are paraphrased below:
(a) Fishing shall be permitted on lands and waters administered as
parts of the national system under applicable State and Federal laws
and regulations.
(b) The jurisdiction of the States and the United States over waters
of any stream included within the national system shall be determined
by established principles of law. Any taking by the United States of
a water right which is vested under either State of Federal law at the
time such river is designated shall entitle the .owner thereof to just
compensation. Nothing in this Act shall constitute an express or im-
plied claim or denial on the part of the Federal Government as to ex-
emption from State water laws.
(c) Designation of any stream or portion thereof shall not be con-
strued as a reservation of the waters of such streams for purposes









River area should be essentially
free of buildings, pipelines,
powerlines. dams, pumps, genera-
tors, diversion works. rip-rap.
and other modifications .
Essentially primitive. Little
or no evidence of human activ-
ity.
The presence of a few incon-
spicuous structures. particu-
larly tnose of historic or
cultural value, is acceptable.
A limited amount of domestic
livestock grazing or hay pro-
duct ion is acceptable .
Little or no evidence of past




No roads, railroads or other
provision for vehicular travel
within the river area . A few
existing roads leading to the
boundary of the river area is
acceptable.
SCENIC
River area should be free of
impoundments; any structures
or concentration of structures
must be limited to relatively
short reaches of the total
river corridor.
largely primitive and unde-
veloped. No substantial
evidence of human activity
The presence of small commun-
ities or dispersed dwellings
or farm structures is accept-
able.
The presence of grazing, hay
product ion or row crops is
acceptable.
Evidence of past or ongoing
timber harvest is acceptable.
provided the forest appears
natural from the riverbank .
Accessible in places by road.
Roads may occasionally reach
or bridge the river . The
existence of short stretches
of conspicuous or longer
stretches of inconspicuous
roads or ra ilroads is
acceptable.
RECREATIONAL
Some existing impoundment or
diversion.
The existence of low dams, diver-
sions or other modifications of the
waterway is acceptable, provided the
waterway remains generally natural
and riverine in appearance.
Some development. Substantial
evidence of human activity.
The presence of extensive residen-
tial development and a few commer-
cial structures is acceptable .
Lands may have been developed for
the full range of agr icultural and
forestry uses.
Hay show evidence of past and
ongoing timber harvest.
Readily accessible by road or
railroad.
The existence of parallel roads
or railroads on one or both banks
as well as bridge crossings and




Water Qual ity Heets or exceeds Federal cri-
teria or federally approved
State standards for aesthetics,
for pro~agation of f ish and
wildlife normally adapted to
the habitat of the river, and
for prinary contact recreation
(swimming) except where exceeded
by natural conditions.
No criteria prescribed by the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act-Amendments of 1972
have made it a national goal that all waters of the United
States be ~de fishable and swimmable . Therefore, rivers
will not be preclUded from scenic or recreational classi -
fication because of poor water quality at the time of their
study, provided a water quality improvement plan exists or
is being developed in compliance with applicable Federal
and State laws.
Source: U.S. Dept. Interior and U.S. Dept. Agr. (1982)
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other than those specified in this Act, or in quantities greater
than necessary to accomplish these purposes.
(d) The jurisdiction of the States over waters of any stream
included in the national system shall be unaffected by this Act
to the extent that such jurisdiction may be exercised without
impairing the purposes of this Act or its administration.
(e) Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to alter,
amend, repeal, interpret, modify, or be in conflict with any
interstate compact made by any States which contain any portion
of the national wild and scenic rivers system.
(f) Nothing in this Act shall affect existing rights of any
State, including the right of access, with respect to the beds
of navigable streams, tributaries, or rivers (or segments there-
of) located in a national wild, scenic, or recreational river
area.
The various study reports contend that placement of rivers in the national
system would not jeopardize existing water rights vested under state law (e.g.,
u.S. Forest Service, 1980a, p. 52). The basis for this conclusion is never
documented, but presumably derives from an interpretation of Section 13 of the
Act. The claim that designation would not impair state water rights is clearly
erroneous. Final water decrees could be negatively affected, either by placing
regulatory constraints on the maintenance of existing water-control structures
or by opposing requested changes in the place of diversion, place of use, tim-
ing of use, or type of use, if such changes would negatively alter the quantity
or quality of river flows. Conditional water decrees and new appropriation
filings would obviously be jeopardized by the protection stipulations of Sec-
tion 7.
Preservation of Instream Flows
Study reports for the Colorado rivers make little or no attempt to quantify
the instream flows needed to preserve the values for which the rivers might be
designated. Presumably, instream flow needs and strategies for preserving such
flows would be specified in the management plan which must be drawn up within
one year following Congressional designation of the river.
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Designation would automatically convey a federal reserved water right to
the administrative agency, as noted in Section l3(c), with the appropriation
date being the date of Congressional action. An earlier appropriation date could
not be claimed simply because the river corridor might occupy federal lands that
had been withdrawn in an earlier time period. At least this is true for river
corridors located on lands administered by the Forest Service or Bureau of
Land Management. In the Rio Mibres case (United States v. New Mexico, 98 S.Ct.
3012, 1978), the u.S. Supreme Court held that federal reserved rights on
national forest lands apply only to the two limited purposes for which the
national forests were originally created, namely, furnishing a continuous sup-
ply of timber and securing favorable water flows for downstream areas (Brooks,
1979). The Court held that reserved rights do not apply to preservation of
minimum instream flows for aesthetic, recreational, wildlife-preservation, or
stockwatering purposes. The Court1snarrow definition of reserved rights con-
fines their application to the minimal uses required to carry out the original
purposes of a particular land withdrawal (King, 1982).
Similarly, an earlier appropriation date apparently cannot be claimed,
at least for recreational boating, for the three river segments located in
National Park units, namely, the Yampa and Green Rivers in Dinosaur National
Monument and the Gunnison River in Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Monu-
ment. The Park Service attempted to adjudicate an instream flow right for
the Yampa River under authority of the Park Service1s enabling legislation of
1916 (39 Stat. 535) which directs the Service lito ' conserve the scenery and the
natural and historic objects (of national park units) and the wildlife therein
and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such means
as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations. II The
Colorado Supreme Court ruled in November 1982, that although the federal
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government may claim water rights for various recreational and aesthetic pur-
poses, it cannot claim a minimum flow right in the Yampa River to protect
recreational boating. The court explained that the legislation creating the
monument in 1915 was "primarily concerned with scientific and historic pur-
poses, not recreati ona1 purposes II (Cox, 1982).
Proposed Amendments
As noted earlier, the Reagan Administration has proposed a number of
legislative amendments to the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (Interagency Task
Force, 1982). Those of particular concern to this study are as follows:
1. Extend the deadline for completion and submittal of study reports for
the Cache 1a Poudre, Colorado, Green, and Yampa Rivers from October 2, 1979,
to January 1,1986.
2. Clarify Section 7(b) by stating that protection against water-proj-
ect development for study rivers applies from the date that Congress mandates
a study to three years after a report is submitted to Congress, even if sub-
mittal of the report is delayed beyond the deadline mandated for completion.
3. Establish 'a sunset clause so that study status will terminate within
three years after a study report is submitted to Congress if no legislative
action is taken.
4. Change the baseline date for determining possible impacts on river
values by water-resource projects from the date the act was passed (October 2,
1968) to the date the river is designated.
5. Change the Section 7(b) standard of measuring effects of water proj-




The Endangered Species Act of 1973 (P.l. 93-205; 16 U.S. Code 1531-1543)
directs all federal departments and agencies to conserve those species of fish,
wildlife, or plant which are in danger of exti:nction throughout all or a signif-
icant part of their range (endangered species) and those which are likely to
become endangered within the foreseeable future (threatened species). The term
"species" is defined to include any subspecies of fish, wildlife, or plant, and
any distinct population segment of any species of vertebrate fish or wildlife
which interbreeds when mature. The term IIfish, wildlife, or plant" means any
member of the plant and animal kingdom except pest species of the Class Insecta
whose protection would present an overwhelming and overriding risk to man.
Water-project development could be affected by Sections 4, 5, 7, and 11 of
the Act. Section 4 instructs the Secretary of the Interior or, for most marine
species, the Secretary of Commerce, to publish a list of threatened and endan-
gered species; issue any regulations deemed necessary to protect the species;
designate critical habitat, or geographical areas which are essential to con-
servation of the species; and develop recovery plans that will promote conser-
vation and survival of listed species. Section 5 empowers the Secretary to
promote recovery planning through the purchase of state water rights. Section
7 prohibits federal actions that might jeopardize endangered or threatened spe-
cies and their habitats, establishes a required consultation process, and cre-
ates a two-step exemption procedure for projects that satisfy certain provisions.
Section 11 allows any citizen to bring suit to enforce provisions of the Act.
listing of Species
A species may be listed as endangered or threatened for any of the follow-
ing reasons:
(1) the present or threatened destruction, modification, or curtail-
ment of its habitat or range;
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(2) overutilization for commercial, sporting, scientific, or edu-
cational purposes;
(3) disease or predation;
(4) inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms; or
(5) other natural or manmade factors affecting its continued exist-
ence.
Unlisted species may be treated as endangered or threatened if the Secre-
tary determines that, because of similar appearance, enforcement personnel
would have substantial difficulty in distinguishing between the listed and un-
listed species. Public notification of proposed listings is required, and a
review of all listed species must be conducted at least once every five years
for the purpose of determining whether any species should be removed from the
list or changed in status. Interested persons can file a petition at any time
for determination of the status of any listed or unlisted species.
Designation of Critical Habitat
For species listed following enactment of the 1978 Amendments (P.l. 95-632),
the Secretary shall also designate critical habitat, which is defined as "any
air, land, or water area and constituent elements thereof, the loss of which
would appreciably decrease the likelihood of the survival and recovery of a
listed species or a distinct segment of its population" (50 C.F.R. 402.02).
Critical habitat may represent any portion of the present habitat of a listed
species and may include additional areas for reasonable population expansion.
In determining cri tical habt ta t , the Secretary must eval uate economic and other
relevant impacts of specifying a particular area, and he may exclude any area
if the benefits of such exclusion outweigh the benefits of designating the hab-
itat, providing such action would not lead to extinction of the species. Crit-
ical habitat must be listed, lito the maximum extent prudent,1I concurrently with
listing of a new species. Designation of critical habitat may be withheld if
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public disclosure would facilitate unauthorized collecting or other destructive
activities.
Recovery Planning
Section 4{g) directs the Secretary to develop and implement recovery plans
for listed species, the goal being to return listed species to the point where
they are no longer endangered or threatened, or to at least stabilize their sta-
tus. Recovery methods may involve improving and managing present habitat, trans-
planting species to their former range, or propagating and maintaining captive
reserve gene pools. If necessary, the Secretary is empowered under Section 5
to acquire suitable habitat by purchasing "lands, waters, or interests therein. 1I
Once acquired, such habitat is protected and maintained as part of the national
wildlife refuge system.
Consultation and Limits on Agency Actions
Section 7 directs all Federal agencies to insure that actions "authorized,
funded, or carried out" by them are not likely to jeopardize the continued ex-
istence of endangered or threatened species or result in the destruction or ad-
verse modification of critical habitat. Jeopardize means lito engage in an ac-
tivity or program which reasonably would be expected to reduce the reproduction,
numbers, or distribution of a listed species to such an extent as to appreciably
reduce the likelihood of the survival and recovery of that species in the wil d"
(50 C.F.R. 402.02; emphasis added). Each Federal agency must review its activ-
ities or programs and identify those that may affect listed species or their
habitat. When an agency identifies any such activities or programs, the agency
shall convey a written request for consultation to the Fish and Wildlife Ser-
vice or, for most marine species, to the National Marine Fisheries Service.
Initiation of the consultation process conveys responsibilities to both
the Federal agency and the Service (50 C.F.R. 402.04). The Federal agency has
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primary responsibility for conducting the appropriate biological studies. Un-
til consultation is completed, the agency is precluded from making any "irre-
versib1e or irretrievable commitment of resources II involving listed species or
critical habitat that would foreclose formulating or implementing reasonable
and prudent alternatives to the proposed action. The Fish and Wildlife Service
is charged with conducting a "thresho1d examination" of the identified activity
or program. After reviewing all available information, the Service then issues
a "biological opinion" stating whether the proposed action is likely to jeopar-
dize the species or adversely modify the critical habitat, and suggesting rea-
sonable and prudent alternatives that can be taken by the Federal agency or the
permit or license applicant. The biological opinion must be submitted within
60 days after consultation is initiated unless insufficient information exists
for making a judgment.
On July 19, 1978, the Solicitor of the Department of the Interior issued
an opinion which stated that:
... it is apparent that Congress intended that the Department not
limit its consultation role to a piece-meal analysis of the impacts
of individual projects or activities on endangered species habitat.
Rather, a reasoned interpretation of these provisions requires an
analysis of all pending impacts upon the ecosystem, before deter-
mining whether the more limited impacts of anyone particular pro-
posal will violate the prohibitations of Section 7 (Hobbs, 1982,
p. 8).
The concept of "cumu1ative effects" was initially defined to include all
pending project impacts, whether federal, state, or private, if such impacts
could reasonably be anticipated to occur either before or after the completion
of the project which is the subject of Section 7 consultation. Subsequent
opinions dated August 27,1981, and July 6 t 1982, have clarified and modified
the concept of cumulative effects, as follows (Associate Solicitor, 1981, 1982):
The first step in determining cumulative effects is to define the scope of
the "project" under consultati on. In the case of construction act; vities, a
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project is both the proposed construction activity itself (e.g., a dam and res-
ervoir) and any connected activity (e.g., the lattice work of irrigation canals
served by the reservoir).
The second step is to determine the lI envi ronment al baseline ll in the af-
fected area. This involves considering (1) the past and present impacts of all
projects and human activities in the area, whether federal, state, or private
in nature; (2) the anticipated impacts of all proposed federal projects in the
affected area which have previously been the subject of Section 7 consultation
and received a favorable biological opinion; and (3) the anticipated impacts of
state or private actions which are contemporaneous with the consultation in
process. Anticipated impacts of future federal projects which have not been
reviewed under Section 7 should be excluded from the environmental baseline.
The third step is to determine the anticipated impacts of future state or
private actions where such actions are reasonably certain to occur prior to the
completion of the federal project. A non-federal action is IIreasonably certain ll
to occur if the action requires the approval of state or local agencies, such
agencies have approved the action, and the project is ready to proceed. Other
indicators include whether the project sponsors provide assurance that the
action will proceed, whether contracting has been initiated, whether there is
obligated venture capital, or whether state or local planning agencies indicate
that grant of authority for the action is imminent. These indicators must show
more than the possibility that the non-federal project will occur; they must
demonstrate with reasonable certainty that it will occur.
The fourth step is to determine the direct and indirect impacts of the
federal project under review. Completion of this step will have revealed whe-
ther any cushion of natural resources remains. A II cushion ll is defined as water,
air, vegetation, or other habitat resources upon which a listed species is
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dependent, that could be utilized or consumed, without jeopardy to the contin-
ued existence of the species.
Finally, the federal project under review, together with future federal
projects that become subject to Section 7 consultation, will be allowed to pro-
ceed on a first-in-time, first-in-right basis until the cushion of remaining
resources is depleted. Once the cushion is allocated, additional federal pro-
jects must be given a jeopardy opinion unless the adverse effects are offset by
other means, so that the net result is no further adverse impact on the species.
Although the Solicitor's opinion appears to differentiate among "federal,"
"state ," and "pr-ivate" projects (or actions), it should be made clear that the
distinction is not valid in most cases because state and private projects gen-
erally involve federal funding or the acquisition of federal licenses or per-
mits. In these cases, the state and private actions become federal actions.
The only major exception would appear to be the drilling of wells, which seldom
involves a federal nexus.
Citizen Suit Provision
The Section 7 consultation role of the Fish and Wildlife Service is merely
advisory (Ausherman, 1978). Final authority to determine whether the project
will jeopardize endangered or threatened species or their critical habitat rests
. with the action-taking federal agency. Since it is the perogative of the Fish
and Wildlife Service only to advise, an agency could proceed with a project
against the recommendations of the Service. Resolution of any such conflict
might then be subject to judicial review under Section 11(9) of the Act, which
allows any citizen to bring suit to (1) enjoin any violator of the Act, includ-
ing the action-taking federal agency; or (2) to compel the Secretary to enforce
the prohibitions of the Act. The first provision effectively limits the dis-
cretionary powers of federal agencies. The second provision likewise limits the
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otherwise broad discretion of the Secretary in implementing the legislation,
including the listing of species and their critical habitat or the promulgation
of regulations. In a word, the citizen suit provision creates substantial
opportunity for intervention by either advocates or opponents of affected water
projects (Ausherman, 1978; Hobbs, 1982).
Exemption Procedure
The consultation process is designed to resolve most conflicts, but should
a conflict remain, then Section 7 also provides that the Federal agency, the
governor of the affected state, or the permit or license applicant may apply
for an exemption. The first step in the exemption procedure is to submit an
application to a review board of three persons: one appointed by the Secretary,
one appointed by the President after consideration of recommendations by the
governor of the state, and one an administrative law judge selected by the Civil
Service Commission. The board must determine by majority vote :
(A) whether an irresolvable conflict exists, and
(8) whether the Federal agency concerned and the exemption appli-
cant has
(i) carried out its consultation responsibilities in good
faith and made a reasonable and responsible effort to
develop and fairly consider modifications or reasonable
and prudent alternatives to the proposed agency action;
(ii) conducted any biological assessment required of it; and
(iii) refrained from making any irreversible or irretrievable
commitment of resources prohibited by subsection (d).
If the above conditions are met, then the Review Board conducts a formal
hearing and issues a report to the Endangered Species Committee. The report
shall discuss:
(A) the availability of reasonable and prudent alternatives to
the agency action, and the nature and extent of the benefits
of the agency action and of alternative courses of action
consistent with conserving the species or the critical habi-
tat;
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(B) a summary of the evidence concerning whether or not the agency
action is in the public interest and is of national or regional
significance;
(C) appropriate reasonable mitigation and enhancement measures which
should be considered by the Committee.
Final resolution of the conflict rests with the seven-member Endangered
Species Committee, which is composed of the Secretary of Agriculture, Secretary
of Army, Secretary of the Interior, Chairman of the Council of Economic Advis-
ors, Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, Administrator of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and a person appointed by the
President at the recommendation of the governor of the affected state. After
receiving the Review Board's report and hearing evidence on its own, the Com-
mittee makes the final determination whether or not to grant an exemption.
Five members of the Committee vote to approve an exemption based on the criter-
ia that:
(i) there are no reasonable and prudent alternatives to the agency
action;
(ii) the benefits of such action clearly outweigh the benefits of
alternative courses of action consistent with conserving the spe-
cies or its critical habitat, and such action is in the public in-
terest; and
(iii) the action is of regional or national significance.
In granting an exemption, the Committee shall establish "such reasonable
mitigation and enhancement measures, including, but not limited to, live propa-
gation, transplantation, and habitat acquisition and improvement, as are neces-
sary and appropriate to minimize the adverse effects of the agency action upon
the endangered species, threatened species, or critical habitat concerned."
Such measures are to be carried out and paid for by the party receiving the ex-
emption. If a federal agency is involved, the mitigation and enhancement mea-
sures must be authorized by Congress prior to implementing the action and funded
concurrently with all other project features. The Committee's final determination
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and the final agency action are subject to judicial review in the Court of
Appeals for any circuit in which the agency action would take place.
CHAPTER 3
TOPICAL ANALYSIS OF WILDERNESS CONSTRAINTS
The purpose of this chapter is to examine certain topical aspects of
wilderness constraints on water-project development, namely (l) preservation
of endangered and threatened species, especially the whooping crane and
Colorado River fishes; (2) the abrogation of state water rights and interstate
compacts; and (3) limitations on streamflow augmentation opportunities in
national forest wilderness areas. The discussion provides general background
for the regional analysis of Chapter 4, which details the effects of wilderness
preservation on specific water projects within a river-basin accounting system.
Whooping Crane
The whooping crane (Grus americana) once inhabited a breeding area that
extended from central Illinois northwestward through portions of Iowa, Minne-
sota, North Dakota, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan to the vicinity of Edmonton,
Alberta (Whooping Crane Recovery Team, 1980). Habitat disruption by agricul-
tural developments, shooting, and other human intrusions reduced the whooper
population to a low point of only 21 birds by 1941 (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1982a). The known world crane population as of January 1983 numbered
about 116 birds, divided among the wild flock that migrates between Wood
Buffalo National Park in northern Canada and the Aransas National Wildlife
Refuge in coastal Texas (71 birds), the foster-reared population that migrates
between Grays Lake National Wildlife Refuge in Idaho and the Rio Grande Valley
of New Mexico (13 birds), and captive birds at several locations (U.S. Fish




The Grays Lake flock, which has been propagated by cross-fostering the
whoopers with sandhill cranes, passes through northwestern and south-central
Colorado and makes a major rest stop each spring and fall in the San Luis
Valley. Both the Alamosa and Monte Vista National Wildlife Refuges have been
designated as critical habitat under Section 4 of the Endangered Species Act
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1978a). ' Sightings of migratory birds along
other portions of the Colorado flyway have been reported in the vicinity of
Douglas Pass, Delta, Grand Mesa, Hotchkiss, the Craig-Steamboat Springs area,
and even at Antero Reservoir in South Park (Goodman, personal comm., 1983;
Graul, 1978; Licis, 1980). Although protection of the Grays Lake flock poses
no significant threat to water-project development at this time, the Fish and
Wildlife Service (1981f) has expressed concern that continuing loss of wetlands
along the flyway could become important as the flock increases in size.
Wood Buffalo-Aransas Flock
The main migration route for the Wood Buffalo-Aransas flock is nearly a
straight line northward through central Kansas and Nebraska. Colorado is on
the western edge of this flyway, and many cranes undoubtedly passed through
the eastern counties more or less regularly when the whoopers were still abun-
dant (Bailey and Niedrach, 1965, p. 297). Ranchers observed cranes in Kit
Carson County in 1934 and casually thereafter, but none were recorded between
at least October 1942 and 1964. The most recent documented sighting occurred
in November 1973 in the Greeley area (Graul, 1978).
Several critical habitats have been designated for the Wood Buffalo-
Aransas flock, including the Platte River Bottomlands in central Nebraska (U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, 1978a). The habitat comprises a corridor about 3
miles wide and 53 miles long astride the Platte River between the communities
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of Lexington and Shelton (Fig. 3). The western boundary of the habitat lies
approximately 125 miles downstream from the South Platte River at the Colorado-
Nebraska state line, 390 miles below the Laramie River at the Colorado-Wyoming
state line, and 500 miles below the North Platte River at the Colorado-Wyoming
state line. To date, the Fish and Wildlife Service has issued jeopardy opinions
for three upstream water projects: Grayrocks Reservoir on the Laramie River
near Wheatland, Wyoming; Wildcat Reservoir on a small tributary of the South
Platte River near Brush, Colorado; and Narrows Reservoir on the South Platte
mainstem near Fort Morgan (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1978b, 1979a, 1982a,
1983). All three opini ons concl uded that further depletions of streamflow
would jeopardize continued existence of the whooping crane by adversely modi-
fying its critical habitat.
Conservation of the Platte River habitat will require managing the timing
of river flows. According to the Fish and Wildlife Service (1982a, 1983) flows
are needed to maintain proper channel depth during the crane migration period,
to maintain adjacent wet meadows, and to maintain channel width and thus pre-
vent encroachment of woody vegetation on channel sandbars. A flow of approxi-
mately 1,100 cfs is recommended for the migration period, which ususally ex-
tends between March 23-May 10 and September 16-November 15. A similar discharge
is recommended for the period of February 1 to May 10, in order to initiate
growth of wet meadow vegetation and invertebrate food populations before the
cranes arrive on their spring migration. Maintenance of channel width could
be accomplished by releasing scouring flows of 3,800 cfs for any 23 days of the
year. Scouring flows are recommended because whooping cranes prefer open ex-
panses of sand and gravel bars or very shallow water for nightly roosting. As
channel width decreases due to flow reduction, vegetation becomes established
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Figure 3. Platte River critical habitat, migration corridor, and confirmed sightings (1950-spring
1980) of whooping cranes in Nebraska (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1981b).
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on the exposed channel and soon changes from low, scattered, herbaceous species
to tall, dense stands of willows and cottonwoods.
Whooping crane use of the Platte River bottoms has apparently declined
markedly in recent decades (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1981b, p. 37-38,
74-76). The number of confirmed sightings on or near the river per 30-year
period equalled 17 from 1890-1919, rose to 65 from 1920-1949, then fell to only
5, or a total of 17birds, from 1950 through spring-1980. Possible causes for
the decrease in sightings include (1) reduction of observational and reporting
efforts, (2) Ioss of observational visibility because of encroachment of woody
vegetation, (3) reduction in crane population numbers, and (4) actual decrease
in river use because of deteriorating habitat conditions . The weight of evi-
dence points to changing habitat conditions caused by both streamflow reduc-
tions and by increased human activity in the area, especially adjacent to roads
and bridges (U.S. Fish and Wfldlife Service, 1981b; Williams, 1978}. Cumula-
tive stream depletions amounting to 80-85 percent of the pre-1930 mean flow
have occurred in the reach near Brady, just above the critical habitat, with
the result that this area no longer contains suitable roosting sites. Open
water and sandbar habitat losses within the critical habitat itself totaled
about 9,500 acres, or 62 percent, between 1938 and 1969. The acreage of wet
meadows declined by about 39 percent between 1938 and 1976.
Further deterioration of the critical habitat poses several potential
hazards because the crane population will be crowded onto a smaller land and
water base (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1981b, 1982a, 1983). First, reduc-
tion of the habitat base and attendant crowding increase the possibility of
catastrophic losses from such natural forces as hail storms and tornadoes. A
small population resident in Louisiana, for example, is thought to have died
out in the 1940s because of the decimating effects of a hurricane. Second,
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crowding increases the likelihood that whoopers may not find adequate resting
and foraging opportunities while enroute to their breeding grounds in Canada.
This could lessen reproductive success since eggs are laid almost immediately
upon their arrival. Third t crowding has already increased usage of the Rain-
water Basin areat where major avian disease outbreaks have occurred in recent
years. During both spring 1975 and spring 1979 t whoopers were chased from
wetlands experiencing cholera outbreaks, and on one of these occasions the
birds settled on the Platte. Since disease outbreaks are likely to persist
in the Rainwater Basin, the Platte River sanctuary becomes even more important.
Constraints on Project Development
As noted earlier, the Fish and Wildlife Service has issued jeopardy bio-
logical opinions for three upstream water projects. The Grayrocks Project in
Wyoming, which received a jeopardy opinion in 1978, subsequently obtained an
exemption from the Endangered Species Committee (1979) after agreeing to various
stipulations, including the creation of a $7.5 million trust fund to be used
for habitat acquisition and management. Sponsors of the Wildcat Reservoir
Project elected to file a courtsuit rather than accept the conservation measures
recommended by the Fish and Wildlife Service. Initially, the Service recommend-
ed that the Corps of Engineers condition issuance of a 404 permit on providing
replacement flows or combining a lesser volume of replacement flows with land
acquisition and habitat manipulation (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1979a).
A revised opinion concluded that the small size and distant location of the
project made release of replacement flows infeasible, but the Service proposed
to issue a nonjeopardy opinion if project sponsors would donate $103 t730 to the
trust fund set up under the Grayrocks settlement, to be used to control vegeta-
tion encroachment along 1.7 miles of river corridor (Hobbs, 1982; U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, 1982a). Rather than accept this stipulation, project sponsors
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are pursuing a lawsuit claiming that denial of the 404 permit interferes with
a state-created water right, Colorado's water allocation system, and Colorado's
entitlements under the South Platte River Compact (Riverside Irrigation District
v. Stipo, 658 F.2d, lOth Cir. 1981; Hobbs, 1982). Approval of the Narrows
Project was made conditional upon release of channel and habitat maintenance
flows, and funding of habitat improvement if further studies determine that
such is needed (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1983).
Table 8 compares the management flows currently being recommended by the
Fish and Wildlife Service for the Platte River at Overton and Grand Island,
Nebraska, with the existing flow regime and the flow regimes projected under
four alternative levels of development. The Overton gage is located near the
upstream boundary of the 53-mile critical habitat reach, and the Grand Island
gage is located approximately 20 miles below the downstream boundary. Defini-
tions relevant to the table are as follows:
Management plan with scouring in February, March, or Apri1--flow
regime needed to maintain channel conditions during the crane mi-
gration period, to recharge and maintain the adjacent wet meadows,
and to scour the channel and thus prevent encroachment of woody
vegetation on channel sandbars. Scouring could be achieved during
any month of the year, but is likely to be most effective during
periods of ice breakup.
Management plan with no scouring flows--same as above, except
that encroachment of woody vegetation would be controlled by arti-
fi cia1 means.
Baseline condition--simulation of the 1947-1977 flow regime, ad-
justed to the 1977 level of river development plus the incremental
depletion that will occur when Grayrocks Reservoir in Wyoming be-
comes fully operational.
Baseline with Narrows Project--baseline condition plus the incre-
mental depletion effect of Narrows Reservoir (93,600 afy at
Julesburg, Colorado, and 91,900 afy at the upstream border of the
critical habitat).
Baseline with groundwater depletion-~baseline condition plus the
incremental depletion effect of developing all remaining irrigable
lands in Nebraska that are accessible to tributary groundwater
supplies.
Table 8. Comparison of Platte River Flows at Overton and Grand Island, Nebraska
1,000 Acre-Feet
May Sept. Nov.
Feb. Mar. Apr. 1-10 16-30 Oct. 1-15 Annual
Management plan, scouring in February 184.0 67.5 65.3 21.8 32.7 67.5 32.7 471.5
Management plan, scouring in March 61.0 190.5 65.3 21.8 32.7 67.5 32.7 471.5
Management plan, scouring in April 61.0 67.5 188.3 21.8 32.7 67.5 32.7 471.5
Management plan, no scouring flows 61.0 67 .5 65.3 21.8 32.7 67 .5 32.7 348.5
Baseline condition
Overton (90.4) (115.5) (110.7) 35.5 30.0 71 .2 36 .2 971.7
Grand Island (97.1) (127.5) (116.6) 35.5 23.5 61.6 32.1 934.6
Baseline with Narrows Project
Overton (80.4) (107.4) (100.7) 29.9 28.1 65.7 34.9 879.8
Grand Island (87.1) (119.4) (l 06.7) 29.7 21.4 56.0 30.6 843.0
Baseline with groundwater development -Po
Overton (65.0) (87.2) (85.0) 28.5 23.3 53.0 27 .1 742.8 Ol
Grand Island (63.9) (92.5) (84.9) 26 .6 14.8 35.7 18.8 630.3
Baseline with surface water development
Overton 50.6 (80.1) (80.9) 22.0 26.5 39.3 20.3 624 .0
Grand Island 49.8 (87.2) (68.3) 18.7 19.6 18.3 8":8 496.8
Baseline with groundwater and surface
water development
(399.7)Overton 32.1 49.5 50.3 11.5 19.0 29.1 15.7
Grand Island 23.1 46.7 37.2 8-:T 12.6 12.4 --s:T 259.5
(90.4) Flow less than management plan with scouring flows.
32.1 Flow less than management plan with no scouring flows.
Source: U.S. Bur. Reclamation (1982); U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (19B3).
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Baseline with surface water development--flows in the Laramie
River, Cache la Poudre River, and Lodgepole Creek fully depleted,
the Narrows Project operational, and the Little Blue and Prairie
Bend Projects in Nebraska operational. This scenario approaches
full utilization of Colorado's remaining entitlement to South
Platte River water under terms of the South Platte River Compact
with Nebraska.
Baseline with groundwater and surface water development--worst
case scenario of baseline condition with incremental depletion
effects of both groundwater and surface water development.
Except for the worst-case scenario, the volume of annual flow through the
critical habitat exceeds the recorrmended flow amount. The problem is there-
fore one of regulating the timing of river flows to coincide with the seasonal
demands of the whooping crane and the competitive demands imposed by project
development. As noted in the table, even the baseline flow regime is inade-
quate during the fall migration period and, if scouring flows are required,
during one of the spring months. The spring management flows could be reduced
by controlling woody vegetation through artificial means. The Wildcat Reser-
voir opinion (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1982a) suggests that this option
might be allowed for one or more small developments, providing that project
sponsors fund habitat improvement works. The Narrows opinion, on the other
hand, indicates that large projects will either have to provide replacement
water or devote a portion of their own storage to the provision of maintenance
flows (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1983). Projects depleting any amount
of streamflow may be asked to fund habitat manipulation or land acquisition
programs, either within the critical habitat reach itself or elsewhere within
the Big Bend segment of the Platte. The resource base of the critical habitat
alone may not be sufficient to support the larger flock size that is called
for in the whnoping crane recovery plan. According to the plan. the Woods
Buffalo-Aransas population will have to be increased from its present size of
71 birds to about 200 birds before the species can be reclassified from
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endangered to threatened (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1983; Whooping Crane
Recovery Team, 1980).
The ability of future Colorado projects to provide the desired river
flows will depend partly on the incremental economic costs of providing the
added storage and partly on the scheduling of construction relative to project
developments in Wyoming and Nebraska. The competitive position of Colorado
vis-a-vis Wyoming and Nebraska, which derives from the "cumulative effects"
policy adopted by the Fish and Wildlife Service, is discussed in a later
section.
Colorado River Fishes
Project development in the Colorado River Basin is conditional upon preser-
vation of at least two, and possibly three, endangered fish species: the
Colorado squawfish, humpback chub, and bonytail chub. A fourth species, the
razorback sucker, was proposed for listing as "t hreat ened" on April 23, 1973,
but the proposal was subsequently withdrawn because of procedural changes in
the Endangered Species Act mandated by the 1978 amendments (Johnson and Rinne,
1982). In lieu of reproposing the species, the Fish and Wildlife Service has
negotiated agreements with Arizona and New Mexico to reintroduce razorback
suckers into portions of their historical range. This reintroduction program
is the first major cooperative effort at stocking native, nongame fish species
in the basin. If successful, recovery will have been achieved at minimal cost.
Conservation of the listed species, on the other hand, has already affected a
number of water projects in Colorado. Further constraints are certain to
occur, including restrictions on transmountain diversion of Colorado River water
to the East Slope.
Information contained in this section has been abstracted from a variety
of sources, including the series of reports issued recently by the Colorado
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River Fishery Project Team (Miller, et al., 1982a, 1982b, 1982c; Tyus, et al.,
1982; Valdez, et al., 1982a, 1982b). These reports present the results of
field investigations conducted during 1979-1981 in the Colorado Mainstem,
Green, White, Yampa, Gunnison, and Dolores River basins. Data from these in-
vestigations have been utilized by Fish and Wildlife personnel in their Section
7 consultations, and the data base is currently being synthesized into a recov-
ery plan for the endangered fishes that is scheduled for publication in 1983.
Distinguishing Characteristics and Former Range
All three species of endangered fish are endemic to the Colorado River
Basin, which means that they occur nowhere else in the world (Behnke and Benson,
1980; Joseph, et al., 1977). The Colorado squawfish (Pytchocheilus lucius),
which has the distinction of being the largest minnow native to North America
(Fig. 4), was apparently once abundant throughout the Colorado Mainstem from
the town of Green River, Wyoming, to the Gulf of California. The species was
valued as a food fish by early settlers, who referred to it as "white salmon,"
and was even used as fertilizer when it became stranded in drainage ditches.
Historical records indicate it once reached lengths of up to 6 feet and weights
of 60 to 80 pounds, but specimens over 15 pounds or more than 3 feet in length
bave been rare in recent years. A gradual decline in abundance of squawfish
was first noticed in the 1930sto 1950s, and sharper declines followed closure
of the large dams in the 1960s.
The humpback chub (Gila cypha Miller) is a large, grotesque-looking minnow
characterized by a long fleshy snout, small eyes, prominent hump behind the
head, and large wing-like fins . Adults reach a maximum length of about 20
inches and weight of approximately 2 pounds. The first known specimen of
humpback chub was collected at the lower end of Grand Canyon in 1946 (Colo.





Figure 4. Endangered Colorado River Fishes
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Little Colorado River below Lake Powe11~ was not discovered until 1975 (Behnke
and Benson, 1980). This late recognition, together with the limited and
sporadic collection at present, suggests that the species was probably never
abundant.
The bonytail chub (Gila elegans) is similar in appearance to the humpback
chub, except that the dorsal hump is less pronounced in adults. Separation of
the intergrade forms between these two species is difficult at all life stages.
An additional problem arises from confusion in taxonomy between the bonytail
and the roundtail chub (Gila robusta robusta). This is especially true in
much of the older literature for the Lower Basin, which incorrectly reports
the roundtail chub as the bonytail chub. Bonytail chub were collected with
relative ease and often in considerable numbers near the turn of the century,
but currently the species appears close to extinction.
Reasons for Decline
Possible factors contributing to the decline of the Colorado River fishes
include habitat modification created by dams and their associated reservoirs;
water quality changes induced by livestock grazing, irrigation return flows,
and other effluent discharges; withdrawal and depletion of streamflow; competi-
tion and/or predation by exotic species; eradication programs to eliminate
"trash" fish; hybridization; and parasites and disease (Behnke and Benson,
1980; Joseph, et al., 1977, p. 137-155). The last-named factor, parasites
and disease, has probably not been a major threat except possibly for the
Colorado squawfish.
Dam construction represents a key factor in the past and future preserva-
tion of the basin's native fishery. Most endemic species originally inhabiting
a river segment disappear within a few years following reservoir impoundment,
which changes the habitat from free-flowing, turbid conditions to a clear,
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deep environment. Those caught in the flooded section either move slowly up-
stream or remain in the reservoir, fail to reproduce, and ultimately die of
old age. Habitat below the dams is also adversely modified by the cold tail-
waters and by altered daily and seasonal flows. Decrease in native fish popu-
lations in downstream reaches has been documented for both Glen Canyon and
Flaming Gorge Dams (Joseph, et al., 1977, p. 142-143).
Exotic fishes may have negative impacts on native species through competi-
tion for food and space; as predators on eggs, larvae, and young fish; or
through hybridization and loss of pure gene pools. Introduction of exotic fish
has also been accompanied by purposeful efforts to eliminate the native species.
Decline of the Colorado squawfish, for example, has been aided by past eradi-
cation programs which have included everything from dynamite to chemical control
(Everhart and Seaman, 1971, p. 44). The most recent example of purposeful
elimination is the rotenone treatments carried out on the Green River just
prior to closure of Flaming Gorge Dam and a similar program on the San Juan
River in conjunction with closure of Navajo Dam (Colo. River Fishes Recovery
Team, 1978, p. 7).
Hybridization in fishes may be facilitated by the introduction of closely
related species; by reduction in population size, which makes it difficult for
individual fish to locate a conspecific mate; or by environmental alteration
that eliminates or obscures specific niches and stimulates breeding between
species which formerly maintained reproductive isolation. Verified and sus-
pected hybrids of humpback, bonytail, and roundtail chubs have been collected
in the Upper Basin (Joseph, et al., 1977, p. l48). Some investigators believe
that hybridization was caused by natural factors; others suggest that inter-
breeding was facilitated by man-induced habitat modifications. In any event,
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new habitat changes in the basin could increase the hybridization potential
and thus speed the demise of the endangered chub populations.
Although documentation is lacking, water quality changes associated with
livestock grazing, logging activities, and irrigation return flows may have
contributed to the overall decline of rare fishes. Effluent discharges from
municipal and industrial sources were probably not significant in the past
(Joseph, et a1., 1977, p. 151), but the greatly increased potential for new
waste loads, particularly in conjunction with the mining and processing of
coal, uranium, and oil shale, make it imperative that effective controls be
implemented.
Withdrawal and consumptive use of water for irrigation, municipal, and
industrial purposes has undoubtedly altered the basin's available fish habitat,
and additional flow depletions could have both irmnediate and long-term adverse
effects (Joseph, et al., 1977, p. 154-155). Immediate effects include reduc-
tion in space, change in temperature, and reduction in dissolved oxygen and
substrate aeration. Distribution patterns clearly demonstrate that the endan-
gered fishes are restricted by river size, which means that depleting flows
below the critical level would eliminate suitable habitat. Long-term effects
of flow reduction include channel hydraulic parameters that control stream
bank cutting, meander patterns, backwater building, sediment transport capacity,
and flow velocity.
Present Distribution
Investigations by the Colorado River Fishery Project Team have documented
that Colorado squawfish currently range from Lake Powell as far upstream as
DeBeque Canyon in the Colorado Mainstem, Dominguez Canyon in the Gunnison,
Juniper Canyon in the Green-Yampa system, and the confluence with Piceance
Creek in the White River (Fig 5; Miller, et al., 1982a; Valdez, et al., 1982a).
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This widespread distribution reflects the migratory behavior of squawfish,
whereby adults spawn in the middle and upper reaches, larvae and fry drift
or migrate downstream into backwater nurseries, and juveniles begin moving
back upstream after their first or second year. The most critical stream
segments are therefore those that provide access or habitat for spawning and
rearing. The Fish and Wildlife Service has provisionally identified 5 spawn-
ing and 4 rearing sites in the Upper Mainstem, Green, and Yampa Rivers (Table
9; Fig. 5). All of these sites are located near the Colorado-Utah state line
or further downstream.
The largest population of humpback chub remaining in the Colorado River
system occurs in the Little Colorado River and adjacent portions of the main-
stem in Grand Canyon (Kaeding and Zimmerman, 1982). The only known major
populations conclusively known to exist in the Upper Basin are located in the
Black Rocks area of Ruby Canyon and in Westwater Canyon on the Colorado Main-
stem near the Colorado-Utah state line (Fig. 5; Miller, et al., 1982a; Valdez,
et al., 1982a). A poorly defined population exists in Gray Canyon on the
Green River (Tyus, et al., 1982), and incidental captures have been reported
from Cataract, Desolation, and Whirlpool Canyons on the Green River and Yampa
Canyon on the Yampa River (Miller, et al., 1982a, 1982c). Specimens of hump-
back chub-like fish, tentatively identified as intermediates between G. cypha
and G. robusta, have been captured in DeBeque Canyon about 20 miles upstream
from Grand Junction (Valdez, et al., 1982a). Black Rocks and Westwater Canyon
apparently support reproducing adults and are thus presently regarded as
critical habitat for the species (Table 9).
A few senile pure specimens of bonytail chub continue to be collected
from Lake Mohave in the Lower Colorado Basin, but the species appears close
to extinction in the Upper Basin (Miller, et al., 1982a). The Colorado River
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Table 9. Critical Habitat for the Endangered Colorado River Fishes
Critical Areas (River Miles)a
Colorado River Mainstem
Grand Junction to Black Rocks (137-170)
Black Rocks (135-137)
Westwater Canyon (116-124)
Westwater to Salt Wash (75-112)
Moab to Cataract Canyon (-3-60)
Green River
Split Mountain Canyon (319-327)
Jensen to White River (249-290)
White River to Sand Wash (212-249)
Gray Canyon (146-156)
San Rafael River to Colorado River (0-94)
Yampa River
Harding Hole to Green River (345-365)












aRiver miles upstream from the confluence of the Colorado Mainstem and Green
Ri vers.
Source: Terry Hickman (telephone comm., 1982).
Figure 5. Critical habitat segments for the endangered Colorado River fishes
124 River mile above the
confluence of the Green
















Fishery Project Team captured only 1 confirmed specimen during its investiga-
tions. This occurred at the lower end of Coal Creek Rapid in the Desolation-
Gray Canyon segment of the Green River: (Tyus, et al., 1982). No critical
habitat has been proposed for the species.
Constraints on Project Development
Table 10 summarizes the biological opinions that have been issued to
date for projects in Colorado and adjoining portions of Utah and Wyoming.
All of the projects have been given nonjeopardy opinions, but construction
of those involving new water depletions has been made contingent upon the
project operator implementing or funding one or more types of conservation
measures, namely: (1) bypassing of minimum flows or blending of water tempera-
ture releases, (2) determining the feasibility of fish passage around or through
the dams, (3) research and monitoring of fish populations and habitat prefer-
ences, (4) habitat manipulation by gravel placement, creation of still-water
areas, or other means, (5) establishing a fish culture and stocking program,
and (6) establishing reservoir fisheries that do not compete with endemic
species.
Some of the recommended conservation measures are site-specific; others
will become part of a comprehensive management plan currently being devised
for the Upper Basin by the Fish and Wildlife Service (Archer, 1982). The
plan is expected to focus on conservation of the critical habitat river seg-
ments identified in Table 9 and shown in Figure 5. The term II cr i t i cal habi-
tat" is used here in an informal sense, as the Fish and Wildlife Service
apparently does not intend to list the areas under the critical habitat pro-
vision of Section 4 of the Endangered Species Act, which would require detailed
evaluation of the economic and other relevant impacts of specifying each site.
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Battlement Mesa Community Development Project:
Sale of 1,186 af of water from Ruedi Reservoir,
on the Fryingpan River, and its subsequent
diversion from the Colorado Mainstem for domes-
tic use at Battlement Mesa, a new residential
community being built near the town of Parachute.
Colony Oil Shale Project: Sale of 6,600 af of
water from Ruedi Reservoir and ftssubsequent
diversion from the Colorado Ma1nstem for indus-
trial use.
Colorado-Big Thompson Project: Operational
Bureau of Reclamation transmountain diversion
of Colorado Mainstem water in Grand, SUIlIllit,
and Larimer Counties.
Nonjeopardy ·opinion conditional upon Battlement
Mesa, Inc., agreeing to (1) fund conservation
studies or programs designed by FWS, at an esti-
mated cost of $14,000, and (2) develop ground-
water resources for use at Battlement Mesa that
will not deplete flows in the Colorado Mainstem
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1981d).
Honjeopardy opinion conditional upon Exxon C~
pany, U.S.A. contributing $32,000 to a habitat
manipulation, fish culture, and monitoring and
research program to be devised by FWS (U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, 1982d~ Hobbs, 1982).
No jeopardy to endangered fishes if operated at
historical levels of diversion (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, 1981e).
Nonjeopardy opinion conditional upon releases
and regulation of flows by one or more other
Bureau of Reclamation projects to replace deple-
tions caused by West Divide. Specific flow
releases to be recommended when Sufficient in-
formation becomes available from the Colorado
River Fishery Project study (U.S . Fish and
Wildlife Service, 1980a).
Nonjeopardy opinion conditional upon project
sponsors agreeing to (1) bypass minimum flows of
approximately 11,000 afy, primarilY to benefit
trout habitat between Windy Gap Dam and the Blue
River. but also to benefit the endangered fishes;
(2) fund establishment of backwater habitat areas
for Colorado squawfish along the Colorado Main-
stem from the head of DeBeque Canyon to its con-
fluence with the Green River~ and (3) fund a
three-year habitat monitoring and research pro-
gram (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 19B1c).
Funding commitment totals $425,000 (Simpson,
telephone comm.• 1982).
GUNNISON RIVER BASIN
West Divide Project: Bureau of Reclamation
project, detennined to be economically in-
feasible, that would obtain most of its water
for irrigation and municipal use by pumping
from the Colorado Mainstem near Silt and stor-
ing·the water in tributary reservoirs. Deple-
tion effect on the Colorado Mainstem would
average 42,000 afy, or about 2 percent of the
river flow at the Cameo gage, and would increase
the frequency of no flow conditions below the
Grand Valley Diversion.
Wi ndy Gap Project: Dam and reservoi r sponsored
by the Municipal Subdistrict of the Northern
Colorado Water Conservancy· District being built
on the Colorado Mainstem about 1 mile below its
confluence with the Fraser River. Diversion of
the water through existing facilities of the
Colorado-Big Thompson Project will deplete the
flow of the Colorado Mainstem by 57,300 af in an
average year and a maximum of 93,000 af in any
one year.
Blue Mesa Peaking Power Study: Feasibility
study of enlarging the generating capacity of
Blue Mesa Dam, located on the Gunnison River,
by 50 KI.
No Jeopardy to endangered fishes (U.S. fish and
Wildlife Service, 1979b).
Dallas Creek Project: Bureau of Reclamation
dam and reservoir being constructed on Un-
compahgre River for purposes of augmenting
irrigation supplies for the Uncompahgre Pro-
ject and providing municipal water to the
communities of Colona, Montrose, Olathe, and
Delta.
Nonjeopardy opinion conditional upon release of
replacement flows by one or more Bureau of Rec-
lamation projects. Specific flow releases to be
recommended when sufficient infonmation becomes
available from the Colorado River Fishery Project
study (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1979c).
Dominguez Reservoir Project : Two proposed
Bureau of Reclamation dams, reservoirs, and
hydroelectric plants. The main dam, on the
Gunnison River about 16 miles upstream from
Grand Junction, would contain an lB-MW hydro-
electric plant at its base and would inundate
Nonjeopardy opinion conditional upon (1) instal -
lation of multilevel outlets on Dominguez Dam to
ensure that water temperatures approximate the
natural flow, particularlY from June through
Septemberi (2) release of minimum flows during




26 miles of riverine habitat now occupied by
Colorado squawfish; a smaller dam and reser-
voir on the canyon rim would be used to generate
pumpback peaking power. Storage waters used
for municipal and light industrial purposes
would deplete the average flow of the Gunnison
River by about 35,600 afy, or 3.5 percent .
Lower Gunnison Salinity Control Unit. Stage I:
Lining of canals and laterals in the Uncompahgre
Valley for the purpose of reducing water seepage
and thus reducing salt loading of the Colorado
Mainstem.
Biological Opinion
of squawfish habitat on the Gunnison River below
the dam; (4) funding of habitat improvement works
if determined feasible by monitoring studies;
(5) construction of a squawfish passage around
or through the Redlands Diversion Dam, so that
the lower 16 miles of the Gunnison can be used
more freely by squawfish and help offset habitat
losses above Dominguez Dam; (6) participation in
forthcoming conservation plan for the endangered
fishes. which may include funding of hatchery
and fish stocking programs; and (7) development
of a fishery in Dominguez Reservoir that will not
compete with the endangered fishes (U.S. Fish
and Wil dl He Service , 1982e).
No jeopardy to endangered fishes (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, 1981f).
WHITE RIVER BASIN
Taylor Draw Dam and Reservoir Project : Proposed
dam and reservoir. sponsored by Water Users Asso-
ciation No. 1 of the Colorado River Water Conser-
vancy -District. on the White River east of Rangely
for the basic purpose of supplying M&[ water to
the town of Rangely. The project would deplete
the average flow of the White River by 2,500 to
21.160 afy. or 0.5 to 4 percent; convert at least
6 miles of riverine habitat to 1entic habitat; and
-pot ent ial ly isolate 67 miles of known squawfish
habitat above the dam site (about 9 percent of
total known squawfish habitat) by blocking sea-
sonal movement of the fishes.
White River Dam Project. Utah: Proposed dam,
reservoir. and l5-MW hydroelectric plant on the
White River southwest of Bonanza. primarily for
the purpose of providing water for oil-shale and
thermal-electric power development. The project
would deplete the average flow of the White River
by 80.500 afy. convert at least 14 miles of
riverine habitat to lentic habitat. and potential-
ly isolate 80 miles of occupied squawfish habitat
above the dam site (about 10 percent of total
known squawfish habitat) by blocking seasonal
movement of the fishes.
Nonjeopardy opinion condit ional upon project
sponsors agreeing to (1) monitor squawfish popu-
lat ions below the dam and conduct habitat enhance-
ment work if determined feasible by FWS. (2) moni-
tor squawfish habitat above the dam and conduct
habitat enhancement work if determined feasible
by FWS. (3) determine feasibility of squawfish
passage around or through the dam and implement
fish passage plan if determined feasible by FWS.
(4) participate in actions and measures to be
identified in forthcoming plan for the endanger-
ed Colorado River fishes, and (5) develop a
reservoir fishery that will not compete with the
endangered fishes. Failure to maintain squawfish
subpopu1ation above the dam site will not jeopar-
dize the species (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
1982c) .
Nonjeopardy opinion conditional upon the State of
Utah agreeing to (1) release waters from the dam
that approximate the natural temperatures in the
White River, (2) release specified flows to meet
habitat needs of squawfish populations below the
dam, (3) monitor the suspected squawfish spawn-
ing site located approximately 15 miles below the
dam, (4) determine the feasibility of moving
squawfish around or through the dam and implement
a fish passage plan if determined feasible by FWS.
(5) monitor squawfish habitat above the dam and
possibly recover sQuawfish in this area for
transport to the suspected spawning site or to a
hatchery for broodstock. (6) carry out habitat
enhancement work for adult squawfish above and
below the reservoir if determined feasible by FWS.
(7) participate in actions and measures to be
identified in forthcoming conservation plan for
the endangered Colorado River f ishes, and (8)
develop a fishery in White River Reservoir using
native species only i f determined feasible by FWS .
Failure to maintain the squawfish subpopulation
above the reservoir area will not jeopardize the
species (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1982b).
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Table 10. (continued)
Project Description Biological Opinion
GREEN-YAMPA RIVER BASIN
Cheyenne Stage II Diversion Project : Pro-
posed diversion of water from the North Fork
of the Little Snake River in Wyoming for muni-
cipal use by the City of Cheyenne. Depletion
effect on the Yampa River will average 15.800
afy. or less than 1 percent. .
Hoon lake Power Project. Utah: Proposed di-
version of water from a collection well along
the Green River neaf Jensen. Utah. for use by
a coal-fired power plant to be built near
Bonanza. Utah. and pumpage of fOUf small-diameter
wells adjacent .to the White River near Rangely.
Colorado. to supply the project's nearby coal
mine. Project would deplete the annual flow
of Green Rf ver by a maximum of 22.890 af, or
2.5 percent.
Nonjeopardy opinion conditional upon the payment
of $138.000 by the Board of Public Utilities.
City of Cheyenne. to help fund habitat manipula-
tion. monitoring. and research (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. 19819, 1982f).
Nonjeopardy opinion conditional upon the Oeseret
Generation and Transmission Cooperative agreeing
to el ther (1) negotiate a contract for purchase
of up to 22.089 af of replacement water from
Flaming Gorge Reservoir (option preferred by FWS).
or (2) fund studies or programs designed by FWS
to conserve the endangered fishes in an amount
not to exceed $500.000 (U.S . Fish and Wildlife
service, 1981h).
DOLORES RIVER BASIN
Dolores Project : Bureau of Reclamation dam 'and
reservoir, under construction on the Dolores
"Ri ver , that will divert about 131.000 af of
water per year for irrigation, municipal, and
industrial use in the San Juan Basin. Deple-
tion of spring flows in the Dolores River by
one-third could jeopardize Colorado squawfish
and humpback chub in the .Co10rado River Main-
between its confluence with Dolores River and
Lake Powell.
Nonjeopardy opinion conditional upon release of
replacement flows from the Dolores Project or
other projects that regulate flows in the
Colorado River Fishery Project Study (U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, 1980b) .
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According to the Fish and Wildlife Service (1981c, p. 3), the decline of
native Colorado River fishes can be attributed mainly to habitat modification
caused by reservoirs and consumptive water use. Construction of reservoirs
that would inundate occupied habitat or block passage between spawning and
rearing habitat is likely to be prohibited only in the lowermost portions of
the Yampa and Colorado Mainstem Rivers. Reservoir impoundment of the Yampa
River below Harding Hole would inundate the only documented spawning habitat
for Colorado squawfish (Miller, et al., 1982c, p. 62), and impoundment of the
Eolorado Mainstem below Grand Junction would flood critical habitat for either
squawfish or humpback chub. Placement of reservoirs on the lower White River
will be permitted, since the Fish and Wildlife Service (1982b, 1982c) has al-
ready approved the White River Dam and Taylor Draw Projects, and has also
acknowledged that complete loss of occupied habitat above Taylor Draw Dam
will not jeopardize continued existence of the endangered fishes. Inundation
of occupied habitat in the lower Gunnison River will also be permitted, as
shown by the biological opinion for Dominguez Reservoir (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1982e). Multi-level outlets will likely be required for upstream
hydroelectric or storage dams that would otherwise significantly alter flow
temperatures through the critical habitat reaches.
Approval of new water depletions is likely to involve some restrictions
regardless of their location in the Yampa, White, Colorado Mainstem, Gunnison,
or Dolores River Basins. In this connection, it is important to note that the
endangered fishes automatically enjoy some protection because consumptive water
use in Colorado and other Upper Basin states is ultimately limited by provisions
of the Colorado River Compact of 1922, the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact
of 1948, and, possibly, by the Mexican Treaty of 1944.
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Article XIII of the Upper Basin Compact prohibits Colorado from depleting
the flow of the Yampa River at the Maybell Gaging Staion below an aggregate
of 5 million acre-feet for any consecutive ten-year period (Witmer, 1968, p.
349). Converted to an average annual basis, this represents approximately one-
half of the virgin flow of the Yampa at the Maybell Gaging Station and two-
thirds of the virgin flow of the Yampa at its confluence with the Green River
(U.S. Dept. Agr., 1969, frontispiece 1). Streamflow depletion in the Yampa
River is therefore limited by legal obligations to Utah irrespective of any
threat to endangered fishes. Whether the required delivery to Utah will be
adequate to ensure survival and recovery of the Colorado squawfish will depend
on the timing as well as the volume of stream discharge.
Dewatering activities within the Colorado River system are further limited
by Article III(d) of the 1922 compact, which prohibits the four Upper Basin
states from depleting the flow of the Colorado mainstem at Lee Ferry, Arizona,
below an aggregate of 75 million acre-feet for any consecutive ten-year period,
aor an average of 7.5 million acre-feet annually (Witmer, 1968, p. 54). Addi-
tionally, the Upper Basin states may be obliged to share half of the Mexican
Treaty commi tment of 1. 5 mi 11 ion acre-feet per year, or 1.8 mill ion acre-feet
if evaporation losses below Lee Ferry and unavoidable overdeliveries are includ-
ed (Ely, 1968, p. 239). Sharing of the Mexican Treaty burden is claimed by the
Lower Basin states under Article III(c) of the 1922 Compact, but is denied by
the Upper Basin States . If the Lower Basin claim is upheld, then the Upper
Basin would be required to deliver at Lee Ferry a total of 8.4 million acre-
feet annually (7.5 mafy + ~ of 1.8 mafy). This is equivalent to 57 or 63
aThe term "Upper Basin states" is used here synonymously with "States of the
Upper Division," which is the legal term used in Article III(d) of the 1922
compact and which includes a small drainage area in Arizona upstream from
Lee Ferry.
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percent of the river's long-term virgin flow t depending on whether one selects
the estimated flow of 14.8 million acre-feet for the historical period of
record t l896-l980 t or the 13.4 million acre-feet prevailing since 1930 (Upper
Colo. River Comm., 1980, p. 37). In either case t a major portion of the virgin
flow originates in the State of Colorado upstream from the river segments in-
habited by endangered fishes.
According to Behnke (1982), two-thirds of the virgin flow offers consid~
erab1e leeway for preserving the endangered fishes, providing that operation
of reservoirs storing peak runoff can be coordinated to maintain adequate flows
during the critical periods of spawning and rearing of young. Fortunately,
neither the 1922 or 1948 compacts specify which stream segments must contribute
to the aggregate del ivery requirement at Lee Ferry. This gives some flexibility
in allocating flows in a manner that would benefit both the endangered fishes
and the human inhabitants of the basin. Implementing such a program would be
extraordinarily difficult because of competing political and economic interests.
The extent to which project development might be jeopardized will depend t
to a considerable degree t on how much emphasis is given to recovery rather
than mere survival of the species. According to Behnke and Benson (1980),
prospects for restoring the abundance of bonytail chub to a semblance of their
former numbers in any part of their original range must be viewed as dim. The
outlook for restoration of humpback chub is more encouraging t especially in
the two critical segments where self-sustaining populations already exist.
Restoration of squawfish is probably the easiest task because of their greater




The black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes) is probably the rarest of all
North Ameri'can mammals (Torres, et a1., 1978, p. 10). Thi s member of the
weasel family measures approximately two feet from nose to tail and is distin-
guished by a black mask over the eyes, black markings on the legs extending to
the knees, and black tip of the tail. Its original range extended from Texas,
New Mexico, and Arizona northward to Alberta and Saskatchewan (Black-Footed
Ferret Recovery Team, 1978). The species may never have been abundant. Its
current distribution is not well known but ;s probably limited by the occurrence
and abundance of prairie dog towns. Ferrets feed mainly on prairie dogs and
utilize prairie dog burrows for denning sites and shelter.
The black-footed ferret initially ranged over much of Colorado, but today
it cannot be categorically stated whether or not the mammal still exists in
the state (Bissell, 1978, p. 75). The last confirmed sightings occurred in
the South Platte River Basin near Denver and in the San Juan Basin near Mancos
(Fisher, 1980). At least twenty probable sightings were reported between 1970-
1982 (Jobman and Anderson, 1981, 1983). The most likely breeding sites, based
on recent probable sightings or the occurrence of prairie dog towns (Bissell~
1978), are located in the Pawnee and Comanche National Grasslands (South
Platte-Arkansas Basins), North Park (North Platte Basin), San Luis Valley
(Rio Grande Basin), Paonia-Hotchkiss area (Gunnison Basin), and Moffat, Routt,
and Rio Blanco counties (White-Yampa Basins).
Eskimo Curl ew
The Eskimo curlew (Numenious borealis Forster) is a medium-sized shore-
bird that formerly occurred in flocks of several thousand (U.S. Fish and Wild-
life Service, 1972). The birds followed a double migration route from their
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Arctic breeding grounds to wintering areas in southern Brazil, Uruguay,
Argentina, and Chile. The fall migration route occurred over eastern Canada and
the Atlantic Ocean; spring migration brought large numbers of birds to coastal
Texas and Louisiana, thence northward through the Great Plains states. Because
the curlew was an epicurean's delight, excessive harvesting drastically reduced
the size of the flocks between 1870 and 1890. Very few curlew have been seen
during migration at anyone time over the last 50 years, and no sightings have
been recorded in the interior Plains for many years. The only record for
Colorado is two birds shot near Denver in 1882 (Bailey and Niedrach, 1965,
p. 335). Potential existence of the Eskimo curlew should not jeopardize any
project development opportunities.
American Peregrine Falcon I
Three subspecies of peregrine falcon occur in North America : The American
peregrine (Falco peregrinus anatum), which initially ranged from Mexico to
northern Canada; the Arctic peregrine (F. p. tundrius), a migratory form which
summers in the tundra region of Alaska, Canada, and western Greenland; and
Peale's peregrine (F. p. pealei), found along the coast of British Columbia,
southeastern Alaska, and the Aleutian Islands (Snow, 1972). Both the American
and Arctic subspecies are listed as endangered.
Cooke (1897) considered the American peregrine falcon to be locally common
in Colorado. Today, the state contains 12 of the 41 active nesting sites
known to exist in the Great Plains-Rocky Mountain region (Rocky Mtns./South-
western Peregrine Falcon Recovery Team, 1977 , table 1, p. 11). Craig (1978a)
has mapped the general distribution of active, inactive, and potential nesting
locations in the state. All are situated on ledges or in potholes or small
caves on precipitous cliff faces, usually at considerable heights above the
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surrounding terrain, in the Colorado River system and in the headwater areas
of East Slope drainages.
The 12 active nesting sites are located in the Dolores, Rio Grande, San
Juan, South Platte, and Yampa River Basins (Goodman, personal comm., 1983).
However, the State Division of Wildlife is currently sponsoring a program de-
signed to reintroduce the falcon throughout its former range. Water-project
development need not be deleterious to the falcon, since impoundments may in-
crease prey diversity or availability (Craig, 1978a. p. 42).
Arctic Peregrine Falcon
The Arctic peregrine falcon, smaller and much lighter in coloration than
its American counterpart, breeds in the arctic tundra of Alaska, Canada, and
western Greenland. It migrates in the spring and fall, chiefly along the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts, through Central America to as far south a~ Argentina
and Chile (Snow, 1972; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1973). The species
is a rare visitor to the eastern plains and foothills of Colorado (Craig,
telephone comm., 1983) and is unlikely to jeopardize water-project development
in the state.
Bald Eagle
Adult bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocepalus) are large birds having a brown
body with white head and tail (Snow, 1973). The known population of reproducing
bald eagles nesting in Colorado consists of three pairs, one each in the San
Juan, White, and Yampa River Basins (Goodman, personal comm., 1983). Most
eagles are fall and spring migrants that reside here only during the winter.
Winter residents begin arriving in September, slowly increase in numbers, and
reach their maximum occupancy in December through March, when 500 to 600 birds
may be in the state, concentrated mainly in the plains riparian zone of the
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South Platte and Arkansas River Basins, the San Luis Valley portion of the
Rio Grande, and the lower-elevation riparian zones of West Slope drainages
(Goodman, 1982). The spring migration begins in late February, and most eagles
have left Colorado by early April.
Water-project development can be beneficial to the eagle population. Con-
struction of reservoir impoundments may encourage reoccupancy of some localities
by both wintering and nesting birds if other factors, such as limited human
activity and availability of perch sites, are favorable (Craig, 1978b, p. 46).
In general, bald eagle nest sites are associated with riparian habitats, since
fish constitute a major food item. Most nests are located within 0.5 mile of
water, and many are considerably closer (Snow~ 1973, p. 25). Reservoir con-
struction may also improve downstream habitat if water releases create open
water for waterfowl and increase fish populations (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1979c, p. 11).
On the other hand, project development may have minimal beneficial effects
on wintering birds because reservoirs are seasonally frozen and thus offer
limited prey. Project development may even be detrimental if it removes roost
or perch sites from reservoir shorelines, destroys riverine habitat by depletion
of downstream flows, or results in harassment of roost sites by increased human
activity. The biological opinion for the proposed Narrows Project, for example,
recommended that some cottonwood trees be preserved as roosts and perches near
the reservoir and that project operations be monitored to assure continued bald
eagle use of the area (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1982g).
Greenback Cutthroat Trout
The greenback cutthroat trout (Salmo clarki stomias) is the only trout
native to the Arkansas and South Platte River drainages in Colorado (Green-
back Cutthroat Trout Recovery Team, 1977). Decline of pure populations was
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caused by massive introduction of exotic species, by streamflow depletions,
and by water pollution associated with mining. logging, and domestic livestock
grazing. Conservation efforts beginning in 1959 have been sufficiently suc-
cessful that the species is now listed as threatened rather than endangered.
Occupied range of the greenback trout presently includes the following waters
in the South Platte and Arkansas River systems (Langlois, 1978, p. 7-8):
Black Hollow Creek, Hourglass Creek, and South Fork of Cache la
Poudre River in Larimer County;
Como Creek in Boulder County;
Bear lake, Caddi Lake, Big Thompson River, and Hidden Valley Creek
in Rocky Mountain National Park; and
Cascade Creek and South Fork of Huerfano Creek in Huerfano County.
The occupied range presently totals about 50 acres of habitat. Approxi-
mately 600 acres of habitat in at least 50 headwater streams must be occupied
before the species can be recommended for delisting (Langlois, 1978, p. 8).
Endangered and Threatened Plants
Four of the five listed plant species are members of the cactus family
and occur only in the Colorado River Basin (Ecology Consultants, 1978a;
Peterson, 1982; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1981a). Knowltons miniature
cactus (Pediocactus knowltonii) is known to occur only in New Mexico and
Colorado in the vicinity of Navajo Reservoir near the Los Pinos River in the
San Juan Basin. The Mesa-verde cactus (Scherocactus mesae-verdae) occurs in
the southern portion of Mesa Verde National Park and adjoining Ute Mountain
Indian Reservation, in Montezuma County. and in the Uncompahgre Plateau
portion of Montrose County. The spineless hedgehog cactus (Echinocereus
triglochidiatus var. inermis) occupies some mesa tops between 5,000-8,000
feet elevation in Mesa, Delta, Montrose, and OIJray Counties. The Uinta
Basin hookless cactus (Scherocactus glaucus) has a bipartite distribution,
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with one population center in northeastern Utah and one in west-central Colorado.
The Colorado population occupies dry, gravelly, alkaline hill sites at about
5,000 feet elevation along the Gunnison River in Delta and Mesa Counties and
along the Colorado River near DeBeque in Garfield County.
The other listed plant, Northparkphacelia (Phacelia formosula Osterhout),
is a member of the waterleaf family. Its only known world occurrence is limit-
ed to sandstone exposures and adjacent areas of the Coalmont Formation along
the Michigan and North Platte Rivers in Jackson County.
Future Li sti ngs
The Endangered Species Act promotes considerable uncertainty in water-
development planning because additional species can be nominated for listing
at any time, either by the Fish and Wildlife Service or by petition from any
interested person, and because the time interval between nomination and final
disposition of the review can be very lengthy. The listing process slowed to
a virtual stop in 1979 because of inadequate staff, funds, and internal admin-
istrative policies (General Accounting Office, 1979) and because of new require-
ments imposed by Executive Order 12044 and the 1978 amendments to the Act (U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, 1980c). Although the October 1982 amendments have
streamlined the listing procedure somewhat, the identification and review of
candidate species can still be very time-consuming.
The number of species that might be listed for Colorado at some future
date cannot be determined) but could be substantial. Notices of review are
currently effective for 2 species of fish, 8 species of birds, 2 species of
mammals, and 52 species of plants (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1980d,
1982h). Five of the plant species may already be extinct. Additional bio-
logical information is being sought to determine the appropriate status of
the remaining plants and vertebrate species.
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Abrogation of State Water Rights
A pending lawsuit involving the Endangered Species Act raises two legal
issues of major concern to water-project development: (1) the use of federal
regulatory mechanisms to condition or prevent the exercising of state-adminis-
tered water rights, and (2) whether Congress, without a clear statement of
intent, can modify its consent to the terms of an interstate compact by enact-
ment of subsequent legislation (Riverside Irrigation District v. Stipo, 658
F.2d 762, 10th Cir. 1981; Hobbs, 1982). The suit arose in 1979 when the Corps
of Engineers denied a 404 permit to Riverside Irrigation District and Public
Service Company for construction of Wildcat Reservoir in the South Platte
Basin, on grounds that the proposed project would jeopardize the critical
habitat of the whooping crane along the Platte River in central Nebraska.
Although technical arguments of the lawsuit pertain only to enforcement of
the Endangered Species Act, the issues raised are equally pertinent to pro-
visions of the Wilderness Act and Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
Use of federal regulatory powers to supercede state-administered water
rights contradicts the generally established policy that federal entities must
abide by state water law. For example, if water is to be left in a stream to
benefit endangered species, or to preserve the values of a wild, scenic, or
recreational river corridor, then it can be argued that the responsible federal
agency should effectuate the desired streamflow, not by denying funds, permits,
or licenses, but by purchase, condemnation, or adjudication of a water right
under state law. Plaintiffs in the Stipo case specifically argue that the
United States must obtain a state water right in order to keep water in the
South Platte for benefit of the whooping crane (Hobbs, 1982). Compliance
with state water law would protect the owners of existing water rights, either
because the newly adjudicated right would be junior to all existing ones, or
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because just compensation would have to be paid in the event of purchase or
condemnation. As noted in Chapter 2, both the Endangered Species Act (Sec. 5)
and the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (Sec. 13) empower federal agencies to acquire
state-administered water rights to effectuate the purposes of the acts. Unfortu-
nately, these provisions are usually ignored in favor of using regulatory powers
to condition or prevent project development.
The second issue, Congressional modification of interstate compact alloca-
tions, is especially relevant in the South Platte and Colorado River Basins.
Both basins contain undeveloped compact flows that could not be fully utilized
if future projects are not allowed to proceed. Neither the Wilderness Act nor
the Endangered Species Act gives explicit recognition to this issue. Section
l3(e) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act states that nothing in the legislation
"shall be construed to alter, amend, repea l , interpret, modify, or be in con-
flict with any interstate compact made by any States which contain any portion
of the national wild and scenic rivers system. (I Other sections of the act,
however, notably the river protection stipulations of Sections 7(a) and 7(b),
are clearly contradictory to this proviso.
The gravest threat to interstate compact allocations would appear to stem
from enforcement of the cumulative effects regulation of the Endangered Species
Act, whereby projects depleting the resource cushion in a given stream system
will be allowed to proceed on a first-come, first-served basis (see "Consulta-
tion and Limits on Agency Actions" section of Chapter 2). This policy adds a
new dimension to the "use-it-or-lose-it argument advanced by certain water
interests, which says that Colorado could lose its undeveloped Colorado River
entitlement to California or Arizona, either through prior appropriation usage
or political clout of the two states, unless Colorado moves rapidly to capture
and utilize the affected river flows (Almira11, 1982, p. 29).
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A similar· argument, but involving different players, could be made regard-
ing the cumulative effects policy of the Fish and Wildlife Service . Specifically,
protection of the endangered Colorado River fishes could place Colorado, Utah,
and Wyoming in a competitive race to develop their allocated shares of the river.
As noted earlier (Table 10), many of the nonjeopardy opinions issued by the Fish
and Wildlife Service are conditional upon release of minimum or replacement flows
to offset depletion effects. Continuation of this policy will make it increas-
ingly difficult for the three states to develop their compact apportionments,
especially if they must compete for the same resource cushion. All three states
share entitlements to the Yampa River, and both Colorado and Utah are entitled
to divert additional flows from the Dolores, Colorado Mainstem, and White Rivers.
Protection .of the whooping crane habitat in the Platte River system also
places Colorado in competition with Nebraska and Wyoming (Hobbs, 1982; U.S.
Bur. Reclamation, 1982; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1982a, 1983). In this
case, Colorado's position could be distinctly inferior because of proposed
additional groundwater developments in Nebraska that would deplete the flow of
the Platte River at Overton by about 20 percent. Groundwater pumpage can be
accomplished without the nexus of any federal permit or funding tie. Thus,
protection of the whooping crane would fallon Colorado in a discriminatory
manner because the state proposes to develop most of its remaining compact
entitlement by constructing surface reservoirs that do involve federal parti-
cipation.
Constraints on Streamflow Augmentation
The Wilderness Act requires a Presidential exemption for nearly all types
of water development activity. Although the opportunity cost of this restric-
tion has not been fully determined, it is clear that wilderness withdrawals
can negatively affect management and development options that would otherwise
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be available. The efficacy of forecasting runoff, for example, is reduced
because snow gages cannot be installed in Weminuche, Flat Tops, and other
large wilderness areas (Shafer, telephone comm., 1983). Exclusion of reser-
voir construction in wilderness areas may result in greater evaporation
losses because of the higher temperatures prevailing at the alternate, lower
elevation sites. In the case of project proposals by the Denver Water De-
partment (see Chapter 4), exclusion of construction within wilderness bound-
aries would increase capital costs and impose substantial operating costs
.: because of the need to pump water that could otherwise be conveyed by gravity
flow. Hydroelectric development costs may be increased indirectly if trans-
mission lines have to be routed around wilderness areas. Unit costs of
transmission lines presently range from about $100,000 to as much as $753,000
per mile, depending on voltage, tower design, and terrain conditions (Colo.-
Ute Electric Assoc., 1982).
Withdrawal of lands under the .Wi l der ness Act automatically forecloses
or limits the implementation of measures designed to augment streamflow within
the affected watershed. Although relatively little effort is currently being
made to increase Colorado·s natural runoff through cloud seeding, vegetation
management, or snowpack management, use of these water-supply options will
become increasingly viable as demand on existing resources continues to es-
calate . . The most promising opportuni:ties for streamflow augmentation occur
in the alpine-subalpine watersheds, most of which lie within national forest
boundaries. Virgin annual runoff from all national forest lands in Colorado
averages about 13.5 million acre-feet (Table 11), or roughly 90 percent of the
14.4 million acre-feet of yearly runoff originating in the entire state. Run-
off from designated wilderness areas totals about 2.4 million acre-feet, or
16 percent of the statewide yield, assuming that unit runoff on wilderness
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Table 11. Virgin Water Yield From National Forest lands In Colorado
River Basin and Forest Unit
North and South Platte River Basins
Arapahoe N. F.
Pike N.F.
Roosevel t N. F.
Routt N. F.









































Compiled from data in U.S. Forest Service (1972).
landsequals 0.9 acre-feet per acre average for all national forests. If all
eligible wilderness study areas were to be designated, then total runoff from
the Forest Service wilderness areas would exceed 2.6 million acre-feet annual-
ly, or close to one-fifth of the statewide renewable water supply.
Augmentation of natural water yield in wilderness areas through vegeta-
tion or snowpack management would require a Presidential exemption. The ex-
tent to which cloud seeding might be allowed without a Presidential exemption
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is problematical. Current Forest Service policy generally permits short-term
seeding activities, but long-term programs are excluded unless proponents can
provide scientifically supportable assurance that seeding will produce no
permanent, substantial changes in natural ecological or physical conditions
(U.S. Forest Service, 1973). The meaning of "permanent, substantial changes"
is open to variable interpretation. The Bureau of Reclamation (1974) main-
tains that seeding should be permitted over wilderness and nonwilderness
areas alike. According to the Bureau~ probabilities and degrees of environ~
mental change associated with cloud seeding are very small, presently recog-
nized hazards such as avalanching or flooding can be mitigated by appropriate
suspension criteria, and cessation of seeding or other safeguards can be
taken if monitoring reveals unforeseen damaging effects. At least one at-
tempt has been made to legislate approval of cloud-seeding over wilderness
areas. The measure, H.R. 5623, introduced in the 96th Congress, was never
reported out of the House Committee ·on Interior and Insular Affairs. Cloud-
seeders here in Colorado must obtain a permit from the State Department of
Natural Resources. The Department presently has no specific policy regard-
ing cloud-seeding over wilderness areas (Welles, telephone comm., 1983) and
could therefore conceivably issue a permit without concurrence of the Forest
Service. However, the Forest Service could discourage s~eding operations by
refusing to allow the placement of ground-based generators or meteorological
measuring devices within wilderness areas or on adjoining national forest
land.
Cloud-Seeding Opportunities
Cloud-seeding opportunities in the Colorado mountains and adjoining por-
tions of Wyoming and New Mexic9 are conservatively estimated to total at least
1.5 million acre-feet of incremental runoff per year, or roughly 10 percent of
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the natural water yield. The spatial potential shown in Table 12 assumes that
all seeding would be conducted in the Colorado River system. but that spillover
of seeding material across the Continental Divide would also produce augmented
runoff in the headwater areas of East Slope drainages. Whether the State of
Colorado could claim all of the incremental runoff generated by cloud-seeding
is problematical. especially if augmentation activities were funded by the
.federal government. The Colorado River Basin Act of 1968. for example, speci-
fies that meeting the Mexican Treaty obligation constitutes the first priority
of any water augmentation project planned pursuant to the act and authorized
by Congress. Cloud-seeding is nonetheless an appealing water-supply alterna-
tive. not only because of its large potential t but also because of its low
direct cost of only $6-8 per acre foot of water produced for a full-scale
program (U.S. Bur. Reclamation, 1983).





























Source: U.S. Bur. Reclamation (1983)
:Includes adjoining portions of New Mexico.
'Includes Grand Mesa, part of which drains
into the Gunnison River.
clncludes adjoining portions of Wyoming.
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Historically, cloud seeding in Colorado has been limited to federally-
sponsored experimental programs, state-sponsored emergency drought relief,
and a few small-scale commercial projects funded mainly Oy ski areas and
local water .agencies (Welles, 1982). Formal efforts to initiate large-scale
seeding have come about only recently. In both 1980 and 1981, the Colorado
General Assembly considered bills that would have established a seven-year,
state-supported research and demonstration program to evaluate the technical,
economic, legal, and environmental issues of winter orographic seeding.
Both bills were supported by various water conservation districts in hearings
before the House Agriculture and Natural Resource Committee, but failed to
receive hearings in the Appropriations Committee.
The proposed state effort would have complemented the Colorado River
Enhanced Snowpack Test (CREST) now being formulated by the Bureau of Reclama-
tion (1983). As currently envis~oned, CREST would· be an eight-year program
designed to confirm the capability of cloud seeding to augment the flow of
the Colorado River, so as to benefit the entire basin water-service area,
including Mexico. Preferred sites for the demonstration tests are the Flat
Tops Wilderness in the White River Plateau and the Weminuche Wilderness in
the San Juan Mountains of Colorado. Successful implementation of the pro-
gram and its operational extension to favorable target areas in Colorado
would achieve the potential shown in Table 12, assuming that no restrictions
would be imposed by the Forest Service to protect wilderness areas against
possible ecological damage. All of the seeding target areas overlap to a
greater or lesser degree with designated or endorsed wilderness areas.
Vegetation and Snow Management
Vegetation and snow management techniques include (1) reducing stand
density by c1earcutting, partial-cutting, or uniform thinning to reduce
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transpiration and interception losses; (2) replacing high water-using cover
types with those that consume less water; (3) creating openings in the forest
cover to redistribute snow, thereby concentrating it to reduce evaporation
and increase meltwater contribution to runoff; (4) planting trees or large
shrubs in mountain grasslands to pile snow in large drifts, thereby reducing
evaporation; and (5) erecting artificial fencing to create large snow drifts
in alpine or mountain grassland watersheds (Hibbert, 1979). The principal
objective of snowpack management may be to improve the timing of runoff rather
than increase : total annual streamflow (Martinelli, 1975).
Table 13 summarizes the maximum potential for augmenting water yield in
each of 9 cover types occurring in the Upper Colorado River Basin. The first
three types listed--alpine, subalpine, and aspen--comprise most of the acreage
in national forest wilderness areas and the higher elevation BLM wilderness
study units. Potential for increasing water yield in these areas appears
considerable in terms of both unit water .·yield and treatable acreage. Actual
yield increases would be something less than the potential because only a por-
tion of each cover type could be treated economically, and consideration of
other resource values would reduce both the area that could be treated and
the effectiveness of treatment (Hibbert, 1979). Still, it is evident that
wilderness withdrawals foreclose considerable opportunity to augment natural
runoff in the state1s high-yielding watersheds. Management plans currently
being prepared by both the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management
contain proposed or potential water-yield programs for nonwilderness areas

























Source: Hibbert (1979~ table 1~ p. 20).
CHAPTER 4
REGIONAL ANALYSIS OF WILDERNESS CONSTRAINTS
This chapter examines the constraints of wilderness legislation on
water-project development within each of the state's major river basins.
Drainage areas east of the Continental Divide are grouped into the North
Platte, South Platte, Kansas, Rio Grande, and Arkansas River Basins (Fig.
6). Drainage areas west of the Continental Divide all contribute to the
Colorado River system and are disaggregated into the San Juan, Dolores,
Gunnison, Colorado Mainstem, White, and Yampa River basins. Table 14 sum-
marizes the population size and generalized water budget of each river basin.
The water budget data are incomplete since they do not include all reservoir
evaporation losses, they do not include the large volume of groundwater cur-
rently being overdrafted ' in the Kansas River Basin, and they do not include
Colorado's large downstream commitments under various interstate compacts
and litigations.
Kansas River Basin
The Kansas River Basin comprises the headwater drainages of the Republi-
can and Smoky Hill Rivers in easternmost Colorado. In areal terms the basin
includes most of the Northern High Plains region as defined by the subsurface
occurrence of the Ogallala aquifer. Consumptive use of the basin's small
surface water supply is limited by terms of the Republican River Compact of
1942 (Witmer, 1968, p. 260-271). Most instate water demand is therefore
being met by groundwater pumpage. Withdrawals in excess of recharge have
been occurring for a number of years in the major irrigated areas. If
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Table 14. Population and Water Budget of Major River Basins
i'opul ationa Water Budget (1,000 acre-feef)-n-
Water SupplYC Consumptive Used
Basin and Number % of % Change Native Net
Subbasin 1980 State 1970-1980 Runoff Supply Irrigation M&I Total
Missouri River
North Platte 1,863 0.1 2.9 505 483 96 1 98
South Platte 1,961,383 67.9 33.3 1 ,441 1,899 1,259 227 1 ,527
Kansas 30,861 1.1 5.2 121 121 37 3 48
Subtota1 1,994,107 69.1 32.7 2,067 2,503 1,392 231 1,673
Arkansas Ri ver 568,265 19.7 18.6 884 985 824 66 913
Rio Grande 37,826 1.3 1.3 1,646 1,649 717 4 1,400
Colorado Ri ver
San Juan 48,131 1.7 36.2 { 1,685 { 1,715 { 180 { 6 { 188Dolores 9,102 0.3 15.0
Mainstem 142,693 4.9 60.2 { 6,232 { 5,578 { 919 { 29 { 973Gunnison 55,918 1.9 40.2 cow
Yampa 26,127 0.9 lD4.1 { 2,212 { 2,212 { 93 { 22 { 122White 6,665 0.2 28.1
Subtotal 288,636 10.0 51.1 10,129 9,505 1,l92 57 1,283
State Total 2,888,834 100.0 30.7 14,726 14,642 4,125 358 5,269
gpopulation allocated by county and county census division; U.S. Bur. Census (1981).
Colorado Water Conservation Board (1981).
CEstimated average annual native runoff, including 76,000 acre-feet inflow from New Mexico in the Rio
San Antonio (Rio Grande Basin) and 205,000 acre-feet inflow from Wyoming in the Little Snake and
Vermillion Rivers (Yampa River Basin). Net supply is the native runoff + net imports for the 1976-
1979 period; the amount actually available for Colorado's exclusive use is limited in each basin by
dinterestate compacts or litigation.
Data for the Kansas River Basin exclude pumpage of nontributary groundwater. IlMunicipal-industrial ll
includes rural domestic and steam-electric power generation. "Total " includes irrigation, M&I, rec-
reation, fish and wildlife, phreatophytic consumption (Rio Grande Basin), and some reservoir evapora-
tion.
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8.5 percent by the year 2000 and 31.4 percent by the year 2020 (Young, et al.,
1982, Tables A3-A7).
Trans-County Project
The Kansas River Basin itself does not contain any wilderness areas, wild
and scenic study rivers, or critical habitat fo! endangered or threatened species.
However, the proposed Trans-County Project, which envisions importing water from
the South Platte mainstem to replace the region's diminishing groundwater sup-
plies, could be adversely affected by preservation of the whooping crane habi-
tat along the Platte River in central Nebraska. The quantity of diversions is
assumed to average 200,000 acre-feet annually (Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1982,
p. 105). Depletions of this magnitude far exceed those associated with the
Grayrocks, Wildcat, or Narrows projects and would thus likely be opposed by the
Fish and Wildlife Service. Whether the Trans-County Project will ever by .con-
structed is problematical. An economic evaluation by Woodward-Clyde Consultants
(1982, Table C-5) shows a negative benefit-cost ratio of 0.38:1.
Arkansas River Basin
Consumptive water use in the Arkansas River Basin already equals the state's
legal entitlement under terms of the Arkansas River Compact of 1948 (Colo.
Energy Research lnst., 1981, table 4, p. 58; Witmer, 1968, p. 3-11). Trans-
mountain diversions from the Colorado River Basin have long been used to sup-
plement the basin's native streamflow. Although these imports are expected to
help meet the growing demands of Pueblo and Colorado Springs until shortly
after the turn of the century (Colo. Front Range Project, 1981, p. 33), they
are inadequate to supply all of the basin's demand potential. Any constraints
imposed by wilderness issues on development opportunities would reduce the al-
ready limited choice of alternatives in meeting the basin's future water demands.
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Table 15. Wilderness Components in the Arkansas River Basin
WILDERNESS AREAS
Acres
Agency and Area Designated Endorsed Total
Forest Service
Collegiate Peaks 81,450 81,450
Greenhorn Mountain 22,330 22,330
Holy Cross 9,020 9,020
Mount Massive 26,000 26,000
Sangre de Cristo 62,800 62,800
Subtotal 116,470 85,130 201,600
Bureau of Land Management
Beaver Creek 17,000 17,000
Browns Canyon 6,614 6,614
Subtotal 23,614 23,614
Total 116,470 108,744 225,214








Probable sightings reported in Saca, Las
Animas, and Otero Counties during 1970-
1982 period (Jobman and Anderson, 1981,
1983).
Breeding and migrant populations (Colo.
Field Ornithologists, 1978, p. 11).
Infrequent migration in foothills zone and
eastern plains (Craig, telephone comm.,
1983).
Fairly common winter visitor in plains
riparian zone; 50 birds, or 9% of state-
wide total, counted during 1982 midwinter
inventory (Colo. Field Ornithologists,
1978, p. 10; Goodma n, 1982) .
Resident in Cascade Creek and South Fork
of Huerfano Creek in Huerfano County
(Langlois, 1978).
Could affect imports from the Colorado
River Basin.
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Fortunately, there are no wild and scenic study rivers in the baiin
(Table 15), nor do the listed wildlife species pose any known limitations
to project development. Statutory exemptions have been granted to two trans-
mountain diversions that might otherwise be affected by wilderness land with-
drawals. In 1978 Congress exempted the Fryingpan-Arkansas Project, located
partially within the Hunter-Fryingpan Wilderness (P.L. 95-237), and in 1980
similar provisions were made for operation and enlargement of the Homestake
Project in the Holy Cross Wilderness (P.L. 96-487).
Some conflict potential is created by the presence of wilderness areas,
both within the basin and on the adjoining west slope of the Continental
Divide, and by the dependence on water imports from headwater drainages of
the Colorado River system that support downstream endangered fishes. Wilder-
ness withdrawals occupy much of the watershed area best suited to streamflow
augmentation opportunities. Prohibition of cloud-seeding over wilderness
areas within the basin would limit the region's small cloud-seeding potential
of 25,000 acre-feet annually (Table 12). Minimum flow requirements for the
endangered Colorado River fishes could adversely affect transmountain imports
over the long term, either by prohibiting operational changes of existing
projects or by limiting the potential for new diversions.
Rio Grande Basin
Table 16 identifies the wilderness components in the Rio Grande Basin.
Although none are known to jeopardize project development, any potential
constraints must be viewed with concern because of the basin's already scarce
water-supply situation. Consumptive diversions in the Rio Grande and Conejos
River Subbasins are limited by the Rio Grande Compact of 1938 to the historic
levels that prevailed during the ten-year period 1928-1937 (Colo. District
Court, 1980, p. 12; Witmer, 1968, p. 272-291). Further development of the
Tab1e 16.
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Segment located in New Mexico between the Colorado-New
Mexico state line and New Mexico Highway 96.
ENDANGERED AND THREATENED SPECIES
San Luis Valley contains favorable habitat (Bissell, 1978),
but no sightings reported during 1970-1982 period (Jobman
and Anderson. 1981, 1983).
Year-round residents at Alamosa NWR, Monte Vista NWR. and
Blanca Wildlife Habitat Area; one nesting site located west
of Del Norte and another at the junction of Alamosa, Custer,
Saguache. and Huerfano Counties (U.S. Bur. Reclamation,
1979a, p. B-59).
Fairly common winter visitor in San luis Valley; 102 birds,
or 18% of statewide total. counted during 1982 midwinter
inventory (Colo. Field Ornithologists. 1978, p. 10; Goodman,
, 982).
Alamosa and Monte Vista National Wildlife Refuges are designa-
ted critical habitat (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1978a).
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basin·s water supply is restricted to improved groundwater management, includ-
ing salvage of groundwaters now being lost through phreatophytic transpiration;
conservation of existing water uses; construction of reservoirs to store pre-
Compact direct flow rights; and initiation of cloud-seeding or other stream-
flow augmentation programs in the mountain watersheds.
Wilderness Areas
Large portions of the basin's high-yielding watersheds are located with-
in designated or administratively-endorsed wilderness areas. Although the full
impact of these withdrawals on development opportunities is unknown, it is clear
that the withdrawals would seriously impede future streamflow augmentation pro-
grams, especially if the Forest Service should prohibit or limit cloud seeding
over its wilderness lands. Much of the basin's cloud-seeding potential of
116,000 acre-feet annually (Table 12) is dependent on seeding opportunities
over wilderness areas.
Conejos Study River
A recommendation to add 38.8 miles of the Conejos River to the national
wild and scenic rivers system was submitted to Congress on September 13, 1982
(Interagency Task Force, 1982; U.S. Forest Service, 1979a). Designation of
the proposed river corridor would not jeopardize any major development oppor-
tunities. The corridor segments eligible for wild river status are already
protected because of their location in the South San Juan Wilderness. Water
appropriations in the affected area are limited to the operation of Platoro
Reservoir and to the preservation of numerous small lakes by the Colorado
Water Conservation Board. Concern that designation would interfere with the
operation of Platoro Reservoir (Sowards, 1979) is unfounded, since any in-
stream flow rights sought by the Forest Service would be junior to existing
water decrees. A small hydroelectric plant of 0.68 MW capacity could be in-
stalled in Platoro Dam, but no plans exist for its development.
The Rio Grande wild and scenic river segment, which is located in New
Mexico immediately below the Colorado-New Mexico state line, should not jeo-
pardize project development in Colorado because major streamflow depletions
would be prohibited in any event by the Rio Grande Compact. The proposed
Closed Basin Project northeast of Alamosa is expected to benefit rather than
degrade the river corridor (U.S. Bur. Reclamation, 1979a).
Endangered and Threatened Species
Portions of the Rio Grande Basin provide habitat for the American pere-
grine falcon, bald eagle, and whooping crane. Both the Alamosa and Monte
Vista Wildlife Refuges have been designated as critical habitat for the Grays
Lake whooping crane flock, which migrates annually between southeastern Idaho
and southcentral New Mexico (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1978a). Use is
presently confined to the Monte Vista refuge and to the wet meadows along the
Rio Grande downstream to the town of Lasauses during late January-early May
and late August-early November (U.S. Bur. Reclamation, 1979a, p. B61-862).
No critical habitat has been designated for the peregrine falcon or bald
eagle.
The biological opinion for the Closed Basin Project concluded that the
project will not jeopardize any federally listed species (U.S. Fish and Wild-
life Service, 1979d). No constraints are known to exist on other development
opportunities in the basin .
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North Platte River Basin
The North Platte Basin is one of the more isolated and sparsely
populated areas in the state. Intrabasin water demand, which consists
mainly of irrigating high-altitude hay meadows, is appreciably less than
the available supply (Table 14), and this favorable situation is likely to
continue indefinitely. Utilization of surplus flows by transferring water
outside the basin is limited by the North Platte and Laramie River litiga-
tions to an aggregate of 25,875 acre-feet annually (Witmer, 1969, p. 665-702,
724-777), or approximately 5 percent of the basin1s virgin water yield. Most
of this amount is already being exported to users in the South Platte Basin.
Wilderness Areas
Forest Service wilderness areas comprise a major portion of the basin's
high-yielding watersheds (Table 17). Project construction in these areas
requires a Presidential exemption. Severe restrictions could also be imposed
on streamflow augmentation opportunities, including the estimated c1oud-
seeding potential of 66,000 acre-feet annually within the Colorado and
adjoining Wyoming portions of the Park Range (Table 12).
Encampment Stud~ River
A recommendation to add 19.5 miles of the Encampment River to the
national wild and scenic rivers system was submitted to Congress on October 2,
1979 (U.S. Forest Service, 198Gb). All but about 2.5 miles of the river
corridor lies within the Mount Zirkel Wilderness or Davis Peak further plan-
ning area. The Encampment River is genuinely "freeflowing" in the sense
that there are no diversions anywhere in the basin. Several potential hydro-
electric dam sites exist below the Colorado-Wyoming state line (Raybourn,
1979). Development at one of the sites would inundate the lower 1 mile of
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Mainstem from headwaters to Colorado-Wyoming state line
West Fork from headwaters to confluence with mainstem
Total









Three probable sightings reported in Jack-
son County during 1970-1982 period (Jobman
and Anderson, 1981, 1983).
Resident nonbreeding population (Colo. Field
Ornithologists, 1978, p. 11).
Winter visitor, but none counted during
1982 midwinter inventory (Goodman, 1982).
Basin located upstream from critical habi-
tat along the Platte River in Nebraska
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1978a).
Only known world occurrence limited to
sandstone exposures and adjacent areas of
the Coalmont Formation along the Michigan
and North Platte Rivers (Peterson, 1982).
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eligible river corridor. Maximum power development, excluding imported flows
from the Little Snake River in connection with Cheyenne's municipal supply
project, is estimated to be 10,800 KW or 94,600 MWh annually. No plans exist
for development of this hydroelectric potential.
Endangered and Threatened Species
Project development in the North Platte Basin could adversely affect
the critical habitat of the whooping crane in central Nebraska. In 1978 the
Fish and Wildlife Service opposed construction of the Grayrocks Reservoir,
located .on the Laramie River about 115 miles downstream from the Colorado-
Wyoming state line (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1978b). The multi-
purpose reservoir was designed to store cooling water for the Laramie River
station, a 1,500 megawatt coal-fired electric generating plant owned by the
Missouri Basin Power Project, and provide irrigation water for the Corn
Creek Irrigation District.
The Grayrocks Reservoir ultimately received an exemption under Section 7
of the Endangered Species Act following resolution of a court suit brought
against the ArmY Corps of Engineers, which had authorized project construction
by issuing a Section 404 dredge-and~fi11 permit, and the Rural Electrification
Administration, which had guaranteed a portion of project construction costs
(Endangered Species Comm., 1979). The three plaintiffs--National Wildlife
Federation, National Audubon Society, and the State of Nebraska--agreed to
a compromise stipulation that project owners (1) 1imit maximum annual water use
to 23,250 acre-feet, (2) make releases of water during various periods of the
year, (3) replace up to 11,250 acre-feet of water withdrawn by Corn Creek
Irrigation District, (4) establisha tr.ust fund of $7.5 million for maintenance
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and enhancement of the Platte River critical habitat, and (5) otherwise
restrict operations of the project.
South Platte River Basin
The South Platte Basin contains about two-thirds of the state's population
(Table 14). Absolute growth during the last census decade totaled nearly
490,000 persons, which is approximately equivalent to the present population
size of the City of Denver. Continuation of this rapid rate of urbanization
would impose an increasingly competitive demand on the basin's water supply
which consists of native streamflow, groundwater, and transmountain imports.
Expansion of transmountain imports and full development of the basin's native
streamflow could be impeded by several wilderness issues.
Wilderness Areas
Wilderness areas comprise large acreages of mountain watershed on both
sides of the Continental Divide (Table 18). These withdrawals foreclose some
streamflow augmentation opportunities, including, possibly, a portion of the
basin's orographic cloud-seeding potential of 115,000 acre-feet annually
(Table 12). The withdrawals could also limit further development of the
basin's natural streamflow. At least three potential reservoir sites in the
Cache 1a Poudre River system overlap to some degree with designated wilderness
areas (Table 19).
The Eagles Nest Wilderness, located on the West Slope in the Colorado
Mainstem Basin, could affect three of the Denver Water Department's proposed
transmountain diversions, namely, the East Gore, Eagle-Piney, and Eag1e-
Colorado units. An engineering study conducted in 1976 concluded that re-
designing the East Gore and Eagle-Piney units to locate all facilities outside
the wilderness boundaries would increase construction costs by nearly two-thirds
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Table 18. Wilderness Components in the South Platte River Basin
WILDERNESS AREAS
Cache 1a Poudre Ri ver
Hainstem from:
Source of Poudre Lake to confluence with Joe Wright Creek
Joe Wright Creek to Indian Meadows
Indian Meadows to confluence with South Fork
Confluence with South Fork to Poudre Park
South Fork of Cache 1a Poudre:
Source near Icefield Pass and Flint Pass to Little Beaver
Creek




































































Colorado squawfish and humpback chub
Last confirmed s1ghtings near Dearfield in Weld County in
1952 and near Denver in 1953 (Fisher, 1980); two probable
sightings in Weld County during 1970-1982 period (Jobman
and Anderson, 1981. 1983).
One nesting pair near Estes Park (Goodman, personal comm.,
1983); unusual migrant elsewhere in basin (Colo. Field
Ornithologists, 1978, p. 11).
Infrequent migrant in foothills zone and eastern plains
(Craig, telephone comm., 1983).
Fairly common winter visitor in plains riparian zones; 115
birds, or 21% of statewide total, counted during 1982 mid-
winter inventory (Goodman, 1982).
last reported sighting near Denver in 1882 (Bailey and
Niedrach, 1965, p. 335).
Accidental migrant (Colo. Field Ornithologists, 1978, p.
13); Platte River critical habitat in Nebraska located
about 125 miles downstream from South Platte River at
Julesburg (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1978a).
Occurs in Black Hollow Creek, Hourglass Creek, and South
Fork of Cache la Poudre River in larimer County; Como
Creek in Boulder County; and Bear lake, Caddis lake, 8ig
Thompson River and Hidden Valley Creek in Rocky Mountain
National Park (Langlois, 1978) .
Will affect imports from the Colorado River Basin.
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and would add another $2 million annually for power costs to lift water that
otherwise would be delivered by gravity flow (Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade &
Douglas, 1976). Substantial pumping costs would also be added to the Eag1e-
Colorado unit if the Eagle-Piney gravity system cannot be built through the
wilderness area (Denver Board Water Comm., 1981).
The extent to which these potential costs might accrue is problematical.
Figure 7 compares three scenarios of future water demand in the metropolitan
Denver area, as projected by the Denver Board of Water Commissioners (1981),
with a hypothetical staging of the Board's proposed supply projects. The
"conservation" demand curve incorporates the demand-reduction goals which
Denver agreed to institutionalize under the Foothills Consent Decree (U.S.
District Court, 1979). Under the development conditions assumed in Figure 7,
and assuming that Denver successfully implements the Foothills stipulation,
only the East Gore unit would be needed to meet the demands of an expanded
service area through the year 2020. Even this need could possibly be elimin-
ated by pursuing other supply options. Such options might include adoption
of a more ambitious conservation program, as suggested by Morris and Jones
(1980); acceptance of a lower firm water yield, which could be offset by a
more stringent demand reduction during severe drought; development of local
groundwater supplies; purchase of East Slope agricultural water rights; or
negotiations of an exchange agreement involving West Slope rights to Green
Mountain Reservoir. As noted in a later discussion, however, the Eagle-
Piney and Eagle-Colorado units might be indispensable if preservation of the




Aurora1s Homestake Project, which imports water from the Holy Cross
Wilderness, can be expanded under the exemption provision granted by the
Colorado Wilderness Act of 1980.
Cache 1a Poudre Study River
The Forest Service has provisionally recommended that 69 miles of the
Cache la Poudre River be added to the national wild and scenic rivers system
(U.S. Forest Service, 1980a). Approximately two-thirds of the eligible cor-
ridor is located at least partly within the Cache la Poudre and Comanche
Peak Wilderness areas. Shortly after the Forest Service released its rec-
ommendations, the General Assembly authorized the Colorado Water Conservation
Board to fund a reconnaissance level study of the engineering and economic
feasibility of alternative projects that could develop new water supplies,
improve the management of already developed supplies, and generate hydro-
electrical power. Table 19 summarizes the results of the reconnaissance
study. As noted, all but the Grey Mountain Project would affect portions
of the eligible river corridor, and all but the Grey Mountain-Idlywilde
Project would require a Presidential exemption because of their location or
partial location within designated wilderness areas. None of the project
configurations can be economically justitifed on the basis of conservation
storage only. Economic feasibility of the multi-reservoir alternatives is
conditional upon the uncertain future demand for and price of hydroelectric
peaking power. At the time of this writing, the General Assembly is consider-
ing a recommendation by the Water Conservation Board to fund additional studies.
Designation of the Cache 1a Poudre as a wild and scenic river would likely
affect only the Grey Mountain-Idlywilde Project. All of the other project
facilities lying within the eligible corridor could not be built without a
Presidential exemption or special act of Congress. Prospects for obtaining
Table 19. Summary of Cache la Poudre Project Alternatives
Atternati ve
Designated
Miles of Eligible River Wilderness
Corridor Affected by Inundated Benefit-Cost Yield of New Hydroelectric












































7 New Seaman and Elkhorn
Reservo; rs
B Elkhorn Reservoir
Conservation only 7.0 8.0 213 0.44 14,400 0




2 Grey Mountain and Ildywilde
Reservoirs
1 Grey Mountain Reservoir
2 Grey Mountain and Idyl~ilde
Reservoirs
3 Grey Mountain and Elkhorn
Reservoirs
4 New Seaman, Indian Meadows,
and Rockwell Reservoirs
5 New Seaman, Indian Meadows,
and Rockwell Reservoirs
6 Grey Mountain. Indian Meadows,
Upper Poudre, and Rockwell
Reservoirs
7 New Seaman and Elkhorn
Reservoirs
8 Elkhorn Reservoir
aOirect costs and direct benefits valued at January 1982 prices and discounted at 7.5 percent interest over 100 years. Direct benefits in-
clude (l) new storage for M&I use, (2) new storage for supplemental irrigation, (3) new storage space for improved management of waters al-
ready developed and used for irrigation, and (4) the value of peaking and run-of-the-river hydroelectric power.
bInstead of computing a benefit-cost ratio for the multi-reservoir alternatives, Phase II computed a "breakeven value," or the minimum peaking
power value in mills per kilowatt hour that would be required to make the power benefits just equal to the separable costs for peaking hydro-
power.
Source: Tudor Engineering (1982a, 1982b, 1983).
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an exemption are remote. None of the affected projects has a definite spon-
sor, none would supply water that is .critically needed at this time, and the
peak-load electricity, which is the major benefit of five of the projects,
could be supplied by other means.
Endangered and Threatened Species
Table 18 identifies the endangered and threatened species which could
affect project development within the basin. Reservoir construction in the
plains riparian zone may have to adopt some conservation measures to protect
wintering bald eagles. The biological opinion for the Narrows Unit, for
example, stipulated that cottonwood roost and perch sites should be preserved
and that operation of the reservoir should optimize bald eagle use and habi-
tat (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1982g). The most serious constraints
to project development are likely to be imposed by the Colorado River fishes,
which will affect transmountain imports, and the whooping crane habitat in
central Nebraska, which could limit full development of South Platte River
flows.
The Fish and Wildlife Service has issued biological opinions for two
transmountain imports. The opinion for the existing Colorado-Big Thompson
Project concluded that continued operation at historical levels of diversion
would not adversely affect the endemic fishes (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
1981e). The opinion for the Windy Gap Project concluded that new diversions
from the Colorado River Mainstem would not appreciably affect survival of
the Colorado squawfish and humpback chub, but could reasonably be expected
to appreciably reduce the likelihood of recovery of the two species (U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, 1981c). As currently designed, Windy Gap will
divert an average of 57,300 acre-feet of water annually and a maximum of
93,000 acre-feet in anyone year. To mitigate the effects of these diversions,
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the project operator has agreed to bypass minimum streamflows during critical
periods, fund the creation of squawfish backwater habitat areas along the
Colorado River Mainstem below the head of DeBeque Canyon, and fund a three-year
field program of habitat evaluation. The minimum flow delivery, negotiated
with the Colorado Division of Wildlife, is primarily intended to protect
trout habitat between Windy Gap Diversion Dam and the mouth of the Blue River,
but will also benefit the downstream endangered fishes. The project operator
has committeed $425,000 to fund the two mitigation measures that will exclu-
sively benefit the endangered fishes (Simpson, telephone comm., 1982).
Biological assessments have yet to be made for other transmountain im-
ports, notably the proposed expansion of Aurora's Homestake Project and the
West Slope collection systems of the Denver Water Department. Since the aggre-
gate diversions of these expansions will appreciably exceed that of the Windy
Gap Project, some conservation measures will likely be required by the Fish
and Wildlife Service to protect the Colorado River fishes.
According to Woodward-Clyde Consultants (1982, p. 54-59), Colorado's
unused entitlement..to South Platte River flows under provisions of the South
Platte Compact of 1923 presently averages as much as 317,000 acre-feet annual-
ly at the Julesburg gaging station. The extent to which preservation of the
whooping crane habitat in central Nebraska may limit development of this re-
maining entitlement appears to be dependent upon at least three factors:
(1) the degree to which the Fish and Wildlife Service might allow substitution
of artificial clearing of woody vegetation or acquisition of additional habi-
tat land for channel scouring flows, (2) the ability of projects to provide
storage releases or replacement flows during spring and fall, and (3) the
readiness of a project to proceed before other project developments consume
all available offsetting measures.
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As explained in Chapter 3, the Fish and Wildlife Service proposed to
issue a nonjeopardy opinion for Wildcat Reservoir if sponsors would agree to
offset the project's streamflow depletion effects by funding artificial con-
trol of vegetation encroachment along 1.7 miles of the Platte River (U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, 1982a). This same alternative was not extended
to the Narrows Project. Instead, Narrows will have to allocate part of its
storage releases to the provision of scouring flows and to the maintenance
of habitat flows during the fall and spring migration periods (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, 1983).
One possible means of protecting the whooping crane habitat is to replace
any new depletions of South Platte water with the return flows associated with
future transmountain imports. The Windy Gap Project, for example, which is
presently under construction, will generate a return flow of approximately
24,000 acre-feet per year (Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1982, p. 58). A flow
of this magnitude, if suitably available, would be more than adequate to off-
set the depletion effect of Wildcat Reservoir or any similar small projects.
Future imports by Denver and Aurora will create even more return flows.
Further study is needed to determine what portion of the urban return flows
might be recycled by the cities themselves and what portion might be available
for offsetting harm to the whooping crane habitat.
Projects that can meet the required flow regime, or can offset depletion
impacts by habitat manipulation or land acquisition, will be approved on a
first-come, first-served basis under the cumulative effects policy described
in Chapter 2. In this connection,. it should be noted that the Denver Water
Department has begun a detailed evaluation of its proposed Two Forks Project.
Early Section 7 consultation and readiness to proceed could be crucial if the
project is to receive a favorable biological opinion. The project will
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develop 88,000 acre-feet of firm water from the South Platte River and will
also be designed to provide regulatory storage for up to 57,000 acre-feet of
imported water developed by the Straight Creek, East Gore, and Eagle-Piney
Units (Denver Board Water COlTlTl., 1981). The depletion effect of Two Forks,
neglecting return flows from the imported water, would be approximately 29,000
acre-feet per year, or one-half that estimated for the Narrows Project. Two
Forks or an alternative East Slope storage facility appears to be crucial to
the future water supply of metropol itan Denver. Without additional East
Slope storage, greater reliance would have to be placed on West Slope imports
which, in turn, could jeopardize the Eagles Nest Wilderness and the endanger-
ed Colorado River fishes.
Finally, it should be emphasized that development of Colorado's remaining
South Platte entitlement faces economic as well as ecological challenges. A
reconnaissance-level assessment conducted recently for the Colorado Water
Conservation Board concluded that 120f the 13 project alternatives studied
would produce negative economic benefits (Table 20). The only project having
a prospective net benefit involves reallocating the existing flood-control
storage of Chatfield Reservoir to conservation storage. Even this project
might be inefficient if the foregone flood-control benefits were calculated
and if the new beneficiaries were required to reimburse the federal government
for conservation storage. Although the reconnaissance study is based on
broad generalizations and assumptions, and therefore cannot be used to judge
the ultimate feasibility of any particular project, it does provide a rela-
ti vely accurate compari son among project alternati ves. Parti cularly noteworthy
is the low benefit-cost ratio of Narrows Reservoir. Narrows has long been one
of the projects favored for early construction by the Colorado Water Conserva-
tion Board and other pro-development interests.
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Table 20. Summary of Project Alternatives in the South Platte River Basin
Consumptive Water Benefit-Cost Project
Project Alternative Use (Ac-Ft/Yr) Ratioa Outputsb
Two Forks ReservoirC 15,300 0.17 M,A
West Plum Creek Reservoi r 15,300 0.05 M,A
Chatfield Reservoir 3,000 d M,A
Chatfield Reservoir expansion 15,300 0.44 M,A
Geer Canyon, Coffintop, and
Grey Mountain Reservoir 19,400 0.48 M,A,H
Cactus Hill Reservoir 11 ,900 0.06 A
Carter Lake and Horsetooth
Reservoir expansion 5,800 0.43 M,A
Narrows Reservoir 58,900 0.10 A,F
Hudson and Wildcat Reservoirs 43,900 0.15 A
Prewitt Reservoir expansion 2,500 0.06 A
Trans-County Project 120,000 0.38 A
Conjunctive use plan 94,500 0.29 A
East Bijou, West Bijou, and
Muddy Creek Reservoirs 1,440 0.03 A
aDirect costs and benefits valued at 1982 prices and discounted at 7.5% inter-
est over 100 years.
bEvaluated project Qutputs: M= municipal water, A = irrigation water, includ-
ing use of municipal return flows, H = hydroelectric power, F = flood control.
cThis is a smaller project than that currently envisioned by the Denver Water
Department and does not include storage of any water imported from the
Colorado River system.
dNo benefit-cost ratio because project involves reallocation of existing flood-
control storage to conservation storage; no assumed costs.
Source: Woodward-Clyde Consultants (1982).
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San Juan River Basin
Although the Colorado River system drains only one-third of the state's
land area, it yields roughly two-thirds of the state's virgin annual runoff
and contains most of the undeveloped streamflow still legally available for
instate consumption (Table· 14). Nearly all portions of the basin experienced
rapid population growth over the last census decade. The overall rate of
growth, 51 percent, was substantially higher than that recorded in any of the
East Slope river basins, and the potential for additional growth is very large.
Especially relevant is the possibility that commercialization of oil shale,
and possibly coal gasification, will greatly accelerate municipal-industrial
water demands by the end of the century (Colo. Dept. Natural Resources, 1979;
Colo. Energy Research Inst., 1981; U.S. Dept. Interior, 1974). This changing
structure of inbasin water use would place irrigated agriculture at a disad-
vantage and would also heighten the competition between East Slope and West
Slope water interests. Existing transmountain diversions represent about one-
third of all water depletions, and several major enlargements of these exports
are either proposed or underway (U.S. Dept . of Interior, 1974).
For purposes of this assessment, the Colorado River system is disaggregated
into the San Juan, Dolores, Gunnison, Colorado Mainstem, White, and Yampa River
Basins. The San Juan Basin generates approximately 15 percent of the Colorado
system's virgin water yield. Most of the streamflow heads in the mountainous
eastern part of the basin, which imports most of its supply from the Dolores
River (U.S. Bur. Reclamation, 1977a). Irrigated agriculture presently accounts
for well over 90 percent of streamflow depletions. This dominance is expected
to continue, although municipal-industrial demands could increase substantially
before the end of the century because of coal-related energy growth (Colo. Dept.
Natural Resources, 1979; Colo. Energy Research Inst., 1981). Part of the runoff
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originating in the basin must be shared with New Mexico under terms of the La
Plata River Compact of 1922 and the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact of 1948
(Witmer, 1968, p. 198-201, 339-353).
Wilderness Areas
Future project development could be constrained by wilderness withdrawals,
especially those located within the high-yielding national forest watersheds
along the Continental Divide (Table 21). Prohibition of cloud seeding over
wilderness areas could seriously reduce the region's cloud-seeding potential
of some 400,000 acre-feet of incremental runoff (Table 12) . Most of the stream
mileage recommended for wild and scenic river status in located within wilder-
ness boundaries, which means that project development on the affected river
segments could be precluded even if they are not added to the national wild
and scenic rivers system.
Los Pinos Study River
A recommendation to add portions of the Piedra and Los Pinos Rivers to
the national wild and scenic rivers system was submitted to Congress on Septem-
ber 13, 1982 (Interagency Task Force, 1982). The eligible segment of Los Pinos
River extends along the mainstem upstream from the Weminuche Wilderness bound-
ary and includes lake Creek, Flint Creek, Rinco La Osa, Rincon La Vaca, Snow-
slide Canyon, and Sierra Vandera tributaries (U.S. Forest Service, 1979b, 1982b).
All 54 miles of river corridor qualify for wild river designation. Two existing
ditches divert some headwaters into the Rio Grande Basin. Several potential
hydroelectric sites have been identified, but no plans exist for their develop-
ment. The Pine River Irrigation District holds a decree for storage of 7,708
acre-feet of water on Lake Creek, but no specific development plans have been
presented for exercising the decree. Since the eligible corridor is already
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Table 21. Wilderness Components in the San Juan River Basin
WILDERNESS AREAS
Acres
Agency and Area Designated Endorsed Further-Study Total
Forest Service
Piedra 41,500 41,500
South San Juan 39,874 39,874
Weminuche 297,975 297,975
West Needle 15'~OO 15,800
Subtotal 337,849 57, 00 395,149
Bureau of Land Management
Cahone Canyon 8.385 8,385
Cross Canyon 8.440 8,440
Menefee Mountain 7.360 7,360
Weber Mountain 6,320 6,320
West Needles Creek Contfnguous 5,780 5,780
Whitehead Gulch
~:~~~ 30.505 ~Subtotal ,0
National Park Service
Mesa Yerde National 8,100 8,100
Total 345,949 64,850 30.505 441,304
WILD AND SCENIC STUDY RIVERS
River Miles
River Wild Scenic Total
Los Pinos River
Mainstem from confluence with North Fork and
Rincon La Yaca downstream to Weminuche Wilder-
ness boundary. 20.0 20.0
Tributaries:
Lake Creek 8.0 8.0
Flint Creek 8.0 8.0
Rincon La Osa 6.0 6.0
Rincon La Vaca 5.0 5.0
Snowslfde Canyon Creek 3.0 3.0
Sierra Vandera 4.0 4.0
Subtotal 54.0 54.0
Piedra River
Mainstem, confluence with Indian Creek upstream
to boundary between Sections 8 and 9. Township
36 North, Range 3 West, New Mexico PM. 12.2 12.2
Middle Fork, from boundary between Sections 10
. and 15, Township 37 North, Range 3 West, New
Mexico PM. upstream to boundary of Weminuche
Wilderness 7.9 7.9
Middle Fork, from boundary of Weminuche Wi1der~
ness to headwaters 9.3 9.3
Subtotal 21.5 r» 29.4
Total 75.5 7.9 83.4




Last confirmed sighting near Mancos in 1953 (Fisher, 1980); no
reported sightings during 1970-1982 period (Jobman and Anderson,
1981, 1983).
Breeding population (Colo. Field Ornithologists. 1978, p. 11).
Breeding population and fairly common winter visitor (Colo. Field
Ornithologists, 1978, p. 10), 20 birds or nearly 4% of state~









Occurs on gravelly soils in the vicinity of Navajo Reservoir
near the Los Pinos River (Peterson, 1982).
Occupies adobe hills and dry clay soils in southern portion of
Mesa Verde National Park and adjoining Ute Indian Reservation
in Montezuma County (Ecology Consultants, 1978, p. 49-50;
Peterson, 1982).
Former habitat included the lower Piedra, Los Pinos, and San
Juan Rivers (Ecology Consultants, 1978b, p. 16, 40); most re-
cent collection occurred in the San Juan River in New Mexico
in 1965 (Joseph, et a1., 1977, p. 55).
being managed under the Wilderness Act, all new water developments, including
the Lake Creek storage facility, would require a Presidential exemption even
if the corridor is not designated under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
Piedra Study River
Eligible segments of the Piedra Riverinclude 12.2 miles of the main-
stem and 17.2 miles of Middle Fork (Interagency Task Force, 1982; U.S. Forest
Service, 1979c). About half of the Middle Fork segment (9.3 miles) is located
within Weminuche Wilderness, and about 40 percent of the mainstem segment
(5 miles) is located within the Piedra further-study area, which has been
administratively endorsed for wilderness inclusion. Designation under the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act would extend protection to the entire river corri-
dor. The only known opportunity cost of designation would be exclusion of
the O'Neal Park hydroelectric potential. A reconnaissance study of the O'Neal
Park site in the early 1950s indicated a potential generating capacity of 40
million MWh annually, but no plans currently exist for its development. Utili-
zation of the O'Neal Park site would also be excluded by designation of the
Piedra wilderness study area (U.S. Forest Service, 1982c, p. 111-11).
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Endangered and Threatened Species
None of the listed species occurring in the basin are known to jeopardize
project development. Colorado squawfish formerly inhabited the San Juan main-
stem and lower portions of Los Pinos and Piedra Rivers, but no specimens have
been captured in these locations for many years (Ecology Consultants, 1978b,
p. 40). Protection of Colorado squawfish could affect water imports from
the Dolores River, however, as noted in the next section.
Dolores River Basin
The Dolores River Basin discharges less than 10 percent of the Colorado
River's virgin water yield. Existing water developments reduce the basin's
natural outflow by about 25 percent, with approximately one-third of this
occurring as exports to the San Juan Basin (U.S. National Park Service, 1979a,
p. 43). Inbasin water use is devoted mainly to irrigating hay and pa~ture­
lands. Population size is very small, numbering only 9,000 persons in 1980
(Table 14). Most of the population growth over the last census decade was·
associated with ski -area development in the Tell uri de area. Most of the
basin1s conditionally decreed water is held by two federal projects; the
Dolores Project, currently under construction, and the San Miguel Project,
which has been found economtcal ly unjustified at this time. A third federal
project, the Paradox Valley Salinity Control Unit, is currently under develop-
ment to improve water quality.
Wilderness Areas
The BLM wilderness study areas (Table 22) are not known to pose any
constraints to project development. One of the units, Dolores River
Canyon, overlaps with a portion of the Dolores study river. The Forest
Service wilderness areas could limit local development in the mountain
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West Dolores from its source to confluence
with mainstemll
Mainstem from 1.3 miles below McPhee Dam
site to Bradfield Ranch bridge
Matnstem from Bradfield Ranch bridge to
Disappointment Creek
Mainstem from Disappointment Creek to
Little ~psum Valley bridge
Mainstem from Little Gypsum Valley bridge




Ma1nstem from Gateway to F1sher Creek





















Total 33.0 49.5 31.0 113.5






No sightings reported during the 1970-1982 period
(Jobman and Anderson, 1981, 19831.
Occurs in Paradox Valley (Ecology Consultants, 1978a,
p. 43).
Breeding population and exce.l lent potential habitat
(Colo. Field Ornithologists, 1978, p. 11; U.S. Nat1.
Park Service, 1979a, p. 1041.
Fairly common winter visitor; 24 birds, or 4% of state-
wide total, counted during 1982 midwinter inventory
(Goodman, 1982).
No specimens captured in lower 68 miles during April-
October 1981 sampling (Valdez, et a1., 1982b); basin
does contribute flow to reaches of the Colorado River
that have been proVisionally recommended as critical
habitat.
aRecommended by the State of Colorado but not by the Federal Study Team.
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watersheds, including cloud-seeding opportunities totaling an estimated
82,000 acre-feet annually (U.S. Bur. Reclamation, 1979b).
Dolores and Lower Dolores Study Rivers
The Dolores study river consists of two components: the upper main-
stem, extending from 1.3 miles below McPhee Dam to 1 mile above Colorado
Highway 90 bridge near the community of Bedrock (U.S. Forest Service and
U.S. Bur. Outdoor Recreation, 1976a, 1976b), and the lower mainstem, extend-
ing from near the community of Gateway, Colorado, to Bridge Canyon, Utah
(U.S. National Park Service, 1979a). The two segments were studied separately
because the lower eligible segment in Colorado is too short to qualify for
designation by itself. The President's report recommending addition of the
upper mainstem to the national wild and scenic rivers system was submjtted
to Congress on May 23, 1977, but no legislative action was ever taken. The
report for the lower mainstem is still under review by the Secretary of the
Interior.
Legislation authorizing study of the Dolores for wild and scenic river
values explicitly excluded those segments of the river corridor needed for
construction of the Dolores and Paradox Valley Projects (U.S. Senate-House
Conf. Comm .• 1974) . The Dolores Project. currently under construction, will
augment exports to the San Juan Basin and will deplete the average virgin
flow of the Dolores River at the Colorado-Utah state line by an additional
19 percent (U.S. Bur. Reclamation, 1977a). The effect of storage behind
McPhee Dam will be to reduce rafting opportunities during dry years and
increase them during wet years (U.S. Forest Service and U.S. Bur. Outdoor
Recreation, 1976b, p. 43-44). Operation of McPhee Dam during a period of
streamflow similar to 1928-1973 would reduce the number of years suitable
for rafting by about one-third. On the other hand, operational releases
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during wet years would enable better prediction, scheduling, and grouping of
rafting opportunities. The Paradox Valley unit will greatly reduce natural
salt loading of the Lower Dolores and will deplete the virgin annual river
flow by less than 1 percent (U.S. Bur. Reclamation, 1979c).
Various conditional water decrees invol ving small quantities of water
are held within the proposed river corridor and elsewhere within the basin.
Designation might prohibit development of some of these rights. Since the
total quantity of final and conditional decrees already far exceeds the physi-
cal supply, it is also true that not all water rights could be developed in
any case (U.S. Forest Service and U.S. Bur. Outdoor Recreation, 1976a, p,
111-5) .
Designation of the upper mainstem would preclude use of a potential pump-
ed storage hydroelectric site located in Dolores Canyon near the Dove Creek
Pumping Plant CU.S. Forest Service and U.S. Bur. Outdoor Recreat ton , 1976a,
p. II-80), and designation of the lower mainstem would preclude development
of the Dewey hydroelectric site located i.n Utah (U.S. National Park Service,
1979a, p. 112). No plans exist for development of either of the two sites.
Designatton of the lower mainstem could also affect the proposed San
Miguel project, which would be located on the San Miguel River upstream from
the eligible study corridor. Many alternative plans have been formulated for
the San Miguel Project since tt was authorized for construction in 1968, but
none have met the national economic efficiency criterion. The most recent
plan fonnulaUon has a benefit-cost ratio of only 0.79:1 even when discounted
at the grandfathered interest rate of 3;' percent (Table 23). Further planning
for the project was discontinued in 1982.
Table 23. Annualized Costs and Benefits of Eight Bureau of Reclamation West Slope Water Projects
Animas-La Pl ata a Frui tl and Mesa Savory-Pot Hook Sari~M; guelb _ .
Current Modified Current Modified Current Modified Current Modified
Ratio













2,304 2,328 2,660 3,231
3,620 3,668 3,603 3,412
0.52:1 0.56:1 0.70:1 2.31 :1
0.87:1 0.89: 1 0.95:1 2.44 :1









































Discount Rate 3.25% 3.25% 7.125% 7.125% 7.125% 7.125% 7.125% 7.125%
Explanation: "Current" plans are evaluated on the basis of multipurpose outputs, including, in some
cases, provision of water supply for confirmed energy developments within the original project area.
"Modified" plans include potential end-of-century water demands for oil shale, coal-fired electric power
plants, coal gasification, or slurry pipelines. "Total" benefits include the secondary, or indirect,
effects of the project. Costs and benefits are expressed in January 1980 dollars, increased 10 percent
annually to allow for inflation. Interest rates used in time discounting vary by project, depending on
when it was authorized by Congress. Source: U.S. Water and Power Resources Service (1980).
aNo additional energy demands could be met by the project.
bVarious current alternatives have been considered, but none is economically justified.
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Endangered and Threatened Species
The Dolores River formerly supported Colorado squawfish and bonytail
chub as far upstream as the confluence with San Miguel River (EcOlogy Consul-
tants, 1978b, p. 8, 15). The bonytail chub has apparently disappeared com-
pletely, and the river in its present state probably cannot support any
significant numbers of squawfish expect possibly in the reach near the
Colorado River (Valdez, et a1., 1982b) . Project development could nonethe-
less be affected because the basin outflow is tributary to downstream segments
of the Colorado Mainstem that are critical to squawfish spawning and rearing
(Table 9). The preliminary bi010gica1 opinion issued for the Dolores Project
conditioned development on preserving the Colorado Mainstem's seasonal flow re-
gime, either by releasing water from the Dolores Project itself or by releasing
water from other Bureau of Reclamation projects (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
1980b). The specific flow amount needed to sustain squawfish habitat has
not yet been determined.
None of the other species listed in Table 22 pose any known threat to
project development at this time.
Gunnison River Basin
The Gunnison River discharges roughly one-fifth of the Colorado River
system's virgin water yield. Offchanne1 consumptive uses currently deplete
the basin's outflow by about 20 percent, and new depletions through the year
2000 are projected to increase only modestly (Colo. Dept. Natural Resources,
1979; Colo. Energy Research lnst., 1981).
Wilderness Areas
Designated and potential wilderness units comprise about 13 percent of
the basin's total drainage area and an even larger proportion of the
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high-yielding mountain watersheds (Table 24). Restrictions on cloud-seeding
over wilderness lands would severely reduce the potential for augmenting
natural water yield, which is estimated to be at least 191,000 acre-feet
per year (Table 12). Two BLM study units could affect proposed water proj-
ects. The Dominguez Canyon unit lies adjacent to the Bureau of Reclamation's
Dominguez Reservoir site, but is not expected to prevent its development. The
Gunnison Gorge unit contains two proposed reservoir sites that are also affect-
ed by the Gunnison study river.
Gunnison Study River
A recommendation to designate 26 miles of the Gunnison River as a compo-
nent of the national wild and scenic rivers system was submitted to Congress
on October 2, 1979, but the absence of subsequent legislative action means
that formal study status expired on October 2, 1982. The proposed corridor
consists of two segments, one located in the wilderness portion of Black
Canyon of the Gunnison National Monument, and the other located in the
Gunnison Gorge study area, which is currently being evaluated by the Bureau
of Land Management for its wi 1derness sui tab i l i ty (U.S. Bur. Land Mgnt., 1980a ;
U.S. National Park Service, 1979b). Project construction within the monument
segment is already prohibited by provisions of the Wilderness Act. Designa-
tion of Gunnison Gorge under the Wilderness or Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
would extend similar protection to the entire river corridor.
The Gunnison River can be described as "free-flowing" only in the most
generous sense of the term. Discharge through the study corridor is regulated
by three dams--Crystal, Morrow Point, and Blue Mesa--which generate hydroelec-
tricity, provide carryover storage for the Upper Colorado River Basin, and
inundate nearly 35 miles of channel just upstream from the monument segment.
Water is exported from headwater tributaries to the Arkansas and Rio Grande
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Table 24. Wilderness Components in the Gunnison River Basin
WILDERNESS AREAS
Acres


















Red Cloud Peak l~'H~Subtotal 6 , 116,820
National Park Service
Black Canyon of the
Gunnison National
Monument 11 ,180
Total 477 ,564 77,361 116,820
WILD AND SCENIC STUDY RIVERS
Gunni son River
Southern (upstream) boundary of Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Monument to
1 mile below the confluence with Smith Fork






























Uinta Basin hookless cactus
Colorado squawfish
Humpback chub
Four probable sightings near Hotchkiss reported
during 1970-1982 period (Jobman and Andersori,
1981, 1983).
Breeding and migrant populations (Colo. Field
Ornithologists, 1978, p, 11).
Fairly common winter visitor; 48 birds, or 9%
of statewide total, counted during 1982 mid-
winter inventory (Goodman, 1982).
Basin lies within flyway of the experimental
Grays Lake flock (Graul, 1918, p. 59).
Occurs in the Uncompahgre Plateau in Montrose
County (Ecology Consultants, 1978a. p. 50).
Occurs in Montrose, Ouray, and Delta Counties
(Ecology Consultants, 1978a, p. 44; U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, 1982a, p. 2).
Occurs along lower Gunnison River and east of
Delta (Ecology Consultants, 1978a, p. 48; U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, 1981a, p. 3).
Occurs in lower 40 miles of Gunnison mainstem
and in the Colorado mainstem below its conflu-
ence with the Gunnison (~.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1982e, p. 5; Valdez, et al., 1982a-).
Occurs in Ruby and Westwater Canyons on the,
Colorado Mainstem below its confluence with the
Gunnison (Valdez, et al., 1982b).
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Basins, and the Gunnison Tunnel, located near the upstream boundary of the
study segment, diverts large quantities of irrigation water to the nearby
Uncompahgre Valley during April through October. The Gunnison Tunnel has
also been enlarged to accommodate Project 7, which is a regional municipal-
industrial project that will serve the communities of Delta, Montrose, and
Olathe, the Tfi-County Water Conservancy District, and two private water
companies.
The Gunnison River study team identified four project proposals that
would be jeopardized by designation of the Gunnison Gorge segment (U.S.
National Park Service, 1979b, p. II-69-II-74). Further investigation reveals
that two of the proposals, Colorado-Ute Electric Association's Tri-County
Project and the City of Delta's municipal diversion, would not be affected.
The City of Delta holds a water decree of 50 cfs having an alternative diver-
sion point located near the downstream end of the river corridor. Precluding
use of this diversion point would not prevent development of the decree, since
the city is currently using the water by diverting it through the Gunnison
Tunnel and Uncompahgre Project facilities (Brand, telephone corom., 1983).
Reevaluation of Colorado Ute's Tri-County hydroelectric and water-storage
project shows that its reservoir tai1waters would not invade the lower 1 mile
of eligible river corridor as originally thought (Colo.-Ute Electric Assoc.,
telephone comm., 1983). In any event, plans to develop the project have been
delayed indefinitely because of unfavorable economic conditions.
The two potential projects that would be affected are actually mutually
exclusive because of overlapping reservoir tailwaters. Either project would
inundate most of the river corridor below the monument segment (U.S. National
Park Service, 1979b, Fig. 2-13). Pittsburgh and Midway Coal Company's proposed
Cedar Flats Project would generate 60 MW of hydroelectricity and store 100,000
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acre-feet of water for coal-fired electric power generation and, possibly,
coal gasification plants. The City of Delta's proposed Smith Fork Project,
which received a preliminary permit for feasibility investigation from the
Federal~Energy Regulatory Commission in December 1981, would produce 35.5
MW of hydroelectricity. The opportunity costs of foreclosing either proposal
might be offset, at least in part, by constructing an alternative facility
outside the river corridor. One possibility is the Sulphur Gulch Projec~,
which calls for a dam and reservoir at Sulphur Gulch, with water being pumped
from a small impoundment on the Gunnison mainstem below its confluence with
the North Fork (U.S. National Park Service, 1979b, p. 11-72-11-73). The proj-
ect would yield about 100,000 acre-feet of water for coal-based energy develop-
ment and could also generate pumped-storage hydroelectricity.
Designation of the Gunnison Gorge as a wilderness area or wild river
corridor is not expected to interfere with the Fruitland Mesa Project (U.S.
Bur. Reclamation, 1977b). If developed, the project would irrigate lands
east of the river corridor and would contribute salt-laden return flows to the
lower eligible section via Smith Fork and Crystal Creek. Dilution of the small
return flows would prevent significant water quality deterioration. The proj-
ect was authorized by Congress in 1964 as part of the Colorado River Storage
Project. No construction funds have ever been appropriated, and planning was
discontinued several years ago.
Endangered and Threatened Species
Some project developments will be affected by the presence of adult
Colorado squawfish in the lower 40 miles of the Gunnison River (Vaidez, et al.,
1982b) and by the presence of critical habitat for both squawfish and humpback
chub in the Colorado Mainstem downstream from its confluence with the Gunnison
(Table 9, Fig. 5). Management of river flows in the Gunnison Basin appears to
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be indispensable to conservation of the endangered fishes because the Gunnison
contributes up to 41 percent of the flow of the Colorado Mainstem at the
Colorado-Utah state line in a high-water year and 53 percent in a low-water
year (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1979c, p. 2). Even small depletions
during the critical spawning and rearing months of April-September could be
detrimental to survival and recovery of the fishes.
The Fish and Wildlife Service has issued biological opinions for four
project developments in the basin (Table 10). Two of the projects were found
not to affect the endangered fishes. Nonjeopardy opinions for the other two,
Dallas Creek and Dominguez Reservoir, are conditional upon adoption of conser-
vation measures (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1969c, 1982e). The prelimi-
nary opinion for Dallas Creek indicated that minimum flows would have to be
provided, either from Dallas Creek itself or from other storage facilities in
the basin. Construction is proceeding while final determination of necessary
flow amounts is being made. Construction of the proposed Dominguez Project
would inundate about 26 miles of occupied squawfish habitat in the lower
Gunnison. Conservation measures required to offset this loss, as well as
protect critical squawfish habitat in downstream reaches of the Colorado Main-
stem, are summarized in Table 10.
As noted in Table 24, the Gunnison Basin contains occupied or potential
habitat for the black-footed ferret, American peregrine falcon, bald eagle,
whooping crane, and three species of endangered plants. The Fish and Wildlife
Service (1981f, p. 2) has expressed concern that loss of wetlands in the basin
could affect the Grays Lake whooping crane flock, which is expected to increase
its use of the area as the flock grows in size. Irrigation or other develop-
ments that reduce wetland acreage may have to provide compensating habitat.
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Some project developments within the Gunnison Basin will be constrained
by economic rather than ecological considerations. Dominguez Reservoir,
Fruitland Mesa, and Grand Mesa provide three examples. According to a recent
evaluation published by the Bureau of Reclamation, the projects have benefit-
cost ratios of only 1.03:1,0.89:1, and 0.56:1, respectively, even when re-
designed to supply water for potential coal or oil-shale developments (Table
23).
Colorado Mainstem Basin
The Colorado Mainstem Basin contributes approximately one-third of the
West Slope's virgin water yield. Current depletions, including exports to
the South Platte and Arkansas River Basins, reduce the natural outflow at the
Colorado-Utah state line by nearly 30 percent. The Colorado Department of
Natural Resources (1979) forecasts that consumptive demand through the year
2000 could increase by up to 41 percent, with two-thirds of the incremental
demand being transmountain diversions to the East Slope.
Wilderness Areas
Wilderness areas comprise a major share of the basin's high-yielding
watersheds (Table 25). As noted in the discussion of the South Platte Basin,
two of the units--Eagles Nest and Holy Cross--contain lands that would be
affected by proposed East Slope diversions. Withdrawal of the high-yielding
watersheds could affect both East Slope and West Slope interests by limiting
streamflow augmentation opportunities, including much of the basin's cloud-
seeding potential of approximately 300,000 acre-feet annually (Table 12).
Colorado Study River
The Department of the Interior has provisionally recommended that 56
miles of the Colorado River be added to the national wild and scenic rivers
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ENDANGERED AND THREATENED SPECIES
One probable sighting (1974; T1N, R83W) during 1970-1982 period
(Jobman and Anderson. 1981. 1983).
Good nesting and hunting habftat in Eagle. Garffeld, Me~a. and
Pitkin Counties (Craig, 1978a, p. 45); one or more breeding pairs
occur along the mainstem from Glenwood Canyon to Colorado National
Monument and vicinity (Colo. Field Ornithologfsts, 1978, p. 11).
Fairly common winter visitor; 62 birds, or 11% of statewide total,
counted during 1982 midwinter inventory (Goodman, 1982).
Basin located along the flyway of the experimental Grays Lake flock
(Colo. Field Ornithologists, 1978, p. 13; Graul. 1978, p. 59).
Occupies the mainstem from Oebeque Canyon downstream to Lake Powell
(Valdez. et al., 1982a); three stream segments between Grand Junc-
tion. Colorado, and Cataract Canyon, Utah, have been provisionally






Uinta Basin hookless cactus
No specimens captured durin~ sampling from July 1979 to July 19B1
(Valdez, et a1., 1982a).
Occurs near the Colorado River in Mesa County (Ecology Consultants,
1978a, p. 44).
Occurs in Mesa and Rio Blanco Counties (Ecology Consultants, 1978a,
p. 48).
system (U.S. National Park Service, 1979a). The eligible segment of the river
extends from the Loma boat launching site, about 4 miles west of Fruita,
Colorado, downstream through Horsethief, Ruby, and Westwater Canyons to the
confluence with the Dolores River in Utah. Most of the corridor contains
critical habitat for the endangered humpback chub or Colorado squawfish (Table
9, Fig. 5). The 20.7-mile segment lying within the State of Colorado has been
recommended for scenic river status. Existing water developments within the
corridor are limited to small irrigation works, usually pumps which divert
waters onto adjoining meadowlands.
Two potential water projects have been identified within the river corri-
dor (U.S. National Park Service, 1979a, p. 193-195). One is the Dewey hydro-
electric dam site, located approximately 2 miles below the confluence with the
Dolores River in Utah, that would inundate the entire corridor if developed.
No proposals currently exist for licensing the site. The other potential
development is a conditional decree held by Industrial Resources, Inc., for
a storage reservoir of 38,000 acre-feet capacity that would back water through
Horsethief Canyon in the Colorado portion of the corridor. Water withdrawn
from the reservoir would be used for irrigation, municipal, and industrial
purposes, including steam-electric power generation. Preservation of the en-
dangered fish species would likely preclude construction of both projects even
if the corridor is not designated under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
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Endangered and Threatened Species
Preservation of the Colorado squawfish and humpback chub pose a signifi-
cant constraint to future project development. Squawfish range throughout the
length of the Colorado Mainstem from DeBeque Canyon to Lake Powell (Valdez,
et al., 1982a), and much of the reach between Grand Junction and Cataract
Canyon, Utah, has been provisionally recommended as critical habitat for
squawfish spawning or rearing (Table 9, Fig. 5). The only major populations
of humpback chub known to still exist ·in the Upper Colorado River Basin are
located in Ruby and Westwater Canyons near the Colorado-Utah state line.
Both sites are regarded as critical habitat.
The Fish and Wildlife Service will undoubtedly oppose construction of
projects near or below Grand Junction that would inundate critical habitat,
block fish passage, adversely alter water temperature, or otherwise jeopardize
continued existence of squawfish and humpback chub. Judging from the biolog-
ical opinions issued to date, it appears that projects depleting streamflow
anywhere in the basin may be required to provide minimum flows or fund miti-
gating conservation measures (Table 10). Whether cumulative water depletions
may reach a stage, such that no new projects would be allowed, cannot be
determined from the available information. An assessment of cumulative
depletions would have to consider both the Colorado Mainstem and Gunnison
Basins, including proposed diversions to the East Slope.
Other endangered species located ;n the basin (Table 25) do not consti-
tuet any known constraints to project development at this time.
White River Basin
The White River Basin discharges about 5 percent of the Colorado system1s
total water yield. Consumptive demand is very small at the present time, but
could increase dramatically over the next two decades with commercialization
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of oil shale deposits in the Piceance and Yellow Creek drainages (Colo. Dept.
Natural Resources, 1979; Colo. Energy Research Inst., 1981). Growth of an
oil shale industry is equally likely within the Utah portion of the basin,
which means that competitive demands on the available supply could limit
Colorado's upstream use. Utah has already initiated steps to build a storage
reservoir on the White River to supply anticipated oil shale demands in that
state (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1982b).
Wilderness Areas
Potential constraints on water-project development include the Flat Tops
Wilderness area and habitat for several endangered or threatened species
(Table 26). The Flat Tops Wilderness, created in 1976, occupies the higher
elevation portions of the White River Plateau. Together with adjoining national
forest watersheds, it generates approximately 75 percent of the basin's annual
water yield (U.S. Forest Service, 1972). Designation of the wilderness area
precluded development opportunities proposed by the Rocky Mountain Power
Company and the Colorado River Water Conservation District (McAda, 1978, p.
54-55, 67). Whether either of the proposals could have been economically justi-
fied is not known. The Rocky Mountain Power Company's proposal involved con-
structing a hydroelectric facility or, alternatively, exporting water to the
Colorado Mainstem Basin as exchange water for additional East Slope diversions
(U.S. Senate, 1975, p. 18). The Water District's proposal involved developing
13,500 KW of hydroelectric base load power, 525,000 KW of pump storage, and
storing approximately 85,000 acre-feet of industrial water for oil-shale use.
The wilderness withdrawal also jeopardizes much of the basin's streamflow aug-
mentation potential, including cloud-seeding opportunities of 130,000 acre-feet
annually (Table 12).
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Three probable sightings reported during 1970-1982
period (1976, near Rangely; 1977, near Massadona;
1977, near Douglas Pass; Jobman and Anderson, 1981,
1983).
Limited use of area because of poor nesting and
hunting habitat (Craig, 1978a, p. 45; u.s. Fish
and Wildlife Service, 1982c, p. .9).
Resident breeder and fairly common winter visitor
(Goodman, personal comm., 1983); 78 birds, or 14%
of statewide total, counted during 1982 midwinter
inventory (Goodman, 1982).
Basin lies along the flyway of the experimental
Grays Lake flock (Colo. Field Ornithologists,
1978, p. 13; Graul, 1978, p. 59).
No specimens collected during April-November 1981
sampling; habitat does not appear suitable (Miller,
et al., 1982b, p. 56).
Only one suspected specimen collected during
April-November 1982 sampling; habitat does not
appear suitable (Miller, et a1., 1982b, p. 56).
Occupies lower 150 miles of mainstem (Miller,
et a1., 1982b); basin contributes flow to critical
spawning and rearing habitat in the Green River
(Table 9, Fig. 5).
Endangered and Threatened Species
Project development will affect the Colorado squawfish, but is unlikely
to jeopardize the humpback or bonytail chub. Squawfish have been collected at
several locations on the mainstem as far upstream as the confluence with
Piceance Creek (Miller, et al., 1982b; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1982b,
1982c). Fish movement appears to occur between the White and Green Rivers
with a general migration of larger squa'llfish from the Green into the White,
presumably to seek preferred food or to reduce competition. Although no
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spawning has been documented in the White River, there is evidence that it
occurs or historically occurred in the lower 50 miles. In 1980, apparent
spawning behavior was observed at a site on the lower White which displaYs
habitat characteristics similar to the site on the Yampa River that is current-
ly the only documented spawning habitat in the entire Upper Colorado River
Basin.
The Fish and Wildlife Service (1982b, 1982c) has issued biological opin-
ions for the White River Dam Project, which involves construction of a storage
reservoir and small hydroelectric dam on the mainstem near Bonanza, Utah, and
the Taylor Draw Project, which involves construction of a storage reservoir
and direct-flow diversion structure near Rangely, Colorado. Although both
projects will inundate occupied squawfish habitat, they were allowed to pro-
ceed subject to various conservation measures (Table 10). Very importantly,
the two opinions concluded that loss of the squawfish population upstream
from the project sites II wi l l not result in the likelihood of jeopardy of the
species. 1I This decision removes most of the impediment that would otherwise
confront development in the Colorado portion of the basin. The remaining
concern involves future streamflow depletions that might adversely affect
downstream critical habitat in the Green River (Table 9, Fig. 5).
Consumptive water use in the basin might be ultimately constrained, not
by the Endangered Species Act, but by the obligation of Colorado to deliver
water downstream to the Utah state line. Although interstate flows in the
White River are not apportioned by the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact of
1948 (Witmer, 1968, p. 339-353), there are competing demands on the supply.
Specifically, the Ute Indian Tribe in Utah claims a right to use of water in
the White River under the Winters Doctrine (U.S. Bur. Land Mgnt. and Rural
Electrification Admin., 1981, p. 13). The amount of water has not yet been
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agreed upon by the Ute Tribe and the priority date has not been firmly estab-
lished, but will most likely be either 1882 or 1948. Whether Colorado would
be required to honor the Ute claim is problematical.
Yampa River Basin
Virgin annual runoff in the Colorado portion of the Yampa River Basin
averages about 1.4 million acre-feet (U.S. Dept. Agr., 1969), or approximately
15 percent of the West Slope's native water yield. Under terms of the Upper
Colorado River Basin Compact of 1948 (Witmer, 1968, p. 339-353), Colorado and
Wyoming are apportioned flows originating in the Little Snake drainages, and
Colorado must deliver water to Utah by not depleting the flow of the Yampa
mainstem at the Maybell Gaging Station below an average of 0.5 million acre-
feet per year. The residual supply available for Colorado's exclusive use
is large relative to the present consumptive demand (Table 14). Demand is
projected to increase substantially over the next two decades, however, be-
cause of irrigation and coal-related energy growth (Colo. Dept. Natural
Resources, 1979; Colo . Energy Research Inst., 1981).
Wilderness Areas
Designated and potential wilderness areas comprise about 9 percent of
the basin's total drainage area (Table 27). Watersheds located within the
national forest units contain most of the basin's streamflow augmentation
potential, including cloud-seeding opportunities of approximately 135,000
acre-feet of water per year (Table 12). The BLM Cross Mountain study area
contains lands that would be inundated by the lower reservoir unit of the
proposed Juniper-Cross Mountain Project (U.S. Natl. Park Service, 1979c,
p. 49). Colorado-Ute Electric Association, one of the project sponsors,
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on 8ig Agnes Mountain to Mt.
Zirkel Wilderness boundary
NOrth Fork from Mt. Zirkel
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fluence with Middle Fork
South Fork from Dome Lake to
confluence with mainstem
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Four probable sightings reported during 1970-1982 period (1977,
near entrance to Nine Mile Gap; 1978, 1979, Ices Grove between
Craig and Meeker. 1982. near Dinosaur Road. Jobman and Anderson.
1981, 1983).









Resident breeder and fairly common winter visitor (Goodman, per-
sonal COlllll., 198.3); 52 birds, or 9X of statewide total. counted
during 1982 midwinter inventory (Goodman. 1982).
Basin lies along the flyway of the experimental Grays Lake flock
(Graul, 1978. p. 59).
No specimens collected during 1981 sampling. and the species ap-
pears to be absent from the river (Miller. et al .• 1982c, p. 66).
Occurs as far upstream as Juniper Canyon; lower Yampa contains the
only documented spawning site in the Upper Colorado River Basin
(Miller. et al., 1982c). Basin contributes flow to downstream
critical habitat in the Green River (Table 9, Fig. 5).
Four specimens collected on the Yampa during 19B1 sampling
(Miller. et a1.. 1982c, p. 69).
recently withdrew its participation because of unfavorable economic conditions
(Colo.-Ute Electric Assoc., telephone comm., 1983).
El k Study Ri ver
A recommendation to add about 29 miles of the Elk River to the national
wild and scenic rivers system was submitted to Congress on September 13, 1982
(Interagency Task Force, 1982). The proposed river corridor includes the main-
stem upstream from its confluence with the South Fork, the North and South
Forks to their headwaters, and the Middle Fork to the confluence of Gilpin
and Gold Creeks (U.S. Forest Service, 1979d). Nondesignation was recommended
for the study segment located below the confluence with South Fork in order to
avoid potential impacts on 545 acres of private land and to allow development
of Public Service Company's proposed Hinman Park Reservoir.
The study corridor already enjoys some protection against water-resource
development. About 11 miles of North and South Forks lie within the Mount
Zirkel Wilderness, where development is precluded without a Presidential exemp-
tion. The Colorado Water Conservation Board has appropriated instream flow
rights on all the forks of the Elk River, their major tributaries, and the
mainstem itself. Opportunity costs of designating the recommended corridor
appear to be minimal. No potential hydroelectric sites have been identified
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in the area. The only known potential conflict invoJves the Colorado River
Water Conservation District's proposed Grouse Mountain Reservoir. This 79,000
acre-foot reservoir would be located on Willow Creek, outside the river corri-
dor, but would be filled by a feeder canal diverting water from Middle Fork.
The Elk River Study Team (U.S. Forest Service, 1979d, p. 22) concluded that
designation would not prevent construction of the project because compatible
diversion structures could be built and adequate downstream river flows could
be made available during the recreation season.
Green Study River
The 9l-mile segment of the Green River studied for wild and scenic river
status extends from the Forest Service boat ramp below Flaming Gorge Dam in
Utah to the southwestern boundary of Dinosaur National Monument in Utah (U.S.
National Park Service, 1979c). That portion of the corridor located in
Colorado totals approximately 40 miles. The upper 16 miles lie within Browns
Park National Wildlife Refuge and the lower 24 miles within Dinosaur National
Monument.
Designation would have little effect on project development within the
corridor itself. Two proposed federal projects, Echo Park and Split Mountain
Dam, were strongly opposed by environmental interests in the 1950s; both proj-
ects are now considered dead, and powersite and reclamation withdrawals for
both are being lifted (U.S. National Park Service, 1979c, p. 234). Plans for a
pumped storage project in the upper Utah segment of the corridor have been
postponed indefinitely because of high construction costs. Designation of
the upper Utah segment might limit expansion of hydroelectric output at Flaming
Gorge Dam. Designation of the segment below Echo Park might reinforce limita-
tions on developing water supplies in the Yampa River Basin.
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Yampa Study River
The segment of the Yampa River eligible for wild river status extends from
Dearlodge Park, at the eastern boundary of Dinosaur National Monument, down-
stream 47 miles to the confluence with the Green River at Echo Park. The
entire segment lies within the monument. Numerous water projects located
upstream from the corridor are in various stages of planning or feasibility
study (U.S. National Park Service, 1979c, Table 11-4). Potential uses include
irrigation, municipal, industrial, hydroelectric power, and export to the South
Platte River Basin. Not all of the projects could be built, as some overlap
at near-identical sites and the aggregate would develop more water than is
physically available.
A draft report for both the Green and Yampa Rivers was completed in July
1979 (U.S. National Park Service, 1979c) . Final recommendations were submitted
to the Office of Management and Budget in 1980, but were subsequently returned
to the Secretary of the Interior for further review. In any event, it appears
that any constraints on project development imposed by wild and scenic river
designation might be secondary to those created by preservation of the endanger-
ed Colorado squawfish.
Endangered and Threatened Species
The lower 20 miles of the Yampa River and five downstream segments of the
Green River are considered critical habitat for squawfish spawning and rearing
(Table 9, Fig. 5). Maintenance of suitable flows in the Yampa River is essential
to all these sites, partly because outflow from the Yampa provides almost half
of the water in the Green River in an average year, as measured at Jensen, Utah,
and partly because the lower Yampa itself contains the only documented active
squawfish spawning site located in the entire Upper Colorado River Basin (Miller,
et al., 1982c; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1982f).
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Biological opinions have been issued to date for Cheyenne's Stage II
diversion from the Little Snake River in Wyoming (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1982f; U.S. Forest Service, 1981) and the Moon Lake Power Project
diversion from the Green River near Jensen, Utah (U.S. Bur. Land Mgnt. and
Rural Electrification Admin., 1981; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1981h).
The Service concluded in both cases that flow depletions would not likely
jeopardize survival of the endangered fishes, but could jeopardize recovery
of the species unless conservation measures are taken (Table 10). The City
of Cheyenne agreed to fund certain programs, at a cost not to exceed $138,000,
involving flow releases, habitat manipulation, monitoring and research, and
fish stocking. Operators of the Moon Lake Project agreed to either purchase
replacement water from Flaming Gorge Reservoir or to fund studies and/or pro-
grams designed by the Fish and Wildlife Service in an amount not to exceed
$500,000.
Specific constraints on project opportunities in Colorado are unclear at
this time, but will become more evident with publication of the Fish and Wild-
life Service's forthcoming conservation plan (Archer, 1982). Preliminary data
suggest that minimum flow releases will be needed for the season extending
from June 15 to October 15 (Miller, et al., 1982a, Table 5). Meeting this
flow regime would have its greatest effect on new irrigation developments be-
cause irrigation demand peaks during the same time interval. On the other hand,
a large increase in irrigation use appears unlikely unless irrigation benefits
can be combined with hydroelectric power or municipal-industrial demand to
improve project feasibility. The proposed Savory-Pot Hook Project, for example,
when designed only for irrigation purposes, has a negative benefit-cost ratio
of 0.95:1 even when discounted at the low grandfathered interest rate of 3 1/3
percent (Table 23). Additionally, it should be remembered that Colorado must
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deliver an average of 500,000 acre-feet of water per year at the Maybell Gaging
Station under terms of the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact of 1948 (Witmer,
1968, p. 349). Delivery of this legal obligation to Utah might possibly be
scheduled to coincide with water needs of the endangered fishes.
Other endangered species occurring in the basin (Table 27) do not pose




More than 2.6 million acres of land in Colorado have already been placed
in the national wilderness preservation system, an additional 889,000 acres
have been administratively endorsed for inclusion, and another 447,000 acres
are currently being studied for their wilderness suitability (Tables 2-4).
Nearly all of the designated acreage and more than one-third of the endorsed
acreage is located on national forest lands, generally above 9,000 to 10,000
feet elevation in the alpine-subalpine watersheds. Runoff from the national
forest wilderness equals roughly one-fifth of the state's renewable water
supply. The same areas contain significant opportunities for enhancing
natural runoff through vegetation-snowpack management and orographic cloud
seeding. A small part of the designated acreage and about one-half of the
endorsed acreage is located in national park units. These areas would be
managed as de facto wilderness even without official Congressional action.
The remaining potential wilderness acreage is generally located below 9,000
elevation and is administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
Unless otherwise provided for in the enabling legislation, wilderness
designation automatically precludes any type of new construction works in the
affected area, including enlargements of existing structures; modification of
the plant, soil, or snow cover to increase or change the timing of natural
runoff; and installation of hydrological measuring equipment, except on a
temporary basis. Maintenance of existing structures is permitted, but owners
are required to use primitive means of~ransportation and hand tools wherever
and whenever feasible. Use of wilderness lands as target areas for cloud
seeding is permitted only if proponents can provide reasonable, scientifically
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supportable assurance that seeding will not create permanent, substantial
changes in natural conditions.
Fortunately, much of the national forest wilderness acreage is unsuited
to construction works because of its rugged terrain, remoteness, or compart-
mentalization into small watersheds. Reservoir construction within the small
watersheds is generally inefficient because of the inability to collect and
store large volumes of runoff at anyone site. Reservoir storage on much of
the BLM acreage is not feasible because of low unit water yield. These phys-
ical characteristics, together with the careful drawing of wilderness bound-
aries so as to exclude many developed sites, have helped to miminize develop-
ment conflicts. Potential conflicts involving expansion of the Fryingpan-
Arkansas and Homestake Projects were resolved by granting exemptions in the
enabling legislation.
This study has identified only a few instances where new construction
projects have been excluded or might be excluded. Creation of the Flat Tops
Wilderness in 1975 excluded two project proposals of undetermined viability.
The Cache la Poudre and Comanche Peak Wilderness areas contain several
reservoir sites that were evaluated as part of the Cache la Poudre Project
study. Development potential of the sites is contingent upon the future
price of peaking hydroelectric power. Designation of BLM's Cross Mountain
study area would prevent construction of the lower reservoir unit of the
proposed Juniper-Cross Mountain Project. The opportunity cost of this
potential conflict is moot at present because Colorado-Ute Electric Asso-
ciation, one of the project sponsors, has withdrawn its participation.
Designation of BLMls Gunnison Gorge study area would exclude either the
Cedar Flats or Smith Fork Project. The City of Delta is currently explor-
ing the technical feasibility of its proposed Smith Fork hydroelectric project.
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The Forest Service's Piedra study area contains a potential hydroelectric
site, but no plans now exist for its development.
The other conflict involves the Eagles Nest Wilderness and the Denver
Water Department's proposed expansion of its Roberts Tunnel collection system.
Each of the three affected units, East Gore, Eagle-Piney, and Eagle-Colorado,
could be built completely outside the wilderness boundaries, albeit at higher
economic cost, or need for the projects might be obviated by pursuing other
supply options, such as an exchange transfer of water rights in Green Mountain
Reservoir. Need for the Eagle-Piney and Eagle-Colorado units, even to supply
an expanded service area, could be deferred until after the year 2020 in any
case, providing the Department successfully implements the Foothills Consent
Decree and is able to build its other proposed facilities (Fig . 7).
Alternatively, the Denver Water Department, or any affected project
sponsor, could apply for a Presidential exemption or seek Congressional sup-
port for legislative relief. Section 4 of the Wilderness Act authorizes the
President to grant an exemption if such action "will better serve the interests
of the United States and the people thereof than will its denial. 1I No formal
application has ever been made under the Section 4 provision for any wilder-
ness area in the nation and, accordingly, no precedent has yet been established
for the granting of a Presidential exemption.
Prohibition against modifying the plant, soil, or snow cover to enhance
natural water yield may represent a significant opportunity cost to some local
areas in the future. Any major limitations on cloud seeding over national
forest wilderness areas would foreclose much of the state's cloud-seeding
potential, estimated to total at least 1.5 million acre-feet of incremental
runoff per year, either because the wilderness areas would not be available as
direct target areas or because seeding material released elsewhere could drift
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over and affect wilderness lands. Although experimental seeding has been
permitted over some wilderness areas, there remains a degree of uncertainty
as to whether long-term operational programs would be allowed, and if so,
under what kind of regulatory controls. Implementation of the Colorado
River Snow Enhancement Test should help resolve these uncertainties.
The prohibition against permanent installation of automatic snow gages
in the larger wilderness areas has reduced the efficacy of forecasting stream-
flow conditions, but this has been partially offset by establishing correla-
tion sites in nearby areas.
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
On January 3, 1975, Congress directed that portions of twelve rivers in
Colorado be studied for potential inclusion in the national wild and scenic
rivers system (Table 5). Draft or final reports, including separate assess-
ments of the Upper and Lower Dolores, have been published for each study cor-
ridor. The report for the Big Thompson River determined that the study seg-
ment is ineligible because of its short length and lack of outstanding
features to compensate for the length criterion. Positive recommendations
have been submitted to Congress for portions of the Conejos, Elk, Encampment,
Gunnison, Los Pinos, Piedra, and Upper Dolores Rivers. Final recommendations
for the Cache la Poudre, Colorado, Green, Lower Dolores, and Yampa are still
under administrative review.
Study rivers are explicitly protected against water-project development
during the period which Congress allocates for their study and for an addi-
tional three-year period after the study reports are completed and submitted
to Congress. Such protection has expired for the Upper Dolores, Encampment,
and Gunnison Rivers because Congress failed to take legislative action within
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the three-year grace period. Protective status of the other rivers is uncer-
tain, since none of the other study reports was transmitted to Congress by
the mandated deadline of October 2, 1979.
Both the Forest Service and the Department of the Interior contend that
study status and protection against development remain effective until Congress
has had an opportunity to review the completed reports. This proposition
was formalized by the Reagan Administration in a legislative proposal submitted
to Congress on September 13, 1982 (Interagency Task Force, 1982). The proposed
amendment would clarify Section 7(b) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act by
applying protection from the date that Congress designates a river for study
until three years after transmittal of the study report to Congress, even if
submittal of the report extends past the deadline that Congress mandated for
completion. If Congress fails to act on the recommendation within the three-
year review period, then study and protective status would automatically ter-
minate at the end of the period. The Administration's proposed amendment also
recommended extending the deadline for completion and submittal of study reports
for the Cache la Poudre, Colorado, Green, and Yampa Rivers from October 2, 1979,
to January 1, 1986.
Clarification of the existing uncertainty regarding protective status
should be pursued, either by supporting the Administration's proposal or by
supporting an alternative amendment that would set a definitive termination
date. Failure to clarify the uncertainty could result in the filing of opposi-
tion lawsuits and unnecessary delay for any developments initiated on the
affected rivers. The Administration's proposal to defer completion of study
reports for the Cache la Poudre, Colorado, Green, and Yampa Rivers until
January 1986 appears to be unduly cautious. Further delay in completing
the Cache la Poudre report can be justified only if sponsors can be found
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who are willing to fund an extension of the water-project study just con-
cluded for the Colorado Water Conservation Board (Tudor Engineering, 1982a,
1982b, 1983). Completion of the Colorado, Green, and Yampa reports should be
forthcoming shortly after the Fish and Wildlife Service publishes its conserva-
tion management plan for the endangered Colorado River fishes. This also
applies to the lower Dolores report which the Administration is still review-
ing but did not mention in its proposed amendment.
Three potential options exist for disposition of the individual study
rivers: nondesignation, designation under the federal preservation system, or
designation under a state-administered preservation system. Table 28 summar-
izes the known opportunity costs of designating each river. As noted, the
available data do not reveal any explicit conflicts involving projects of
demonstrated technical and economic feasibility. This is not surprising in
view of the poor information base for development opportunities and the non-
existent information base concerning the instream flows needed for river pre-
servation purposes. Determination of instream flow requirements for river
preservation purposes should be made an integral part of the Congressionally
authorized study procedure. Without such information, it is impossible to gage
the prospective constraints on upstream or tributary development even if proj-
ect operating characteristics are fully known. Although the information base
for development opportunities could undoubtedly be improved through additional
inquiry of a general nature, it is unreasonable to expect that detailed feasi-
bility data can or should be acquired in all cases, at least at public expense.
This report, for example, does not include data on low-head hydroelectric
potential, since collection of such information would constitute a major research
















Known Opportunity Costs of De~ignating Colorado's Wild and Scenic Study Riversa
Known Opportunity Costs
None in the tWQ~thi.rd!l of the ri.yer corrteor containing wilderness lands,
except to eliminate the possibility of a Presidential exemption. Designa~
tion would prevent construction of the potential Grey Mountain-Idlywilde
Project, providing the project gatns an active sponsor and is shown to be
economically feasible.
Prevent development of a conditional storage decree in Horsethief Canyon,
providing the project is shown to be economically feasible. Development
within the corridor may be excluded in any event because nearly all of the
stream mileage is considered critical habitat for the endangered Colorado
squawfish or humpback chub. Upstream projects might be affected if flow
releases for the endangered fishes are not adequate for wild and scenic
river purposes.
None in the wild river corridor, except to eliminate the possibility of a
Presidential exemption in the South San Juan Wilderness. Designation of
the recreational corridor might affect development of 0.68 MW of hydro-
electric potential at Platoro Dam, but no plans now exist for harnessing
this potential.
None in the 11 miles of river corridor located in the Mt. Zirkel Wilderness,
except to eliminate the possibility of a Presidential exemption. Designa-
tion of the remaining corridor is not likely to jeopardize construction of
a diversion structure for the proposed Grouse Mountain Reservoir.
No existing or proposed developments within the river basin. Designation
would eliminate the possibility of a Presidential exemption in the 17.5
miles of river corridor located in Mt. Zirkel Wilderness and Davis Peak
further planning area.
Will not jeopardize completion of the Dolores and Paradox Valley Projects,
but might affect other development opportunities, including a potential
pumped-storage hydroelectric site in Dolores Canyon. Flow releases might
have to be made to protect downstream critical habitat for the endangered
Colorado squawfish in the Colorado Mainstem; such releases might alleviate
constraints imposed by wild and scenic rivers designation.
None in the corridor itself, which lies in Browns Park National Wildlife
Refuge and a portion of Dinosaur National Monument that has been endorsed
for wilderness status. Designation of the segment below Echo Park might
affect development opportunities in the Yampa River Basin, providing that
river flows needed to sustain critical habitat for the Colorado squawfish
in the lower Yampa and Green Rivers are inadequate for wild river purposes.
None within the upper 12.7 miles of river corridor, except to eliminate the
possibility of a Presidential exemption in Black Canyon of the Gunnison
Wilderness. The lower 13.5 miles of river corridor lie within the Gunnison
Gorge Wilderness Study Area. Wilderness or Wild and Scenic Rivers designa-
tion would prevent construction of the proposed Smith Fork hydroelectric
project or the proposed Cedar Flats hydroelectric-conservation storage proj-
ect. (Only one of the two projects could be built because of overlapping
reservoir tailwaters; economic feasibility has not been determined for either
project.) Designation of any portion of the corridor might affect upstream
project opportunities.
None, except to eliminate the possibility of a Presidential exemption in
Weminuche Wilderness.
None within the river corridor itself, but designation might affect upstream
project opportunities.
None in the upper river corridor, except to eliminate the possibility of a
Presidential exemption in the 9.3-mile segment located within Weminuche
Wilderness. About 5 miles of the lower corridor lie within the Piedra Wil-
derness StUdy Area, which has been endorsed for Wilderness status. Wilder-
ness or Wild and Scenic Rivers designation would prevent development of
hydroelectric potential at the O'Neal Park site, although no plans currently







None within the corridor itself, which lies within a portion of Dinosaur
National Monument that has been endorsed for wilderness status. The lower
portion of the corridor contains the only documented spawning habitat for
the endangered Colorado squawfish, and basin outflow is essential to preser-
vatfon of other crftfcal habftat in downstream reaches of the Green Rfver.
Hence flow releases needed to sustain the Colorado squawfish may represent
a greater constraint to upstream projects than designat ion of the corridor
as a wild river .
dExcludes opportunity costs that might accrue in Wyoming (Encampment River) or Utah (Colorado, Green,
and Lower Dolores Rivers).
Allor portions of the Cache la Poudre, Conejos, Elk, Encampment, Gunni-
son, Los Pinos, and Piedra study rivers lie within designated wilderness areas
and are thus already protected against construction activities within the af-
fected corridor boundaries. The only opportunity cost of placing these seg-
ments into the national wild and scenic rivers system would be to remove the
possibility of a Presidential exemption as permitted under Section 4 of the
Wilderness Act. Except for the Cache la Poudre and Gunnison, designation of
the entire eligible segments of the same rivers would appear to foreclose lit-
tle or no development opportunities. Any further consideration to designate
the Gunnison should await completion of BLM 's wilderness suitability study of
Gunnison Gorge and completion of the ongoing feasibility investigation of the
City of Delta's Smith Fork hydroelectric project . Designation of the Cache
la Poudre would apparently exclude only the potential Grey Mountain-Idlywilde
Project. All of the other project configurations identified earlier in Table
19 are either economically infeasible or would require a Presidential exemp-
tion because of their location within existing wilderness areas . Economic
viability of the Grey Mountain-Idlywilde Project has yet to be conclusively
demonstrated.
Whether designation of the Colorado, Green, and Yampa Rivers would actu-
ally constrain project development is largely conditional upon final determi-
nations yet to be made by the Fish and Wildlife Service regarding critical
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habitat and instream fiow needs of the endangered Colorado River fishes.
Endangered species considerations might possibly be more restrictive than
any constraints imposed by wild and scenic river designation. Opportunity
costs of designating the Green and Yampa Rivers would be confined in any case
to upstream areas. Project construction within the Green River corridor is
highly unlikely because of its location within a national wildlife refuge and
national monument. Construction within the Yampa corridor is similarly un-
likely because of its location within the same national monument. Both
monument segments have also been administratively endorsed ' for inclusion in
the national wilderness preservation system.
Designation of the Dolores River, including the segment below Gateway,
should not create any major near-term conflicts. The 1975 enabling legisla-
tion, which established study status for the Dolores, excluded those segments
of the river needed for construction of the Dolores and Paradox Valley Proj-
ects,and the Dolores study team considered the Dolores Project as being "in
place" during its evaluation of the corridor located below the McPhee Dam
site (U.S. Forest Service and U.S. Bur. Outdoor Recreation, 1976a, p. 2).
The long-term impact of designation on development opportunities cannot be
adequately assessed from the available data base. As of 1976, there were no
conditional storage rights and only ~five conditional direct-flow rights
totaling 6.47 cubic feet per second located within the eligible corridor
itself (U.S. Forest Service and U.S. Bur. Outdoor Recreation, 1976b, App.
Table A-2). However, numerous conditional rights exist in upstream and
tributary watersheds, and these might be affected by designation. Conversely,
some river flows may have to be released to protect Colorado squawfish habi-
tat in the reach of the Colorado Mainstem below its confluence with the
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Dolores (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1980b). Such releases might also
suffice for wild and scenic river purposes.
Judging from the general lackof active support given to date by Colorado·s
Congressional delegation, especially by Congressman Ray Kogovsek, who repre-
sents the district containing all but one of the rivers, it appears that few
if any of the study rivers will ever be added to the national preservation
system. Reluctance to sponsor wild and scenic rivers legislation can probably
be explained by the strong political support for water development in Colorado,
the general antagonism toward federal control of water resources in the state,
and the highly protective stipulations that would apply if the rivers were
designated.
Under Section 7(a) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission is prohibited from licensing any construction works on
or directly affecting designated corridors, no federal department or agency
can assist construction projects that would have a direct and adverse effect
on the values for which the corridors are designated, and no federal assis-
tance can be extended to upstream, downstream, or tributary projects that
would invade the corridors or unreasonably diminish their ecological values.
These restrictions could interfere with final water rights perfected under
state law by increasing the costs of maintaining existing water structures or
by preventing changes in the water decrees. More importantly, conditional
water rights and new appropriation filings would be jeopardized if the exer-
cising of such rights creates harmful effects. Designation would automatically
convey a reserved water right to the federal management agency, with the ap-
propriation date being the date of Congressional action in designating the
river.
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The restrictive character of Section 7(a) could be alleviated ;n some
cases by excluding a specific project in the enabling legislation. This was
done, for example, under the Wilderness Act in creating the Hunter-Fryingpan
and Holy Cross Wilderness areas. Similar Congressional exemptions could un-
doubtedly be made under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. Perusal of the sum-
maries in Table 28 reveal that most exemptions would be needed only for proj-
ect development in upstream or tributary areas, not within the corridor
boundaries themselves.
The only other means of striking some kind of balance between river
development and protection would be to create a state-administered preservation
system. At least 23 of the 50 states have adopted some form of protective
legislation for rivers located within their boundaries (Al1~ng and Ditton,
1979). The practicality of this approach in Colorado would clearly require
federal cooperation, since most of the lands bordering the eligible river
segments are federally owned, and would probably also require amending that
portion of the State Constitution which establishes the basic tenets of state
water law. The likelihood of creating a meaningful state-administered river
preservation system ;n Colorado appears remote, but is nonetheless worthy
of further 'investigation.
Endangered Species Act
The Endangered Species Act directs all federal departments and agencies to
conserve those species of fish, wildlife , or plant which are in danger of ex-
tinction throughout all or a significant portion of their range (endangered
species) and those species which are likely to become endangered within the
foreseeable future (threatened species) . Fifteen such species are currently
listed for Colorado (Table 1). The black-footed ferret and Eskimo curlew have
not been positively identified in the state for many years. The Arctic
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peregrine falcon occurs only as an occasional migrant and is therefore un-
likely to affect project development. The bonytail chub appears to have been
extinguished from Colorado and most other downstream areas that would be
affected by project development in the state. The American peregrine falcon~
bald eagle~ greenbacK cutthroat trout~ and the five species of endangered
plants could affect local development opportunities, but no major constraints
have been identified in this study.
By far the most serious constraints to project development will be those
imposed by the Colorado squawfish~ humpback chub, and whooping crane. Further
depletions of streamflow in either the North Platte or South Platte Rivers
would adversely affect the critical habitat of the whooping crane in central
Nebraska if such depletions occur during the periods February l-May 10 or
September l6-November 15 (Fig. 3, Table 8). Accordingly, new developments will
be given nongeopardy biological optrrions only if they can meet the required
flow regime, either by providing storage releases or replacement waters~ or if
they can offset the adverse effects of small depletions by funding habitat
manipulation or acquisition of addit ional habitat lands. Enforcement of these
limitations could preclude full development of Colorado's remaining compact
entitlement to South Platte River flows, assuming that such development would
otherwise be feasible . Early development of South Platte water should be
pursued by metropolitan Denver and other Front Range cities in order to
enhance the prospects of receiving a nonjeopardy opinion.
Approval of project developments affecting the endangered Colorado River
fishes have already been made contingent upon project operators implementing
or funding one or more conservation measures, namely: (1) bypassing of mini-
mum flows or blending of water temperature releases, (2) determining the
feasibility of fish passage around or through the dams, (3) research and
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monitoring of fish populations and habitat preferences, (4) habitat manipula-
tion by gravel placement, creation of still-water areas, or other means,
(5) establishing a fish culture and stocking program, and (6) establishing
reservoir fisheries that do not compete with the endemic species (Table 10).
Some of the recommended conservation measures are site-specific; others will
become part of a comprehensive management plan currently being devised by
the Fish and Wildlife Service for the entire Upper Colorado River Basin.
The plan is expected to focus on conservation of the critical habitat river
segments identified in Table 9 and shown in Figure 5.
Reservoir construction is likely to be flatly prohibited only in the low-
ermost portions of the Yampa and Colorado Mainstem Rivers. Impoundment of the
Yampa River below Harding Hole would inundate the only documented spawning
habitat for Colorado squawfish, and impoundment of the Colorado Mainstem
below Grand Junction would flood critical habitat for either squawfish or
humpback chub. Placement of reservoirs on the lower White and Gunnison
Rivers will be permitted, even though construction will inundate occupied
squawfish habitat. Approval of new water depletions in the Yampa, White,
Colorado Mainstem, Gunnison, and Dolores River basins is likely to involve
some restrictions regardless of project location. Whether cumulative water
depletions may reach a crit tea 1 stage at some future date, such that no new
projects wouldbe allowed, cannot be determined from the available information.
In this connection, it should be emphasized that consumptive water use in
the Colorado River Basin is ultimately limited by provisions of the Colorado
River Compact of 1922, the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact of 1948, and,
possibly, by the Mexican Treaty of 1944. Additional study is needed to deter...
mine if these downstream flow commitments can be managed so as to minimize
the constraints imposed by preservation of the endangered fishes.
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The cumulative effects policy of the Fish and Wildlife Service, which
allows projects to proceed on a first-come-first-served basis, could place
Colorado in a competitive race to develop its unused compact entitlements to
South Platte and Colorado River waters. Specifically, Colorado, Utah, and
Wyoming each contribute river flows that affect preservation of the endangered
fishes, and Colorado, Wyoming, and Nebraska each contribute flows that affect
preservation of the whooping crane. The legality of the Endangered Species
Act in using federal regulatory powers to abrogate state water rights and
interstate compact allocations is presently being litigated in the case of
Riverside Irrigation District v. Stipo (Hobbs, 1982). Both the State of
Colorado and various water agencies have intervened on behalf of the plaintiffs,
Public Service Company and Riverside Irrigation District, who contend that the
United States must obtain a state-administered water right in order to keep
water in the Platte River for benefit of the whooping crane.
If the court denies the plaintiffs' suit, then Colorado should be prepared
to accelerate development of those projects that can serve a demonstrated water
demand. The other alternative is to request an exemption from the Endangered
Species Committee on a project-by-project basis. Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act permits exemptions to be made if there are no reasonable and pru-
dent alternatives to the proposed action, if the benefits of such action
clearly outweigh the benefits of alternative courses of action consistent with
conserving the species or its critical habitat, if the action is in the public
interest, and if the action is of regional or national significance.
The development-preservation conflict examined in this study creates
some unavoidable economic costs. Project planning costs are increased because
time and personnel must be invested in complying with procedural requirements
of the laws. Capital or operating costs may be increased because of construction
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delays, required engineering design changes, or required changes in the spatial
location of project facilities. In some cases, project development opportuni-
ties may be completely foregone. On balance, however, there is no reason to
conclude that wilderness preservation has yet generated any substantial net
costs to the citizens of Colorado.
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